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INTRODUCTION.
The problem of the interdependence of human capacities is a ve-
ry old one, but only in recent years has it been approached from a
standpoint other than that of mere opinion, based upon "common obser-
vation". Some of the conclusions which were drawn from general ob-
servation, unchecked by measurement and statistical investigation,
have been erroneous. The following serve as illustrations; the idea
that ability in the logical thot processes is inversely correlated
with ability to deal with concrete material, or the mechanical arts;
the idea that physical strength and general athletic ability is in-
versely correlated with mental ability. Illustrations of such gen-
eral incorrect notions might be multiplied. Since 1890 it has been
realized that these questions can be taken outside of the realm of
opinion and placed in that of more or less definitely established
fact by scientific method. Two investigations, one conducted by
W. C. Bagley at Wisconsin in 1897 and the other by Cyril Burt at Ox-
ford in 1909, will serve as types of the pioneer and of the modern
studies along these lines. The former study# deals with the correl-
ation between mental and motor ability. Dynamometer tests, motor
coordination tests, trilling tests, etc. were used to measure motor
ability and teachers* estimates and reaction times were the basis for
the mental tests. One conclusion, now considered erroneous, drawn
from this experiment is that an inverse correlation exists between
mental and motor ability. The mathematical treatment of the data
obtained was by unrefined methods and the conclusions, as illustrat-
ed have been largely displaced by later investigations, but on the
whole the problem was approached in the right spirit and this inves-
# American Journal of Psychology, v. 12, pp.l93ff.
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tigation takes a place among those marking a new era in the study of
such problems.
The study "by Burt// attempts to establish the correlation between
imputed general intelligence, as determined by the head masters' es-
timates, and ability to learn, to discriminate, to make certain motor
coordinations, etc., as determined by variously devised psychological
tests. His conclusions are quite in harmony with extensive investi-
gations conducted by others during the last decade. Prom the results
of Burt and of others the following generalizations are drawn, tho it
is difficult to generalize from experiments conducted under such va-
rying conditions: : (l) There is no positive correlation (at least
not greater than that represented by a Pearson coefficient of correl-
ation of .10) between any trait making for human and individual wel-
fare and a trait opposed to it. It is, of course, possible that in-
vestigation of traits not yet studied may reveal such a correlation.
This principle i3 one of the most valuable and fundamental to which
the study of correlation has led and it is sufficiently well esta-
blished to warrant being taken as a permanent mile-post. (2) The
correlation between anthropometric measurements and mental tests is
very small. (3) The correlation between various motor and mental
abilities varies between ,00 and .50 (in terms of a Pearson coeffi-
cient). (4) The correlation between sensory discrimination and
tests of intelligence varies between .25 and .75. (5) The correla-
tion between different tests measuring intelligence varies between
.40 and .90.
The present investigation deals with the correlation of certain
laboratory tests in discrimination, reaction time and association
# British Journal of Psychology, December 1909.

with class standings in mathematics, science, and foreign languages,
as determined "by the class records of the students,
UPPER AND LOWER LIMENS OF AUDITION.
Test3 of the upper and lower limens of audition were planned
for the purposes of this experiment. The instrument used to find
the upper limen was the Galton whistle and that for the lower limen
the Appun lamella. It was found after considerable experimenting
that neither of these tests could he conducted with sufficient accu-
racy to warrant their use.
The difficulty which arose in connection with the upper limen
was unexpected. The limen could he determined with very considera-
ble precision at any one sitting, but when the experiment was repeat-
ed some days later the limen, in most cases, was found to be just as
definitely in some other place, several thousand vibrations a second
away from the previous determination. The general tendency was for
the limen to rise. This change seemed to be practically indepen-
dent of physical conditions and very largely a matter of training.
An extreme case illustrating this progressive change of the upper li-
men is that of the experimenter who took the readings on the Galton
whistle for the observers. At the beginning of these observations
he was able to hear a sound of 28,000 vibrations a second. Observa-
tions were taken at intervals for a month and he noted that his limen
was continually rising. At the end of the month he was able to hear
as a tone vibrations of the rate of 40,000 per second. Nor was his
case unique, except in degree. Second and sometimes third observa-
tions were taken on a number of the subjects, showing such increases
as the following; from 28,900 to 39,000; from 29,700 to 38,000; from
27,100 to 28,830; from 34,710 to 36,600; etc. The upper limen
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seemed to "be a very well defined point at the time when tested, but
its instability rendered it inaccurate for correlation purposes.
The Appun lamella proved a very unsatisfactory instrument for de-
termining the lower limen because of the unavoidable sound in start-
ing it, but this was not the only difficulty involved. Many of the
observors felt that the low sound turned into a flutter by impercep-
tible degrees and to say that the limen is at a particular point does
not represent a fact in consciousness. There seems to be considera-
ble ground for justification of this since the difficulty was exper-
ienced by more than a majority of the observors. One observor, who
thot that he could discern a limen, was equally sure that, by alter-
ing his attention he could change the limen; i.e. by one attitude
toward any of the vibrations lying between 22 and 17 a second he
could hear them as a smooth tone and by another attitude, he could
hear them as a flutter. For these reasons this experiment was dis-
carded.
DISCRIMINATION OF GREYS.
The object of this test was to obtain individual measures of the
ability to discriminate greys. The procedure was as follows: A
Marbe color mixer was used. In its center was an unchanging disk of
2.5 cm. diameter, composed of 183 degrees of white paper and 177 de-
grees of black (Milton Bradley standard white and black used thruout),
Outside of this was a disk of 7.7 cm. diameter, composed of black and
TThite papers of the same make, in a proportion which varied according
to the setting of the instrument. This color mixer was set up in a
dark room in front of an opening in a black cardboard box, as shown
by the cross section sketch on the following page. "K H is the disk
of the color mixer, directly in front of the opening "J" of the same
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size as the disk "M N . The
observor "I w looks thru the I *0
opening M upon the disk J M
"M". The illumination is
by means of a lamp situated
at "L", so that light falls upon "M", "but is screened from the obser-
vor by the flap "F". Everything about the box is made of black
cardboard. Its dimensions are 45 cm. in length by 18 x 18 cm. The
source of illumination was a 55 candle poorer ground glass incandes-
situated 8 cm. below and 15 cm. in front of the disk on the color
mixer. The observor f s eyes were approximately 75 cm. in front of
and 25 cm. above the center of the disk. Preliminary experiments
established the fact that ^hen the proportions of black and white in
the outside disk were such as was represented by a reading of 12 on
the scale the outside and inside disk3 appeared to be a match for all
observors. Measurement showed that the outside disk was then com-
posed of 203 degrees of white and 157 degrees of black. The proce-
dure was to start with this match and increase or decrease the pro-
portion of white, while the observor was watching, to such a point
that the outside disk appeared "too light" or "too dark" to be a
match with the inside disk. 25 such observations were taken, twelve
being "too dark" readings and eleven "too light" readings. Observa-
tions were discontinued when after images appeared or when the eyes
were fatigued. The starting point - scale reading of 12 - was found
as indicated rather than by measuring the number of degrees of white
and black in the outside ^isiffiFd number in the inside disk, 183
degrees of white and 177 degrees of black, for the reason that the
volt alternating circuit, and
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latte± method would not have taken account of the effect continually
present because of the black background. The following table gives
the results abtained by the different observors A, B, C, etc.
:0bservor
,
Dark
: readings
:
:
Light :
,
readings
:
: Match : Average
:
di s. dif.:
Average
:
var'n :
: A : 15.48 : : 10.41 : : 12.94 : : 2.53 : : .38 :
: B : 15.66 : 9 . 78 12.72 i 2.94 : .82 :
: C : . 13.75 :: 9.87 : : 11.81 !: 1.94 !: .28 :
: D ! 13.80 : 9.73 : 11. 77 ; 2.03 : : .31 :
: E : 15.13 : 8.24
;
: 11.68
; ;
3.45 ; .45 :
: F 14.88 : ' 8.32 : 11.30 ! 2.97 : : .60 :
: G : 13.90 : : 10.78 : : 12.34 ,• 1.56 :: .36 :
: H : : 14.27 : 10.88 : : 12.58 : 1.69 i: .18 ;
: I :
: J : 14.37 ! 8.90 : 11.64 : 2.73 : : .29 •
: K : ! 15.83 ; : 8.50 : 12.16 : 3.67 :: .63 •
: L : : 14.96 : 10.96 : : 12.96 : 2.00 : .26 :
The first column gives the average reading at which the outside
disk first appeared darker than the inside disk and the second column
gives a similar average for the readings at which the outside disk ap-
peared lighter than the inside disk. The third column is the aver-
age of the first and second and is given as the reading at which the
two disks most exactly match. The fourth column gives the "average
discrimination difference" and is the average of the divergevices of
the individual readings from this best match reading. The last col-
umn, giving the "average variation" is the average of the divergences
of the individual readings from the average "too dark" (column l)
and the average "too light" (column 2) readings, as the case may be.
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These results give the following two sets of measures which will be
used later; (1) the measures for the average discrimination differ-
ence; and (2) the measures for the average variation.
ASSOCIATION EXPERIMENT
,
This test is a free association experiment and the method is
somewhat more complete than the ordinary free association experiment
in that complete introspections are recorded.
The following 100 words were used as stimulus words:
1 arch 34 ghostly 67 consent
2 prude 35 future 68 courage
3 egotism 36 text 69 cowardi ce
4 single 37 success 70 course
5 chastity 38 abstract 71 habit
6 ginger 39 fatalism 72 gamble
7 shrew 40 gauze 73 purity
8 adapt 41 error 74 drug
9 tough 42 gargle 75 snake
10 morality 43 energetic 76 intention
11 rubber 44 apathy 77 cauti on
12 coquet 45 silk 78 alimony
13 ki ck 46 stage 79 athe i sm
14 forward 47 curse 80 cuckoo
15 truth 48 duty 81 height
16 cake 49 valor 82 deject
17 skeptic 50 velvet 83 concept
18 extort 51 secure 84 temperance
19 modest 52 giggle 85 chide
20 religion 53 inhuman 86 law
21 knife 54 ecstacy 87 virtue
22 fanatic 55 lace 88 reverse
23 insult 56 hint 89 handsome
24 flaxen 57 blush 90 temper
25 soul 58 wicked 91 heaven
26 bar 59 conscience 92 quitter
27 president 60 shoulder 93 thrill
28 fluster 61 graft 94 character
29 juicy 62 behave 95 thief
30 death 63 sacrifice 96 guile
31 pres3 64 philosophy 97 bully
32 beauty 65 trifle 98 revel
33 retard 66 bedlam 99 revenge
100 iniquity
It ^ill be noticed that a very generous proportion of them are
more or less abstract in their nature. These abstract words were
chosen with the aim of bringing out significant modes of reaction,
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which it was thot they would accomplish more readily than concrete
and less difficult words. The remainder are intended to represent
a random sampling of the ":ords used in ordinary life.
The instructions to the observors were that upon hearing one of
these stimulus wordB they were to react with the first word that came
to mind. They were told that no logical relation between stimulus
word and reaction word was demanded - the only requirement being that
the reaction word must be one suggested in some manner by the stimu-
lus word.
The time between stimulus word and reaction wa3 measured by
mean-; of a stop watch, operated by the experimentor. The watch was
read to 10'ths of a second by estimation between 5»th3 of a second
divisions and was started and stopped by the armature of an electric
magnet which was in circuit with an easily operated key. This ar-
i
- •
-
rangeraent proved more precise than could be obtained by manipulating
the watch directly. A series of tests to determine the probable
error in the time of observation due to the experimentor 1 s manipula-
tion showed it to be about .1 second, i.e. his average variability
in measuring a stimulus of known duration was a little less than .1
second. The time between end of stimulus word and beginning of re-
action word is taken.
After the reaction the observor was asked for a complete intro-
spection concerning the association process and a shorthand record
of this account is recorded. (The entire data for this experiment is
given in the appendix.) The data is classified according to three
schemes. (The complete classification follows the datn. in the ap-
pendix. )
(l) All the associations which the introspections showed re-
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ferred to some particular situation are classed in a Particular Situ-
ation class. All other associations are put into a General Situa-
tion class. The reference to a particular situation is shown by the
visual imagery or other thot process "being a memory of some specific
circumstance. The following are illustrations of this class:: Ob-
3ervor E #5 (See record in the appendix) - stimulus "chastity", reac-
tion "pure", introspection "I thot of one of Shakespere's plays. The
class discussed the character-, of the play and the purity of the he-
roine. Visual image of the page in the book dealing with this.
Another illustration: Observor I #23 - stimulus "insult", reaction
"offence", introspection "The idea came from having recently heard
Ex-governor Glenn, who spoke about the insult to the white population.
He seemed to pronounce the word as tho it were 'insu-u-lt ' . "
(2) The data is classified according to the imagery involved,
using the following subdivisions: Arti culatory ; Visual; Kinesthetic;
a general group composed of Olfactory, Gustatory, Cutaneous, Auditory
and Organic; 2'd Arti culatory (by which is meant that the reaction
word i3 one that had occurred at least once before in the series); 2'd
Visual (by which is meant that the visual imagery is the same as that
called up by some preceding word); No Imagery. In a very considera-
...
.„ —».... ******
ble number of observations more than one kind of imagery was involved
and in such cases as many different kinds of imagery were credited
with the reaction as the introspection showed to be present. The
reliability of these different classes differs greatly: :he first
class, Arti culatory imagery, is very unreliable for the reason that
most of the observors, altho advanced students of psychology, were
uncertain as to the criteria of articulatory imagery. This was e-
qually true of kinesthetic, olfactory, gustatory, cutaneous, auditory
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and organic imagery. It is not the case with visual imagery - the
introspections are definite and in only a few case i does the observor
show doubt as to the existence or non existence of visual imagery.
The 2'd Articulatory class is exact, depending entirely upon the pre-
vious ;se of the reaction word. In explaining his introspections
the observor very generally used the stimulus word and necessarily
thot it in all cases. For this reason, in later reactions, if the
reaction word previously occurred as a stimulus word the association
was classed under 2'd Articulatory. The 2'd Visual class proved so
small that it need not be considered. The No Imagery class is a
small one, comprising only those reactions in which the observor de-
finitely said there was no imagery. If the introspection contains
no statement at all in regard to the imagery the association is put
into the Articulatory class, thu3 further tending to make the class
unreliable. The only two classes considered accurate for the pur-
poses of this study are the Visual and 2 f d Articulatory.
(3) A classification according to the nature of the mental pro-
cess involved in association is used. It is a modification of the
classification used by Wells# and consists of the following classes:
(l) Sound; (2) Phrase Completion; (3) Synonyms; (4) Contrast; (5) Co-
existence; (6) Predicate and Judgment of Quality; (7) Subordination;
(8) Coordination; (9) Supraordination; (10) Egocentric; (11) Egocen-
tric Predicate; (12) Subject Relation; (13) Object Relation; (14)
Causality; (15) Failure. An explanation in some detail will be ne-
cessary to indicate just *hat is put into each class and the lines of
demarcation between the classes. The classification is a purely ar-
bitrary one and there is no natural line of division between classes,
# American Journal of Psychology, January 1909.
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but that fact does not in itself destroy the usefulness of the clas-
sification if it is possible to measure the degree of relation be-
tween the classes and thus utilize their interdependence, A further
discussion of this point is given later in describing the method of
grouping. The following principles are followed in the classifica-
tion of the data:
(1) Class 1 comprises those associations in which the sound of
the word played the leading part, as in the following: Observor D
#49, stimulus "valor", reaction "vanity", introspection "A sound re-
action. After reacting the meaning came as 'bravery'." Associa-
tions in which the reaction word is some modified form of the stimu-
lus word are also found in this class, e.g. Observor D #64, stimulus
"philosophy", reaction "philosopher". There is little difficulty in
determining the associations which belong in this class, tho occa-
sionally an uncertainty arises, e.g. stimulus "man", reaction Man-
kind" might properly be either in this class, the class Supraordina-
tion, or the class Phrase Completion. This difficulty is not seri-
ous as the introspections almost invariably indicate to which class
such a reaction belongs. The difficulty in distinguishing between
class 2 and class 1 is slightly greater than that between any of the
other classes and class 1.
(2) Class 2 is comprised of those reactions in which a word (in
case the stimulus is the first part of a compound word), a phrase, or
an idea, is completed by the addition of another word or words.
Such a reaction as the following; stimulus "text", reaction "text-
book" is put into this class, tho it does not differ much from the
following; stimulus 'man", reaction 'toiankind", which would have been
put into class 1. Another illustration of a reaction put into this
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class is the following; stimulus "shrew", reaction "Taming of the
Shrew", introspection "I thot of the play 'Taming of the Shrew' in
articulator;/ terms." This class is not as clearly defined as the
first, conflicting more or less with most of the other classes. Il-
lustrations of the conflict with the different classes are readily
available - the following is one; stimulus "black", reaction "white",
introspection "I thot of the phrase 'black and white'." Whether this
belongs here or in Contrast is a question. If the phrase were "black
and blue" it would have been put into this class. The Phrase Com-
pletion class especially competed with the Subject Relation and Object
Relation classes in its claim for certain reactions, e.g. observor D
#88, stimulus "reverse", reaction "engine", introspection "Clear vi-
sual image of the throttle of an engine." This quite clearly belongs
in the Object Relation class, but if the introspection had been "I
thot of the phrase 'reverse the engine' ", the reaction would have be-
longed in the Phrase Completion class. In a number of cases the in-
trospections do not clear up the difficulty. It is felt by the writ-
er that the distinction between the Phrase Completion class and the
Subject Relation and Object Relation classes is particularly indefi-
nite.
(3) The Synonym class is composed of those cases in which the
reaction word is more or less accurately a synonym of the stimulus
word. The Identity, or Synonym, class gradually grades into the
Coexistence class or the Coordination class. However, if a word
might equally well be put into the Coexistence or Synonym class, it
was always put into the latter.
(4) The Contrast class is composed of those reactions showing
contrast between stimulus and reaction word, and also of certain re-
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actions in which the introspection shows plainly that the idea of
contrast is present, tho the stimulus and reaction words do not show
it, e.g. observor I #69, stimulus "cowardice", reaction "fight", the
introspection giving as the idea, that the opposite of cowardice •
courage - can he shown only by a fight. As the idea of contrast be-
tween stimulus and reaction is less and less pronounced this class
grades imperceptibly into the class Coordination. It is also relat-
ed to Coexistence since a large number of contrasting ideas are also
coexisting. If the contrast is not a perfect one there may be a
question whether the association belongs in the Contrast or one of
the classes Subordination, Supraordination. This latter difficulty
did not prove a very general one.
(5) The Coexistence class is a very general class. It is re-
lated to all the other classes, tho it was not credited with any re-
action that could be put into any other one. When the reaction word
is quite apparently related in some way to the stimulus word, but in
so obscure a way that it cannot be said to be a relation of Identity,
Contrast, etc. the association is classified here. In certain of
the reactions of this class the stimulus and reaction words represent
things which coexist in nature, and in certain others the stimulus
and reaction words represent two ideas which coexist only in the
realm of thot.
(6) In the beginning of the classification it was attempted to
distinguish between a simple predicate and a judgment of quality,
but the two classes so nearly approached identity in the mind of the
classifier that it was abandoned and in the following discussion the
two classen are grouped as a single Predicate class. There are two
main types of association in this class; (a) those in which some ob-
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ject is named as the stimulus and a predicate of it given as the re-
action word, and (b) those in which a predicate is named and some ob-
ject given to which this predicate i3 appropriate. A reaction such
as the following would be put into this class; stimulus "beauty",
reaction "girl". It is thot that such a stimulus is taken either as
"beautiful" or immediately suggests it, making the association of the
genuine predicate type.
(7) and (9) The classes Subordination and Supraordination are
difficult classes to separate since a reaction such as the following;
stimulus "horse", reaction "animal " may be looked upon in one of two
ways, either (a) that the observor thot of "horse" and then the lar-
ger group to which it belonged, cr (b ) that the observor had a number
of general ideas within easy reach and in searching for examples
"horse" came as an illustration of the general class "animal". In
making a distinction between these tv/o classes, if the introspection
does not reveal to which class the association belongs, reactions
such as that cited are put into the Supraordination class. The Pred-
icate and Subordination classes are related since the mental process
of attaching a specific example to a larger class is quite analogous
to that of attaching a predicate to an object. For a similar reason
the Predicate and Supraordination classes are related.
(8) The Coordination class is arbitrarily limited to cases in
which the stimulus word and reaction word are of equal logical value,
unless the introspection shows in some other case that the coordina-
tion idea is present, e.g. it is of course quite possible that the
idea of coordination may be present when stimulus and reaction words
are as different as the following; stimulus "beauty", reaction 'taan'1-
in such a case the introspection might reveal that the idea was of a
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"beautiful woman" and a "handsome man". The relation between Coor-
dination and Synonyms, and Contrast, has been discussed under those
topics.
(10) and (11) The class Egocentric contains only eight observa-
tions and the class Egocentric Predicate contains none at all, hence
the discussion of these classes will be omitted. It is quite possi-
ble that they might be of very considerable size with different ob-
servers.
(12) and (13) The Subject Relation class is comprised of two
kinds of reactions; (a) those in which the stimulus word is a verb
and the reaction word the subject cf it, and (b) those in which the
stimulus word is a noun, conceived of as the subject of the reaction
word, which is a verb. Similarly there are two kinds of reactions
put into the Object Relation class. The similarity between these
classes and the Phrase Completion class has already been noted. The
number of observations in these two classes is small, .
(14) Causality is a very limited class and comprises those re-
actions in which the stimulus represents the cause of the reaction
word, or vice versa. The following is an illustration; observor F
#23, stimulus "insult", reaction 'man", introspection "Hazy visual
image of a man coming along the sidewalk and shoving a lady over to
one side". The illustration cited shows the close connection be-
tween this class and the Subject Relation and Object Relation classes
(15) The Failure class is composed of two kinds of reactions;
(a) those in which there is a blocking of the association processes
and a corresponding inability to react, and (b ) those in which the
reaction, tho set off by the stimulus word, has no connection with it
and is, in reality, a reaction to an ideational process inaugurated
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by the observor entirely independent of the stimulus word. Very
few reactions of this nature occurred, and in fact the entire class
is small.
Following is a table showing the more important elements of
the complete classification given in the appendix:
Obser- Reaction .Varia- Parti cu- : Visual : 2»d Artw
vors : Time ! bility ,lar Sit. : Imagery: dilatory:
A : 1.4 : .30 20 : 74 : 16 :
B : 1.0 : .20 43 : 70 6 :
C : 1,3 : ; .50 6 : 5 : 3 :
D ! 1.45 : : .90 : : 5 : • 33 : 3 :
E : : 1.7 : : .45 : : 49 : 57 : 8 :
F : I 1.4 - ; .30 : 9 : • 38 : 9 :
G ; : 1.2 ; .30 : : 30 : 71 : 7 :
H : : 1.3 :i .30 -; 4 :: 41 : 7 :
I :: 1.4 ; ! .335 . ; 49 48 : 3 :
J : : 1.25 : .35 : 6 : 62 : 13 :
K :: 1.0 ,: .235 : : 8 ; 82 : 43 :
L ; : 1.7 : .50 : 22 : 56 ; 4 ;
S'ndJhcsBe: SynoH Con-
:
Coex.: Pred^SuboR: Cootc: Su-a^oa£ubj.; Obj.: Cau-:Fai-
:
Comp.: nyms
:
trast pra.: Rel.: Rel.: sal. jlure
A: 4 : 9 : 21 ! 2 : 11 i 36 : 8 i 4 : j 4 : 1 : : ! j A
B: 2 : 14 : 4 ; 3 : 14 : 43 : 5 : 6 : 6 ! o ; 1 : 1 : 1 i j B
C: 1 : 15 : 49 : : 9 : 14 : 3 : : 1 : : 1 : : 3 : 4 : C
D: 36 : 9 ! 19 : 4 : 5 : 8 : 3 ! i. . 2 ! : : 1 : i 10 : D
E: 12 ; 8 i 11 : 2 : 17 : 24 : 4 : 5 ! 5 ! : 3 : 5 : 2 : 2 : E
F: 2 : 28 : 25 : 11 2 11 ! 10 : 1 : i ,KJ , 1 : : 2 : 1 : 4 : 1 I F
G; 3 : 8 ! 22 i 1 ! 23 : 18 : 14 : : : : 2 : 3 ! 5 : 1 : G
H: 3 : 9 : 28 ; 5 : 12 ; 18 ! 5 j 3 : 1 : 3 : 3 : 3 : 4 1 3 : H
I: 6 : 6 : 33 : 13 : 12 ! 5 : 3 : 8 : 5 j : : 3 i 2 : 4 : I
J: 2 : 7 : 31 : 16 : 5 : : 12 :; 2 an
'
|
I : : 1 : 2 • 4 : 5 : J
K : 4 : 12 : 3 : 1 • 12 : 30 : 2 : 2 :10 : : 8 : 9 : 3 : 4 : K
L : 7 : 17 ! 14 : 4 : 12 : 16 : 4 : 6 : 5 : 1 : 5 : 3 ! 5 : 1 : L
:02 :142 :260 : 62 :143 :234 : 54 :52 :37 : 8 :27 :31 :33 :35
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In this table the measure of the reaction time, appearing in
the second column, is the median. One-half the difference between
the upper and lower quar tiles is given as the measure of variability.
In the remaining columns the figures given indicate the number of re-
actions put into these classes.
REACTION TIME MEASURES
.
The use of the median instead of the average as the best measure
for the reaction time is based upon the fact that there is a skew
distribution of reaction times, represented by a curve such as the
following
(a) - mode
(b) s median
(c) z mean
. : i-
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38
»
: Reaction time in 10' the of a second.
The mode and the mean are on opposite sides of the median, the
mode being closer to the short time reaction end and the mean closer
to the long time reaction end of the distribution curve. One factor
tending toward such a skew distribution lies in the existence of a
number of reactions in which there is a blocking or conflict in the
mental process, thus excessively lengthening the reaction time. If
this factor could be entirely eliminated it is still probable that
there would be a skew distribution since there is an absolute lower
limit, less than which the reaction time cannot be, but no such upper
limit. With such a skew distribution the average is too greatly af-
fected
^ ^ f^ large observations to make it a desirable measure of
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reaction time. Again, the mode takes no account whatsoever of any
measures except those neighboring to it and is therefore not a desir-
able measure. The median is affected to an equal extent by every
measure, large or small, and is here considered the best single value
to measure the reaction time of the individual. The same objection
that applies to the average applies to- such measures as the mean de-
viation, or the standard deviation, as measures of variability, and
for the same reason that the median is chosen as the best measure of
reaction time, the difference in time between the upper and lower
quartiles is chosen a3 a measure of variability. One-half this dif-
ference is equal to the median deviation of the observations, measur-
ed from a point very near the median.
GROUPING OP CLASSES.
In the classification according to the nature of the mental pro-
cess involved there are fifteen classes, with varying numbers of ob-
servations in each. In order to have measures of the types of reac-
tion which are more reliable than is possible under such conditions
certain of these classes have been combined into groups. There are
two methods for determining the classes which shall be so combined.
(1) The combination of the classes into groups according to the
judgment of the classifier. According to this method his idea as to
the intimacy of the classes would be the sole justification for com-
bining them. Instead of adopting such a classification, which would
be simply an a priori judgment on the part of the classifier, the
following method is used:
(2) The degree to which two classes are correlated as to fre-
quency of occurrence is made the basis for grouping. Without assum-
ing a similarity of mental process involved in reacting according to
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the different classes so grouped, a high correlation would indicate
that a tendency to react according to one of these classes is accom-
panied by a pronounced tendency to react according to the other class-
es in the group. The following table shows the correlation existing
between each class and certain of the other classes:
Sound iPhraee : Syno- Con-
:
Coex. PreoV.Subor.: Coor.. : Supra: Cau-.:,Subj." Obj.:
: Comp^nyms
,
sal. : Rel.
:
:Rei .
:
Sound
,
[1.
Phrase
Comp.
;
•
- .28 :1 . :
Syno-
nyms ! : - . 75 :-.37:l.
Con-
trast ! : .44
Coex-:
ist. : s : S :-.37; 1.
Pred-
icate
:
S : S :-.55: ! .60 :1.
Sub or.: s : S : S : : .55 L > _S5 i:1. ;
Coor. ! S : : S : .09 ; .69: .09 : s : S : 1. :
Supra^
: .31 : S :-.69' S : .25 -.25! : S : i.
Cau- :
sality :-.34" : S : I-.55 ! JL.
Subj.
Rel. : S : : .28 : .47 :1.
Obj. :
Rel. : .28' : .S2 :1. :
For the method of calculating these coefficients of correlation
and their probable error see page 25. in any square in the table
the coefficient of correlation found is that between the classes in-
dicated at the top of the column and the left of the row in which the
coefficient occurs. Where there are blank spaces in the table coef-
ficients of correlation were not calculated, but the data was care-
fully inspected and it is known that no appreciable positive correla-
tions occur. Those squares containing an "S" indicate that the cor-
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relation is small, in fact in no case appreciably larger than the
probable error, which is .19. An inspection of this table shows that
certain classes may be combined into groups on the basis of high cor-
relation between them.
(Alpha) Synonyms, Coordination and Contrast are combined into
a single group, Alpha, on account of the following correlations: Be-
tween Synonyms and Contrast, .44; between Contrast and Coordination,
69. The positive correlation between Synonyms and Coordination, 09,
is so small as to be no additional reason for the grouping.
(Beta) Object Relation, Subject Relation and Causality are com-
bined into a single group, Beta, on the basis of the following cor-
relations; between Object Relation and Subject Relation, . 62; between
Subject Relation and Causality, .47; and between Causality and Object
Relation, .28.
(Gamma) Predicates, Subordination and Coexistence are combined
into a single group, Gamma, on the basis of the following correlations
between Predicates and Coexistence, .60; between Coexistence and Su-
bordination, .55; and between Subordination and Predicates, .55.
The following classes show no marked positive correlations, i.e.
correlations greater than twice the probable error: Sound, Phrase
Completion, Supraordination, Failure, and accordingly they are not
grouped.
The positive correlation coefficients here given are somewhat
too small and the negative coefficients too large for the reason that
there is a tendency toward negative correlation, since the more in one
class the less number that remain which can be put into another class.
After a reaction is put into one class there is less probability, in
the ratio of 99 to 100, of any other class containing as great a num-
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ber as it otherwise would. For this reason the importance of nega-
tive correlation coefficients lies in their ability to indicate which
classes are mo3t strongly opposed, rather than to accurately measure
the amount of apposition.
Following is a table giving the number of times the observors
reacted according to the Alpha, Beta and Gamma types:
: Alpha : Beta : Gamma :
A ! 27 1 ! 55 :
B
_
! 13 : 3 : 62 :
C i 49 4 5 26 :
D ! 26 : 1 16 :
E ! 18 : 10 : 45 :
F 39 : 7 : 22 :
G : 23 ! 10 55 :
H I 36 : 10 ! 35 :
I : 54 ! 5 ! 20 :
J : 59 ! 7 : 19 :
K : 6 J 20 J 44 :
L : 24 13 32 :
This table is obtained by combining the appropriate columns of
the table on page 16.
THE OBSERVORS.
The observors are all men with the exception of observor C. Ob-
servors A. B. C. D. F. G and H are either graduate students or have
completed work for a Ph.D. degree. The others are all advanced un-
dergraduates. Observor E is a Japanese student who has a good com-
mand of the English language. Observor I is a Russian and a lin-
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quist of very exceptional ability. lie is gifted with a remarkable
memory and is also exceptionally strong in mathematics, engineering,
science and economics, Observor H is a keen student of philosophy
and his grades in other subjects are perhaps considerably below his
ability in them. This is probably the case also with some of the
other observors. For reasons mentioned in the next paragraph the
rankings in Mathematics, Science and Foreign Languages do not conform
exactly with the grades received in these subjects, however, the
rankings given represent grades and are indicative of ability only in
so far as are the grades received,
RANKINGS IIT MATHEMATICS , SCIENCE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES
.
Mathematics, Science and Foreign Languages are chosen because
grades in these subjects are more accessible than is true of subjects
less universally pursued. The grades recorded in the following ta-
ble are taken from the registrar's records when possible. If the
student's undergraduate work was done at some other institution equi-
valent grades at the University of Illinois are recorded. In some
cases this has involved an estimate, which has been based upon the
student's own judgment of his ability and upon other available infor-
mation in regard to equivalent grades. Following is a table of
grades and rankings. A star indicates a change in the order of rank-
ing from that of grading.
Mathematics : Science : Foreign lang.
:
Grade : Rank : Grade : Rank : Grade : Rank :
A : 91 ; n a.
'.
±f ' 91 : 4 : 87 : 6 :
B : 81 : 7 : 88 : 6.5: 94 : 2.5:
C : 93 ; 3 : 94. 2: 3 : 94 : 2.5:
D : 88 5 : 95 : 2 : 84 : 8 :
E ; 83 ! 6 : 88 ; 6.5; 89 :
....
4
. ..
F : 90 : 4 i 93 :
! 1# 86.5: 7
G 73 : 11.5 77 ; : 11 ; 85 : 5#
H f n : 11.5 ! 80 : 10 ! 83 9
I l 84
•
—
¥~! 86. 5 : |# ! 98 1J : 86 85.7 : 8 69 : 12?o: 12 " ' : 72.5 : 11t— ! "82. 'I? : 9 77 : 10
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In every case where the order of ranking has "been changed from
that of grading and an observor with a lower grade in a subject rank-
ed ahead of some with higher grades the change is amply justified be-
cause the lower grades are averages of grades received, in whole or
in large part, in advanced courses and the grades of the observors
passed were received in more or less elementary courses. To illus-
trate - observor I with a grade of 84 in Mathematics is ranked second,
ahead of observors C and F, but not ahead of observor A. I's grade
is for advanced work in Mathea,tics , as also is A's, but C's and F's
.
|
grades are for elementary mathematics. It is the opinion of the
writer that the ranking as given corresponds very closely with the
ranking of these observors if determined according to grades received
in identical courses in Mathematics, Science and Foreign Languages,
but it is not thot that such grades would represent very accurately
the abilities of the students in the subjects named for the reason
that certain of them would make little effort to rank well according
to grade. For example; G and H both receive grades around 95 in sub-
I jects which interest them and which they spend their time upon, and if
ability in Mathematics could be measured it is hardly likely that
they would stand last.
TABLES.
The following table gives rankings in all the preceding tests.
Observor I did not take the discrimination of greys test. The ab-
breviations at the head of the table have meanings as follows: Math-
ematics; Science; Foreign Languages; Average discrimination differ-
ence in the discrimination of greys test; Average variation in the
discrimination of greys test; (the remaining measures refer to the
association experiment) Median time of reaction; Variability in reac-
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tion time, i.e. the semi-quartile difference; Recall of a Particular
Situation; Visual imagery; 2'd Articulatory imagery, i.e. repetition
in the use of reaction words; Alpha group; Beta group; Gamma group,
as defined on page 20.
TABLE OP RANKINGS.
: Sch<
Math.
)larsl
:Sci.
lip :
:F.L.
:
: Greys
:D.D.
test
:
;Var.
-
:Tirae :Var.
Assc
:Part.
:Sit.
:
>ciati
.Vis.
.on 1
,2'd :
:Art.
:
;est
Alpha Beta Gamma:
A : 1 : 4 : 6 : 6 : 7 : 8 ,: 4.5,: 4.5 : 2 : 2 : 6 ill.
5
• 2.5:
B : 7 : 6.5 : 2.5 : 8 :11 : 1.5" : 1 , : 3 : 4 :: 8 ill : 10 : 1 :
C : 3 3 2. 5 : 3 : 3 : 5.5 10.5 : 9.5-:12 :11 : 3 : 9 : 8 :
D : 5 : : 2 . 8 : 5 5 10 :12 11 : 11 11 7 11.5 :12 :
E : 6 : 6.5 ; 4 :10 : 8 11.5 : 9 : 1.5 : 6 : 5 :10 4* : 4 :
F : 4 : 1 : 7 ! 9 9 : 8 : 4.5 : 7 !l0 : 4 : : 4 : 6.5 : 9 :
G ill. 5;.11 5 1 : 6 ; ! 3 4.5 4.5 : 3 . 6.5" . 9 I 4 : 2.5:
S !:11.
5
:10 : 9 ! - 2 ; : l 5.5' 4.5: 12 : 9 : : 6.5: 5 4 : 6 :
I ; : 2 • 5 1 8 7 1.5; 8 -.11 : 2 8 :10 :
J ; ! 9 ; 8 : 12 j 7 : 4 4 8 9.5: 5 ; 3 : 1 : 6. 5; 11 :
K : ! 9 ! 12 : 11 11 : 10 : 1.5! : 2 : 8 ; 1 : 1 : 12 : 1 : 5 :
L : ! 9 : 9 : 10 ! 4 2 : 11.5: 10,5: 6 : 7 I 9 I 8 2 ! 7 :
Pollowing is a table of coefficients of correlation, calculated
from the rankings in the preceding table:
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TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION.
Scholarship
MatluSci. F. I*:
Greys test
D.D. Var.
Association test
Time Var. Part.: Vis.
Sit.
2»d
Art.
Alpha Beta:G'ma
Math. 1.
Sci. .81 1.
F.L. .44 .31 1.
Greys
D.D.. -.34 .00 .00 1.
Var. -.26 -.07 -.41 .76 1.
Ass 'n
Time +-.23 -.47 .00 .00 .00 1.
Var.
Part
Sit.
Vis.
Art.
Alpha
.05 -.34 .00 -.28 -.74 .65 1.
.25 .00 .60 .16 .28 1.
-.31 -.71 -.05 .47 .52 .22 1.
.00 -.34 -.44 .22 .52 .00 .48 1.
.37 .37 .19 .38 .52 -.22 — . 28 -.34 -.50 -.22 1.
Beta -. 55 -.75 -.44 .00 .03 .22 .31 .00
Gamma -.22 .28 .22 -.07 -.43 .34 .55 .47 .65
.37 -.31 1.
.34 -.65 .22
In any square the coefficient of correlation given is that
"between the subjects indicated at the top of the column and the left
of the row in which the coefficient occurs. These coefficients are
comparable with Pearson coefficients of correlation, but were not
calculated according to the Pearson method. Spearman R-coefficients
of correlation were calculated and transferred approximately into
Pearson r-coeffi cients by means of the relation r r sin(R fii)
.
Assuming that there is no correlation known to exist the proba-
ble error of these coefficients i3 as follows:
P.E.
r
= 1.5 P.E. R z 1.5(.43/Vn) = 1.5(.43/ |^12) = .19.
If the correlation coefficient is as high as .40 we may believe that
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there is some correlation and use for the probable error (l-r2 ) times
the probable error found above, or (l - r^).19.
For the vacant squares no coefficients of correlation were cal-
culated, being considered of no material value.
INTERPRETATION AJTE CONCLUSIONS.
The small numbers of individuals studied renders the results
inconclusive, tho they are considered to suggest the probable results
of more extensive investigation. The reliability of these results
is measured by the probable error of the coefficients of correlation.
To illustrate; the correlation coefficient between F.L. and Part.Sit.
found in the table is .60. The chances are 1 to 1 that this correla-
tion coefficient is in error by an amount as great as .12 | (l-.60^)x
.19 z .isj. The probability that it is in error by an amount as
great as .24 is 1 to 4.6; the probability that it is in error by an
amount as great as .36 is 1 to 22 ; the probability that it is in er-
ror by an amount as great as .48 is 1 to 143; and the probability
that it is in error by an amount as great as .60, or that the corre-
lation does not exist, is 1 to 1341, Credence can therefore be giv-
en to the existence of a correlation between Foreign Languages and
the recall of a particular situation in the association experiment,
but the exact size of this correlation is not determined by this data.
If we consider a smaller coefficient of correlation, e.g. that be-
tween Math, and Part, Sit., r r .25, the chances are 1 to 1 that this
coefficient of correlation is in error by an amount as great as .19
(l - .25^). 19 • .18, but since r is so small we are hardly justi-
fied in using this foimula, tho if we should use it the difference
would be only that between .18 and .19 j, and the chances are
1 to 1.6 that there is no correlation. Conclusions, therefore, can-
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not be drawn from such a correlation coefficient and in the follow-
ing work significance will be given particularly to coefficients of
correlation greater than .40, at which point the chances are 1 to 10
that at least some correlation does exist.
Following is a restatement of the table on page 25 arranging
subjects in the order of magnitude in which they are correlated with
Mathematics, Foreign languages, etc.
MATHEMATICS SCIENCE FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Sci. .81 Math. .81 Part.
F.L. .44 Alpha .37 Sit. . 60
Alpha .37 F.L. .31 Math. .44
Part. Gamma .28 Sci. .31
Sit. .25 Part. Gamma .22
Ass 'n Sit. ,00 Alpha
Ass 'n
.19
Var. .05 Grey
2»d D.D. .00 Time .00
Art. .00 Grey Ass 'n
Gamma- .22 Var.- .07 Var. .00
Grey Ass 'n Grey
Var.- .26 Var.- .34 D.B. .00
A8S fn 2»d Vis. - .05
Time- .28 Art.- .34 Grey
Grey Ass 'n
.
Var.~ .41
D.D.- .34 Time- .47 2'd
Vis. - .31 Vis. - .71 Art.- .44
Beta - .55 Beta - .75 Beta - .44
ASS »N-TIME
Gamma .34
Beta .22
Grey
D.D. .00
Grey
Var. .00
Alpha-. 22
ASS»N-VAR.
Gamma . 55
Beta .31
Grey
D.J),-. 28
Alpha-. 23
Grey
Var.-. 74
GREY-DIS.DIF,
Alpha .38
Ass 'n
Time .00
Beta .00
Gamma-. 07
Ass 'n
Var. -.28
GREY-VAR.
Alpha . 52
Beta .03
Ass T n
Time .00
Gamma-. 4
3
A.ss f n
Var. -.74
An inspections of the columns for Mathematics, Science and For-
eign Languages reveals the following facts:
(l) The recall of a particular situation shows a positive cor-
relation of .25 with Mathematics and .60 with Foreign Languages.
(2) The variability in association time is not materially cor-
related with these subjects.
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(3) The time of reaction in the association experiment is not
in general pronouncedly correlated, tho toeing negatively correlated
to an appreciable degree with Science.
(4) The ability to discriminate greys is not materially corre-
lated.
(5) The variability in the discrimination of greys shows slight-
ly more negative correlation than the ability to discriminate greys,
tho the correlation is not pronounced.
(6) Repetition in reaction words shows a slight negative corre-
lation, especially to Foreign Languages.
(7) Visual imagery is negatively correlated, especially to
Science.
(8) The group Alpha, ( Synonyms , Coordination and Contrast), is
favorably correlated with Mathematics, Science and Foreign Languages.
and
(9) The Gamma group, (Predicates, Coexistence,/ Subordination), is
nsqt^ materially correlated with these scholastic subjects.
(10) The Beta group, ( Subject Relation, Object Relation and Cau-
sality), shows a pronounced negative correlation with all three sub-
jects.
Referring to the test in Discrimination of Greys, we find:
(11) That every subject, except Ass'n Time, which shows correla-
tion with the ability to discriminate greys shows a higher correla-
tion with the variability in the discrimination of greys.
(12) That there is a high negative correlation between the var-
iability in the discrimination of greys and the variability in the
time of reaction in the association experiment.
Referring to the Association test, we find:
(13) That the variability in the time of reaction is more high-
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ly correlated than the time of reaction itself.
The reason for the existence of the tendencies noted is largely
a matter of conjecture and the following are given as theories of ex-
planation:
(1) The recall of a particular situation is evidence of abili-
ty in a certain operation of memory. Excellence in foreign language
demands a certain operation of memory. The high correlation between
the recall of a particular situation and Foreign Languages indicates
that the two operations of memory referred to are either the same or
have some common factor.
(2) No explanation for the small correlations found in (2), (3),
(4) and (5) is attempted, further than to offer the theory that those
able in science are rather slow but sure in their thot processes and
therefore the tendency is to longer reaction times.
(6) Repetition of words is considered by Jung and Riklir#as evi-
dence of a limited vocabulary. Excellence in foreign languages is
closely connected with the possession of a large vocabulary. In ex-
planation of the high correalation between Foreign Languages and the
2'd Articulatory class (Repetitions) the theory is advanced that the
mental condition in which there is difficulty in learning a foreign
vocabulary is the same as, or intimately connected with the mental
condition in which the repetition of words in the association experi-
ment occurs.
(7) Regarding the function of visual imagery: Some, at least,
of the introspections exhibit visual imagery as a mediating factor
in the association process, i.e. a necessary link between stimulus
and reaction, e.g. cbservor A #15, stimulus "truth", reaction "u",
#Journal fu*r Neurologie & Psychologie, 1903-04 - DiagnostisctilTXs-
soziation Studien.
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time of reaction 1.8 sec, introspection "Strong visual image of the
word 'truth' spelled out. Search for a related word finally discon-
tinued and reaction 'u' because of its vividness in the word 'truth'.
There was no attempt to prevent vocalization of the letter, since I
had no thot that it would not meet the condition of the experiment
which requires that the reaction shall be a word. " The introspec-
tion indicates that the visual imagery mediated between stimulus and
reaction.^ However, most of the visual imagery can be explained as
attendant imagery, e.g. observor E #71, stimulus "habit", reaction
"instinct", time of reaction 1.7 sec, introspection "Visual image of
the Natural History Building, then of the Physiological laboratory,
then of the Zoological laboratory at Chicago, then of an unbound co-
py of the Journal of Animal Psychology, then of an article, apparent-
ly by Yerkes, then Lloyd Morgan's book 'Habit and Instinct'." In by
far the majority of cases of visual imagery the association is less
elaborate than the case just cited. The following is an illustra-
tion of a large class; stimulus "beauty", reaction "girl", introspec-
tion "I had a visual image of a beautiful girl." In such an asso-
ciation the belief that the visual imagery is merely attendant is less
involved than in the illustration given before, but there is little
difference in principle between the two. If visual imagery is sim-
ply attendant to the process of association and is not in general a
mediating factor then it is unecessary and possibly a disturbing in-
fluence and it may be that those without it spend that energy in more
productive processes and therefore rank highest in scholastic work.
This conclusion is in agreement with the finding of Galton that men
of science are peculiarly lacking in visual imagery.
#For further illustrations see ;~bb servo r A~#19, 20, 39, 53, etc.";
observor B #16, 54, 63, etc; etc.
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(8) An analysis of certain of the fundamental conceptions of
mathematics and science may reveal a reason for the correlation of
.37 between each of these subjects and the group Alpha, (Synonyms,
Contrast and Coordination). Such a conception as that of the surd
roots of a quadratic equation involves the idea of coordination and
contrast very explicitly. All conceptions involving inverse opera-
tions, e.g. differentiation and integration, are definitely concepts
of contrast. Mathematical operations, such as solutions of equa-
tions, definitely involve concepts of equality or identity, which is
very similar to the conception involved in the giving of synonyms.
Considering the similarity of process in mathematics and in the com-
parison and contrasting of equivalent names, it is not surprising
that there is a correlation between Mathematics and group Alpha, but
rather that the correlation is not larger than is indicated in the
table.
The high correlation between Mathematics and Science is in it-
self sufficient to account for most of the correlation between Sci-
ence and the group Alpha.
The correlation between the group Alpha and Foreign Languages,
.19, is smaller than a consideration of the importance of synonyms
in foreign language work would lead one to anticipate. A correla-
tion coefficient, not shown in the table, between Foreign Languages
and Synonyms gives the correlation as .34.
The classification contains no group comparable to Jung's Defi-
nition class. Such a reaction as the following; stimulus "father",
reaction "the chief of the family" Jung cites# as belonging to the
Definition class. His conclusions that the Definition type of reac-
#20th Anniversary Lectures of Clark University.
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tion is a simulated type and is evidence of low mentality do not ap-
ply to the Synonym class in this experiment for the following reasons;
(a) There would be few, if any, reactions found in the Synonym class
in this experiment, which would precisely correspond to Jung's Defi-
nition class. (b ) The postulate of simulation is a theory of expla-
nation and not a fact of evidence. While simulation has "been the
subject of considerable investigation a definite criterion thereof
is still lacking. There is no ground for the assumption that the
reactions here classsified as Synonyms are simulated.
The results obtained in this experiment point to the fact that
reactions with synonyms involve a high type of ability in scholastic
pursuits.
(9) The Gamma group is composed as follows: 54 per cent Predi-
cates and Judgments of Quality, 33 per cent Coexistence, and 13 per
cent Subordination. Things can coexist in a very large number of
ways and, as already explained, the reactions were put into this clsss
only when they could not satisfactorily be put into another. It
,
follows that the reactions in this class are heterogeneous and high
correlation between Coexistence and scholastic work could not be ex-
pected. The mental processes involved in naming predicates of an
object are quite similar to those concerned in Subordination. The
naming of predicates is neither a particularly difficult, nor a parti-
cularly simply task, but is quite colorless and on a more or less
automatic level. Because of the nature of the three classes compos-
ing the group Gamma, one could anticipate only slight correlation of
this group with scholastic attainments. The small correlations that
the data yields are in this order - positive for Science (where the
importance of the naming of predicates is probably the most pronounc-
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ed), positive, but smaller, for Foreign Languages, negative for Math-
ematics.
(10) The group Beta (Subject Relation, Object Relation, Causal-
ity) has only 8 percent of the total number of observations in it and
is not considered as reliable as the Alpha group, with 31 per cent,
or the Gamma group with 36 per cent. The description of the observa-
tions put into this group shows that in the mind of the classifier
there is a close connection between this group and the class Phrase
Completion. In other words it seems that the naming of an abject
when a verb is given, e.g. "hit" - "horse", and the naming of a subject
when the verb is given, e.g. "eat" - "boy", is an association involv-
ing as little abstract thinking as a Phrase Completion association,
when compared with the thot processes involved in a logical associa-
tion such as Coordination, Contrast, or Synonyms. The correlation
between group Beta and Phrase Completion is .15, with a probable error
of .19 and if the data were more extensive a decided correlation might
be found. No great weight is placed upon the correlation found with
this group because of the known paucity of data, but nevertheless it
is believed that such high negative correlations as it shows are sig-
nificant of the general undesirability of the Beta group type of reac-
tion.
(11) On account of the lack of definite knowledge as to the sig-
nificance of variability in whatever test it may occur, the correla-
tions found in (ll), (12) and (13) are not interpreted. Their cor-
rect interpretation would undoubtedly involve a basic study into the
nature of variability.
The entire trend of this investigation points to the fact that
(l) the free association experiment yields results which are indica-
1
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tive of the ability of the observers; (2) that the most significant
features that are favorably correlated with scholastic rank in Mathe-
matics, Science and Foreign Languages are (a) capability in the recall
of a Particular Situation (b ) frequency of reaction with Synonyms, Co-
ordination and Contrast; (3) that the most significant features that
are unfavorably correlated are (a) frequency of visual imagery (b
)
frequency of repetitions (c) frequency of reactions with Subject Rela-
tion, Object Relation and Causality; (4) that the data, as well as a
consideration of the groups, suggests that the Alpha group (Synonyms,
Contrast and Coordination) method of reaction involves greater abili-
ty than the Gamma group (Predicates, Subordination and Coexistence),
which is in turn superior to the Beta group (Subject Relation, Object
Relation and Causality) method.
FINIS
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wpl 1 Vyinwri pynTP ^ ^ i nn
•J chastity .6 rro H d VI riia! i ^nnrp nf* p n*i"p1 TVipn pnnnpp —V X O U > - i. X . ilCV^-j w U -L C*# ^JL XX* XXlwXi - • ' . x . - '. ^. ~
f t nn n"P "h^ip idpr? "rrnnrf " wihV r*»lifl ct.mWX UU VJX UJ.XC X UCil ii 1J <JU W X O - * 'w ^ i c- O
fci fcvWX K/J •
6 1.4— • — pepper Association untraceable.
7
.4 i.X 1
1
1 CA VA Vt cjufil "iroac'P of an ol d ^lacr and hbo h of*
th p PllcrTiric? and of* TniTninx? wl *fef*Vi««
pr i n vi snal uia/rpfv irRad " was
r>nyinpf>tprl ictt ^Vi tlri i 1 pqf^'j. wt ^ WJ, vlx J ix o lao u «
a<—
>
adapt 1.0 n n i nlc "ant" stood visual 1 v flonneption with
"mii nV " oTDrsp^jT-p hnt Tpnnfci on
Q to£rjy,opd c»n H nffl pt n
v
1 /" fi.*fe hli p hi 'TiPOCClilCU OU bXOX CXL, X J C* w w*lC w X-. *
9 tough. 1.2 hoy Visual ir/iage of a big tough boy.
10 norali tv 1.4 Tpndpnov to sav "wood " inbibi t.pd SI i firW
vi anal irna.0"P of* wond "nurp " PnritvV X U UCXX x . x * ~ \— U X Vlvl W }J ULX \^ . X LX X X
thot of as bpi n/11 a narall p! nuali tv
wi t.Vi rioT*al i tvX vxx .ilUl (111 w^y
.
11-1. _i- rub o er 1.0 look Paniliaritv with thp expression "rubber
neck" ffave rise to imafe of nerson
1 ook"? Vi siial irnn/rpw
-X, W W XV X. X 1 CX . V X, *J UA ' v X. llit^/t^ \w X V .
12 coquet 1.0 co o d TT'otttipt* vpafti on [fiPPfyWl a ff p n hprf1 hbi <"!
o n p T?i t*s i" wa s an i wnii 1<=!P hn savu c « _ j. j .> v \v(xo (xh x..ijj uxo v ocx^y
"bad " and fVipn i+c< nTiTm^itp
13 kick 1.4x. • * horse Visual imace of a bov kiokinf then
spavfli "Tot- mor-p aTTHTnT^pi atp s^rmVinlhj W MiX OX X X \J X JliVX W U • J X W k-/ X Xi CX Ww O V J.iM \J _1_
cxXXU. o ( -v cx IlUX DC Ai LAX - A tS *
14 forward 1.4 To a rVwa t* d Visual irnflr-p of p dppn f*n"r*p<^"h "h t* n 1 1 rrVi f"
U"n TdppcIU-^p '•f*nrps h 11 and --"roTWPLTdwV kV w *w *w (X LA »J *0 X vl V COX X VA X \J X »H CXX LA
CxX C O Ui.lCVaiC* U OX.liX J.uX • X\CcXtO Uil XUx
o X 1UX Lw •J X Ul W U X U U ctOAWcXX vX Ul X *
vou f or
)
f* i h t n fl<5pPY*KTi*ox X UUl u wU a o l C I OaX-i«
15 truth 1.8 Thp Tpn.p'ti nn wfifl rpn.1 1 v "n " ^"hT^nnxrliiv X W fx L/ W X w i. X vf CXO X C (X_L X, jf* LA • O WX WJlK
u vi sua! "imarfp nf* "fcVip wn*r*d qripl 1 pdV X fcJ IA«XX 4* J -.XCX t£j L^ X Ui A *W W y X LA O ' JvXX v LA
w LA w • UCaX oil X U X cx i Clcl t/CU VJ U X U.
fina"L"i v rrivpn nn and re.iptpd to "n wX AllUXu.j CD v 11 ' It (XXXVX X vl+L w w LA y J LA
l)p/^ qi icp nf* *i t*q vii^idnp^cs
15 cake 1.4 £TO O d Vi BU aT m pri o tv i ^nn n*p o f pn + i n rr r»n Vp i nV X O LV CXJ. 1 .iLI.lU X V J..1XCA vLT L^ X w Cx w X 1 Xfi L<CXAL< XXX
17
tile nan t tv
skep ti c 1.0 food THp word ^/rond " nn*'ip i n+.n mv mind tncrpt^
or wi th. fclie idea hHat. it v/m^ aX » — WX X - - - X W» W — XCV W X W • I cx o cx
sonaplfisii aann pi ati nn Tmt i Y itdciw^uw WXvw»J Uiwww LI CX u A Ull | U U O XL* VI/ CX O
said before it could be inhibited.

Observer - A.
NO. Stimulus Tine Heac tion Introspection
18 extort 1.8 yell Visual image of "ort " and of a ranting
politician. Saw him yelling at
the crowd.
19 modest 1.4 boy Visual image of a modest boy. I wished
to say "girl" but to be true to the
image said "boy".
20 religion 1.0 I Strong visual image of "gion". Influ-
enced by a preceding reaction(l5)
I reacted to the letter "l ". The
let ter "i " stood out clearly in a
bright, slightly violet light.
21 knife 1.0 cut Visual image of a butcher knife ready to
cut
.
fanatic 2.2 wild Visual image of a woman with staring
eyes. Search for word meaning the
same. "Wild" was inadequate.
23 insult 1.4 me Probable connection with previous reac-
tion (3). None or little visual
imagery. "Insult " seemed to have a
central tendency.
24 flaxen 1.6 curls Visual image of auburn haired little
girl with flaxen curls.
soul 1.4 hazy Visual image of a transparent man. This
may have been called up by a reac-
tion in a different experiment.
The outline of the man was hazy.
26 bar 2.0 growl Doubt as to the stimulus caused delay
in reacting. I thot it was ,rbark"
and I had a visual image of a dog.
president 2.0 big Visual image 01 President lait, wixn
certain of his personal traits well
indi cated.
2o fluster 2.0 fly Saw the word spelled out and next the
word "cluster", then a number of
birds flying. Visual association
between "fluster" and "cluster".
juicy 1.2 ap^:le Visual image of a bottle of juicy peach-
es, but the reaction was vocal motor
using the expression "juicy apple".
death 1.8 au Visual image of the word. Search for
an equivalent word in meaning. Then
the realization that the word wa3
unique and reacted with ,fbad" as
being a quality of death. While
reacting thot of ,rbad" as not neces-
sarily being such a quality, i.e.
death may not be bad.
31 press 2.2 squeeze Decided muscular effort, including move-
ment of the hands together. The
movement was both to represent the
word and an effort to pull out the
word "squeeze" which came with dif-
fi culty.

Observer - A.
No. fVfci mil 1 in Tim e Reaction Introspection
Vi pnutv 1 2x. • *v V> V P t "fcV Visual imftcrfl of American beautv rose./ X 4v LA CvJ. * LJ v W X i Mil V> X X Lv * **J 4 V/ w V- v ^A W Y X \V> »J Lv A
"Pfpttv" was not the word wantpdX X W LV V V « » VV O ilv W Wllv Lv X LA i/LAXX W \v LA
because not "beautiful" enoughkV W Lv L4» LA *V w A A v W *v W LA LA Sr WV -Lm V-» A * VV WV £ J. A *
retard
.
8 s 1 nwO
_la U 11 "Slow" sppi7ied waiting for utterance'- - X> « * ' *-J L- . . * LA . < — . _ -> — A Lv A LA V V V- X CXI X W Lv f)
While re3TDondinp" had a visual ina^e
of "retard"LV
-L X L~- W' vl *
34 ehos tlv 1.1 b ad Visual i riap*e of white p"host and thotV LA - v -X X i 1*4* f-j V-^ \V -L (Vat 4 — v l ^4 \v *— V v <* 4 A -— • — ~> W
that many persons think ghosts are
evi 1
35 future 3. 6 run Stimulus fiven wi fchout forewarning and
T wan about to ask "the exnerinentor
to rivp it over when I thot that I
oould no-t do so because I knew the
st^mil us word so T set mvRPl f to
t}ie tpsk of reaotinp" All this
without visual imacerv. Now visu-
al i 'acerv came in and "run" wasLAX* X J , . w X t w i-W • 4w X 4 A (<wl A v\ mL, LA 4 4 V f Wvv
svip"/~ested because it has a "u " inKJ La. f L< >J V W L.L WJ V_- *-A LA UL- XL* X XL* LX LA X 4 4
i t sirnilpr "to "fclie ''n 11 in "ut*p *' 0n«X \J >w X i . 4 X X, i v — WW Wi v LA 111 LAX « VU
lv the last svllable of "future"
wa cj see>i Visual imafre of "run"
. ft tX KJ *J Lv 4 4 * V Jb k> LA VX X> J...itAft w LVX X LA 4 J> «
36 text 1.2x. m book Feeling for association and then the
simnip vnpnl viofcor association
"text -bo ok "
37 su c ce S 3fcV M SV V> fcV *»V 1.6 b r i 1 1 i an fc*—• -v. X X, _i_ X lxx* l> Visual ivnpp'P of1 T^athpT "bT*ix^1ih 1 i cphtV X -vJ Uv^X XiUGVg V«. Ly X X Cv lw 1 -LV X X .1 4>U itlUU U |
white with a reddish tinfe. ,rI3ril-V I 4. A X W L-' » » X W— A LX X W VX \4 X iLJ 1 1 W .L 4 4 f j W # -4--^ X X —
.
liayih^n vptv ti a ptni^v vpnpti nnX X C-v i 1 U CA VWX7 -O (A> w X »-J X Cl> WLVXV X L- L> L* X y J 4 4 «
38 ab 3 trac t 2 pnn PTptfiVll \a* W Lw Search for some oualitv of "abstract"W U>4 vll X w X •J V_/Jl t Xw L4V«X A UJ w X M»>VS W W X vX Vv W
caused delav. "Abstract— concrete "re—
membered from a nrevious experiment.1 i 1 \si I k *J V» X W LA X X Will VX kV X V> V X LV LA *-» *w* *»^^ V* X A ill V«> 4 4 V* «
39 fatalism 1.0 a Strong? visual imafe of a.n "a" in a redKS W X W 4 4 J —, V X LA v* X. X J 1 LA f- '— L-» X - > 1 4 (A ^ X X LX X W LA
field Mflan i nf of fche t e rm cam
e
X X w X> LA ^ J. J.W i -vX 4 X 4 4 ; . LV L WllV' W W X 1 4 Lv LAUllw
a,f* t p r T Viad t* p fi p t p dLA*X W Lv X X 4 LA X Lv C4/ Lv LV La *
40 gauze 1.3 filmy Visual image of a "filmy" lace skirt.
41 error 1.3 bad Visual ima^e of the word swelled outV X HS LA - -X X i a1W f m w W X VJ1 Lv V V >V X LA (-V Jv w X> X. >—' LA \_/ LA W *
Searc}i for a "^ord that was a svno —W Lv L«A Lv -* A X \v X *X - ' W X *A Ui 1 LX V vlll'V Kv L-V KV V A X Lv
nvm Recognized errors as bad4 4 ¥ 1.4* Ik w ( - 4 4 X *VJ Lv NX V« X X ^v X *-J LX » hv IX\A (
Ptoh lv vpvh ?il1 1 WW LX lv X. J/ V Wl W CAJU •
42 parole 1.2 sip-p-l e Visual and kinesthetic i riap*e of ffarflinf?V —. nV -V Vaa V V * i A 4 \V IsV V - » N_ V
-4k Aa ..ll4< (V W <V A t- , V WA f . Aa A* J 4 C—,
Reaction u yidm3"b"hpdTv PLvbi atnrvIkv LX Lv v X LV 4 X LA j. 1 LA LV LA LV WL/ V.AJ LA X W X Lv LA X> LX L> Lv* X V »
43 energeti c 1.0 fas t Visual ir'iaa*e of the word — also of bovV X KJ IA LA vjm X . . _ Lv Vv \V X L/4 4, Lv I * Vv X LA ^m CXX> w SV X kv LV V
Tunni nr* down tViP oi h^pptX LA41aXX 11 LAU VYll \j 1 X Lv v w A L< »
44 apathy 1.0 p"0 od Visual imape of a larf?e dinner tableV V^ *v w\ nij, X . • 1 L.^* \^ W - LX As LX X LA A 4 4-1 Lv X LV t . k X> V'
with, lots of neople. Things looked
"good". Uo organic imagery, but pos-
sible slifht fustatorv. (Stimulus
nifl tp Vph "Pot tip "hi tp " )a.IX 4J w C -v--V V/ 11 X W X ! . - Lv w .U w Lv • J
45 silk 1.1 worm Vocal motor.
46 stage 1.4 wood Visual image of stage with scenery,
caste, etc. and ra.r" camet on a'•V *-™ *r a W W VV • J * ** 4 4 Wl- X «•fj Lv LXX \J W W LV 1 1 < -
47
ST)1 i ntpTPrl wnnd "Fl hot**v ^Lv X> X - 1 W Lv A Vv LA *V 1V KJ LA X X, LV Lv X *
curse 1.2 he Tile " was inhibited and "he" reniaced it.
Vocal mo tor
.

Observor - A.
Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
duty 1.4 you Visual image of the word. I recalled
the reaction for "truth" (15). The
reaction this time was very similar.
valor 1.0 "brave Visual image of the word, especially
"val". "Brave" suggested because
it contained an "av" and because
its meaning fitted well.
velvet 1.2 plush Visual and cutaneous image of velvet.
Then visual image of purple plush.
secure 1.2 safe Meaning was clear and "safe" was given
as a synonym. While reacting had
a visual image of an iron safe.
giggle 1.6 gargle Vocal motor reaction, probably induced
by the reaction for "gargle "(42 )
.
inhuman 1.0 man Visual image of the vrord. The "man" on
the end of the word led to the re-
action. Meaning of the word fairly
clear but no attempt to use the
meaning in determining the reaction
ecstacy 1.6 fast Slight visual imagery of a person.
Search for a word meaning some one
who was thrilling with ecstacy.
"Past" rushed in, possibly because
of the intensity of the emotion of
the person visualized.
lace 1.2 curtain Visual image of a lace curtain. Partly
ar ti culatory. Visual image of "lace".
hint 2.0 tell Visual image of the word spelled out,
especially of the "nt". Ineffec-
tual search for synonym. Thot of
expression "don't tell". Verbal
imagery.
blush 1.4 red Visual image of a pretty girl with red
cheeks. The whole situation was
very clearly imaged.
wicked 1.0 I Visual image of the word and the "i " in-
sisted upon coming out. I tried
to inhibit it but too late.
consciencel. 2 me Arti culatory. The idea wan that it was
my conscience that was under con-
sideration.
shoulder 1.3 strong Visual image of brawny shoulders.
graft 1.2 bad Visual image of a fat politician, of
course a grafter, probably Lorimer.
behave 1.8 hard Search for p- word that was a synonym.
I did not find it and "hard" came
up. The word had occurred to me
some minutes before for some reason
or other.
sacrifice 2.0 beast Visual image of the word, but associa-
tions arising from this inhibited.
Visual image of a priest with a,
white coat. Then visual image of

Observor - A.
So. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
63
64 philosophy1.8 Daniels
65 trifle 1.3 little
66 "bedlam 1.2 mix up
57 consent 1.8 let
68 courage
68 courage 1.6 fast
69 cowardice 1.6 bad
sacrificial pier with sno2<:e rising.
Wood was burning on the pier but I
knew that a sacrifice should be of
an animal. The visual image of
the word containing a red "a" sug-
gested the blood of an animal. The
delay was caused by search for some
such word as "goat"
,
"calf ", etc.
Faint visual imagery of the word "philo-
sophy", of Professor Daniels, and
of the word "Daniels". (I am
taking a course in philosophy under
Professor Daniels).
Search for association, bhen the word
"little". Channel of association
obscure
.
Eazy visual image of Tower of Babel si-
tuation.
Visual image of the word, also of a girl
and her mother. The girl was pleaj
ing wi th her mother to "let her go
out".
(Mo reaction. The push given the stop
watch set the hands back to the
starting point and, of course, did
not start the watch) The tick of
the stop watch has been apparent
during these tests, but in this case
it did not work and I seemed to be
unable to form associations with-
out the sound of the watch. The
fact of this dependence was quite
startling, as I had not imagined it
to exist.
(Performed later) Visual image of a boy
running toward the foe. It was
probably a snow ball fight.
Same visual image as for "courage" and
70 course 2.0 big
71 habit 2.0 action
12 gamble
73 purity
2.0 wicked
. 8 woman
in addition the image of a boy run-
ning away from the first one. No
word came readily describing this
and then "bad" jumped out.
Hunt for synonym - finally saw coarse
sand composed of "big "grains
.
Visual image of the word, especially the
letter "a", which was slightly red
in color. Thot of expression "ha-
bit basis for action". Articulator
Uncertainty as to the stimulus, finally
deciding that it was "gamble". Vi-
sual image of a bleary-eyed man
gambling.
Visual image of a woman. Also faint
visual image of the word "purity".

Observer - A.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
74 drug 1.3 bad
75 snake 1.1 bite
75 intention 1.6 good
77 caution 1.2 careful
Tendency to say "big" inhibited and "bad1
said instead. The phrase "bad
drug" may have been present.
Visual image of snake, but verbal reac-
tion.
Visual image of word and of phrase "good
intention", partly visual and part-
ly verbal.
Visual image of the word - of the "au"
78 alimony 2.0 good
79 atheism 2.4 evil
30 cuckoo 1.4 big
81 height 1.4
82 deject 1.4
tall
hurt
especially, which was dark in co-
lor. "Careful" represented the
complex well.
Hesitancy in getting its meaning clear
and then remembrance of a person
who got alimony, which was most
fortunate in that case.
Visual image of a black fanatic in some
southern country, probably India,
Why he should stand for "atheism"
is more than I can say. Ke cer-
tainly looked "evil" enough.
Hunt for association, but finding none
responded with the easiest word.
(See 74 and 70)
Visua,l image of a tall building with a
spire, also of a tall man whom I
had just previously met.
Visual image of a man with the blues,
his elbows on his knees, etc., and
the idea was that that condition
was hurtful to him.
83 concept 2.0 suggestion Visual image of a cloud of haze, repre-
senting the mental state before
the concept is clearly built up.
Search for a word with a hard
in it. This led to the word "sug-
gestion". (Two days later the ob-
servor said that he knew that the
word that was searched for was
"vague". He did not know immediat
ly after the reaction)
Visual image of a saloon with lots of
people. I tried to get a word pic
turing this whole situation but did
not find it. Saw wine being poured
out of a bottle.
Visual image of the word. Search for a
synonym which did not come so I re-
acted with "child" which I saw.
Visual image of the word "abiding". I
think this followed a verbal image
of the same word and that the reac-
tion was started from the verbal
image
.
"g«
84 temperance2. wine
85 chide 1.4 child
86 law 1.0 abiding

Observor - A.
Mo. Stimulus Tine Reaction Introspection
87 virtue 1.6 woman
88 reverse 1.2 turn
89 handsome 1.4 pretty
90 temper
91 heaven
2.2 mean
1.2 ly
92 quitter 1.6 stop
93 thrill 1.2 snake
94 character .8 sketch
95 thief 1.2 rob
96 guile
97 bully
98 revel
1.2 Lad
1.2 good
2.2 wi eked
99 revenge 2.0 soak
100 iniquity 1.3 hurt
Visual image of a
to the image
woman. Very
for "purity".
similar
(73)
Visual image of a wheel, particularly
the upper part of it. Felt satis-
faction in noting that "reverse
"
was well represented by the fact
tlnat the circular wheel was rever-
sible.
Visual image of a handsome man with red
cheeks. "Pretty" poorly expressed
the situation, but was an easy re-
action.
Visual image of a bad little boy and al-
most responded with "bad", but inhi-
bited it and responded with a simi-
lar meaning word.
Visual image of "heaven" in a. bright
light. Rea.ction, however, was ver-
bal, being the last part of "heaven-
ly". I did not realize at the time
of reaction that "ly" was not a word,
Thot of the meaning of the term. II o vi-
sual imagery.
Visual image of the word, especially the
"r " and of a person trembling with
ecstacy. "Shake" was a very poor
representative of the complex.
Entirely verbal. While reacting I had
of "sketch" in a
Thot visual Lmage of
T window. This
one in childhood
any actual ex-
a visual image
bright light,
of meaning. Also
thief at the pantr
image was a common
tho not a memory of
perience
.
Temporary inability to get the meaning
of the term. The word "bad" rushed
out. Verbal.
of Roosevelt. "Good" came without
effort and with little connection
with "Roosevelt". Verbal,
of Mexican rebels (stimulus mistaken
Thot
Thot
in-fer "rebel") and felt for word
surrectos", which did not come.
Visual image of a per con hitting another
and thot "soak ' im one".
Immediate tendency to say ,rbad". Visual
image of the word, especially the
"qui" and the feeling that iniquity
was hurtful.

Observer - 3
Ho. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
1 arch 1.2 round Visual image of an arch with a peak.
"Round" came from the fact that
arches in general have a bend.
2 prude 1.2 woman My experiments came back to me and I re-
cognized it as a word out of my own
list. I tried to think of some-
thing of a slang nature that was
derogatory, such as "silly person".
Later I got a faint visual image of
a girl, which led to the response
"woman
3 egotism 1.3 person Vivid visual image of an egotistical
friend of mine. His name did not
come and just why "person" was said
is not clear.
4 single .8 person "Single-man" recalled a3 a very frequent
reaction in my experiments. Pro-
bably in the preceding reaction as
in this, there was a tendency to
say "man", but "person" forced its
way out. "Person" came with a
rush, probably due to the preceding
reaction.
5 chastity 2.5 girl Disturbed by possible ambiguity of the
word, thinking that the word might
have ended in "ive". When I dis-
covered that the word was "chasti-
ty" I applied it to the female sex
having a vague visual image of a
number of women or girls.
6 ginger 1.2 sharp Another word came in first just as
"sharp" was being formed. This
word was "bite". Visual image of
can of ginger wi th spoon and of
mouth opening and apparent presence
of ginger on the tongue. Slight
cutaneous sensation of ginger.
7 shrew 1.3 woman Wonder whether the stimulus was "shrew"
or "shrewd". No visual imagery.
Thot that if the word was "shrew"
the reaction was sensible.
8 adapt 3.0 fit Thot the word was something like "agagt".
After deciding the word was "adapt"
I recalled that it was a word in ray
own experiment and that Mr had
reacted with "fit". Remembered
puzzling whether "fit" had been
used by Mr as a synonym for a-
dapt. This was in connection with
the adaptation of species in order
to "fit" in with their environment.
Imagery was kinesthetic - a very
little visual imagery of "agagt".
9 tough 1.3 nut Took the word to mean "morally tough".
I thot of the general tough lad of

Observor - 35.
Jo. Stimulus
10 morality
11 rubber
Time Reaction
1 . 1 woman
1.9 flexible
12 coquet .9 girl
13 kick
14 forward
. 6 hard
1.1 person
15 truth
16 cake
1.1 honesty
1.7 sweet
17 skeptic 1.0 man
13 extort . 7 money
19 modest 1.0 girl
Introspection
18 or 20. Response kinesthetic.
Repetition of preceding reaction for
"chastity". In this case there
was no visual imagery.
Visual image of rubber band and kines-
thetic sensation of pulling it.
Desire for the word "elastic" but
it did not come. Just as "flexi-
ble" was being said thot of solid
rubber which could be bent.
Visual image of a girl in a coquetish
attitude, especially as to the eyes,
etc. This is likely a picture ori-
ginally created by reading one of
the Heisenflipper articles in the
mini
.
Visual image of someone, possibly myself,
kicking something on the ground.
Slight leg strain.
Visual image of an excessively energetic
"forward" youth. Ar ticulatory
conflict between "person" and some
other word which contained a hard
"g tt
. I did not remember until af-
ter the response that "person" was
a reaction that I had made before.
Visual image of a person. Recognized
"truth" as a quality of an ideal
person and searched for another
quality. This was largely in arti-
oulatory terms.
Visual image of frosty cake. Desired
to say something like "delicious".
Entirely visual,
by the frosting,
perience
.
I am not sure whether or not this reac-
tion was given in my tests. Visual
image just as I was speaking of an
old man, possibly a preacher, etc.
"Man" came as a placement or exam-
ple of skeptic. Arti culatory.
Faint visual image of Spanish inquisi-
tion, rack, etc. Just before say-
ing "money" one of the black rogues
resolved himself into a Mr who
is a Jew and "'ho gave this reaction
in my experiment. The history of
the case in my mind was in the re-
verse order, e. i. the visual imag-
ery etc. came from a study of Mr
's reaction.
Visual image of a girl, etc. sitting in
a room. She had a rather bashful
appearance. Ho traceable connection
Sweet suggested
II o gustatory ex-

Observor - B.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection.
20 religion 1.0 God Tendency to name some religious sect or
church "body. The name for this
did not cone and then the notion
of God as a part of the whole re-
ligious complex. Arti culatory
.
Vague visual imagery of people.
21 knife .8 cut Visual image of knife, blade pointing
ever left shoulder. The word
"sharp" came in, probably a perse-
veration of the reaction before
for "ginger".
22 fanatic 1.1 man Vivid visual image of some such charac-
ter as Peter the Hermit - a man wift
a very black beard with a little
brown and grey in it, with wild
eyes, etc. Slight tendency to say
"woman". "Woman" was a reaction
occurring in my own experiment.
1.0 harm This came out of my own experiment,
meaning of neither word particular-
ly tho t of. Arti culatory
.
.9 hair I had to think twice to catch the word.
Visual image of child, etc. with
flaxen hair.
1.2 hope Visual image of a man, a semi-transparent
person, the trunk and head only
standing out clearly. Within his
breast was a white cloud, represent-
ing his soul. Tendency to say
something indicating this person
when the word "hope" came with a
rush. This reaction was in my own
experiment
.
26 bar 2.2 keeper Very conscious of delay on account of
misunderstanding whether "bar" or
"bark". Then, not recalling the
"k " sound, repeated with "keeper".
Thot of "bark" as dog's bark and
the bark of a tree. Later a visu-
al image of a sand bar and al30 the
bar of a saloon.
27 president 1.4 Harper Thot first of presidents of the United
State3-Hoosevel t , Abraham Lincoln,
McKinley, Taft, in quick succession
and searched for the name of one of
these people. All of a sudden
"Harper" came out. This was a reac-
tion in my own experiment.
28 fluster 1.0 man Visual image of a young man surrounded
by a crowd that was asking ques-
tions and the man was very much em-
barrassed. "Flustered" represented
the situation. The man was the
center of it. The signs of the
23 insult
24 flaxen
25 soul

Ob servo r - B.
No. b vxXuUJL i line jieac tion Introspec tion
man's emb arras snen t were visua"!
,
in his attitude, etc.
29 Tillj ux cy 7 apple Visual image of apple, etc.
Q
• f life Visual image of a funeral ceremony , etc
.
Reaction was articularly, repre-
senting a contrast such as the
preacher might be pointing out.
The idea of contrast developed af-
ter reacting?.W V> -A. _1_ \mS \ *a v> V -4» * * p-j #
31 tt\ y» n o* api coo hard Visual image of a tailor shop with a ne-
gro pressing trousers. Fir3t ten-
dency was to react with "clothes".
The effort the nec'^o was riakine"
suggested "hard".
32 Vi o^iii + Tr'J CaU L< woman Visual image of a certain woman singer
and then of a ve fv beautiful woman.
33 y. o *f" D >•H O* o si ow Purely articulatory reaction out of my
own exnerinent
34 8 spirit Visual image of a person in a, white
sheet succeeded bv that of a trans-
parent person, etc. (See 25)
35 f* i h i j t* e•i «A w LA X t
.
«j hope Vague visual image of a young man. Ar-
ticulatcry reaction out of my own
experiment
.
36 t PXt • u book Recalled nre /ious exDeriment and the re-
action "i\ngel - book". "Angel "came
first and ,rbook" second. Responded
with "book" because it was easier.
Arti culatory.
1 37 w LA v l ' W W *^ 1 haopy Same visual image as for "future" (35),
excent more distinct nar ti oulaT'l^/'
the man's face whicli was smiliner
and "happy ."
38 ab s tract 1 con ere te First meaninp* I a*o t was to "take awav
from". The contrast leading to
the reaction was arti fill afcorvW X X V_* X V*> v WX 11 Vf • < IX X V X \--/ wi -L- tx Ut X V a
39 fat al i sm 3.4 Indi an There was first a repetition of the word
and a dwelling on it to get the
full significance of it. Then a
visual iraage of a map of the lower
"Dart of Asia No word came Fi«
nally images of Indians, etc. Map
of Asia came back again, particula.r-
lv of India and I started to react
with "India" and ivhile doinp* so add-* * » * * 1 11 • ' —. i*l 1 —* v V 1 X X X V— *X \X X * X f , w cx vx vx
ed the "n
"
w vl > . 1 1_ xx «
40 gauze 1 2 whi te Visual imafe of cheese cloth and had mv
mouth fixed to sav "thin" when the111 k^ — 1 «4> — — \^ V* w -J V */ 1 WAX .A. A A Till V. - 1 A W J 1> \_«
word "white" displaced i t as being
41
more aonronriate to cheese cloth
error 1.1 way Articulatory. I tho t of the phrase
42
"noint out the error of his wav
"
J*-*
x^ U A W —' V 'I V -A. -A. W Ai I. AXX *J V¥ *x y (
gargle 1.0 throat Visual-verbal image of the word "gar-
goyl". In my experiments the word

Ob servo r - B
Ho. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
42
43 energetic 1.0 man
44 apathy .3 man
45 silk 1.0 thin
46 stac*e
47 curse
.3 coach
. 3 hard
43 duty
49 valor
.9 man
. 9 man
50 velvet 1.2 smooth
51 secure . 5 man
52 giggle 1.3 girl
53 inhuman .7 man
54 ecstacy 1,0 girl
Same
Same
55 lace
56 hint
1.0 curtain
3.0 word
"gargle" was mistaken for "gorgoyl."
Visual image of a person gargling,
visual imagery that I had in regard
to "success ". ( 37 )
as preceding. Alongside of this
fellow was another man, just the
opposi te
.
Visual image of a greenish-blue skirt.
The thinness was not so apparent as
the wavyness of it. "Thin" pro-
bably came because it had just been
repeated. (See 40)
Similar reaction in my experiment. De-
cided visual image of a stage-
coach, etc.
In the sense of a "hard" character.
This is a reaction out of my exper-
iment. Faint visual image of a
tough looking specimen. Reaction
largely arti culatory
.
Rather faint visual image of a face, or
rather a succession of faces, in ra
pid order. Kinesthetic sensation
that accompanies the feeling of
straining to do one's duty.
Visual image of a number of cadets, with
guns, and shorving an all too con-
scious bravery.
Visual image of black velvet. The kin-
esthetic-cutaneous quality of it
is what appealed to me more than
the smoothness of it. Smooth was
the only word that came.
Visual image of Tantulus secured to the
rocks
.
Started to say "laugh" when "girl" swept
it away. Visual image of a girl
giggling. The first tendency to
say "laugh " was probably arti cula-
tory.
Visual image of a man behaving brutally
toward someone else.
Do not know whether religious ecstacy
or seme other kind. Visual image
of a girl in a rapt state of emo-
tion.
Visual image of curtain, etc.
Inhibited the word "man". Visual image
of a man with a certain expression
on his faqe of looking out of the
corner of his eyes. "V/ord" came
slowly, connected with the idea of
the "hint" being conveyed by "word".

Observor - B.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
57 blush
58 wicked
1.0 person
.8 Girl
59 consciencel. man
50 shoulder 2.2 man
61 graft 2.0
52 "behave 1.0 girl
63 sacrifice 2.0 alter
64 philosophyl. Daniels
65 trifle 2.0
66 bedlam 1.3
67 consent 1.3
68 courage 3.0 hope
Visual image of red-cheeked young girl.
Same visual image. Wicked taken rather
in the sense of being the cause of
the blush.
Same visual image as I got for ghostly,
i.e. of a transparent man with a
little white cloud in his breast,
v;hich was his conscience.
First idea was strong. Visual image
of a strong, powerful shoulder. En
tirely visual. The mental reac-
tion was to the strength of it.
Then visual image of a woman's
shoulder and nearly reacted 'woman'
the word 'man' replaced it.
politician Visual image of the corner in Danville
"/here the car turns. Also image
of a fat sleek 'poli tician 'near the
hotel, but the word came with diffi
culty.
Probably due to having reacted with 'girl'
before. Visual image of a young
girl who apparently was behaving
perfectly well.
Visual image of old Jewish alters and
burnt offerings and I wan tea to say
the name of some animal but could
not get it out. Finally the alter
itself led to the reaction.
Visual image of Professor Daniels' office
Professor Daniels stood for philoso
phy to me.
affections The word "feelings" competed very
strongly with "affections", all
three words containing "f ". Re-
membrance of my own experiment. I
was conscious of the different mean
ing of the word "trifle". The de-
finite remembrance that this reac-
tion was one occurring in my own
experiment came after my reaction.
Articularly reaction coming from my own
experiment. No visual imagery.
Visual image of a girl, but the idea im-
pressed was not particularly con-
nected with this picture. The idea
was "consent to marry",
word "man " came immediately. IIo
visual imagery. In the avoidance
of the word "man" I seemed to be at
insane
asylum
girl
The
a mental standstill. 'ext came a
grouping for other qualities, like
"courage", which finally came as

70 course
Observor - B
.
Ho. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
68 "faith, hope, charity".
69 cowardice 1.2 girl Visual image of a girl standing near a
corner, with other girls in the
vicinity. The girl was shrinking
back from crossing the street.
.8 philosophy I thot of courses in the university.
The word "philosophy" probably was
due to previous reaction for "phil-
osophy". While reacting I was a-
ware of the ambiguity of the term.
1.7 instinct Visual image of the Natural History buil
ding, then of the physiological
laboratory, then of the zoological
laboratory at Chicago, then of the
Journal of Animal Psychology, an un
bound copy of it, then of an arti-
cle, apparently by Yerkes, then
Lloyd Morgan's book "Habit and In-
stinct ".
71 habit
72 gamble 1.0 man
73 purity 1.0 girl
74 drug
75 snake
.8
.9
75 intention 2.0
3tore
grass
girl
77 caution 1.7 girl
78 alimony 1.0 divorce
79 atheism .9 God
Visual image of an entire room full of
gambling devices, with men playing,
etc. In the foreground of the pic-
ture was a very young man, etc.
Visual image of a girl, apparently in a
doctor's office. There was no-
thing in the imagery to convey the
idea, which was that of sexual purl
ty. Probably the frequent reac-
tion "girl" influenced this one.
Visual image of a drug store.
Visual image of a little green grass
snake in the grass. "Grass" came
from the latter.
Tried to inhibit "girl" but could not do
it. Extremely faint visual imagery,
The general situation seemed to take
place near the library. The girl
might have been jollying some chap.
"Girl" came immediately to my mind.
This came out of my own experiment. The
feeling is that someone is caution-
ing a girl against indiscrete be-
havior. Slight visual imagery -
mainly ar ti culatory.
Arti dilatory. Very little meaning in
either of these words. They are
simply attached together as words.
Recognized after I said the word "God"
that there was more contrast be-
tween the words than I had antici-
pated at the time of reaction. Re-
action was arti culatory
. The words
are connected without much meaning.

0"bservor - B.
Io. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
80 cuckoo .9 clock Word completion reaction. After speak-
ing "clock" I had. a visual image of
a clock, etc. I make the follow-
ing distinction between articulato-
ry and word completion reactions;
in an arti dilatory reaction there
is a strain in the throat, while
in a word completion reaction there
is no such strain and the word
flows without effort.
81 height .9 weight Arti dilatory. No visual imagery until
after I had reacted. Stimulus and
reaction were considered as attri-
butes of some "body unrepresented.
82 deject 1,0 person Visual image of the room in the labora-
tory at Chicago, etc. Then a vi-
sual image of an old man whom I
have seen and who has a dejected
bearing. Recalled my own experi-
ment and the difficulty of reacting
to deject. The reaction was arti-
culatory, out of my own experiment
83 concept 1.3 logic Slow in catching the word. Visual
image of Bode. Feeling for Bode's
name and. would have reacted with it
if it had come. "Logic" was con-
nected with this visual image.
84 temperancel . 3 movement Visual image of scene in Chicago in
front of Willard building. The
word I was most receptive to was
something like "extension". Fail-
ing this "movement" came. Fleet-
ing visual image of crowds being ad-
dressed, etc. Ho word completion
idea.
85 chide 1.0 hard "Hard" was not the word I wanted. I
tho t of a child being scolded very
energetically. The energy used
was the reason for reacting \vith
"hard". "Vigorously "would have
,
,been a better word.
86 law 1.0 school A little hesitation as to the word.
Visual image of the lav/ building
and one of the men there. Ho word
completion idea. As to the hesi-
tation preceding apperception of
the stimulus, which is present in
practically all the reactions, it
is about like this:: The stimulus
word as first heard always differs
more or less from the word as ap-
perceived. Some sounds are either
added, to it or taken away, the in-
flection may be changed, etc. be-

no,
86
Observor - B.
Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
87 virtue 1.0 vice
88 reverse .]. chair
89
90
handsome .8 woman
temper 1.6 child
91
92
heaven 8 hell
quitter 1.0 coward
93 thrill 1.1
94 character 1.9 virtue
fore it get3 into the form that is
reacted to; i. e. I react to a con-
struct of my own and not to some-
thing that is simply given.
Articulatory. However I had a fleet-
ing visual image of a girl proba-
bly connected with the idea of vir-
tue. I have spoken this combina-
tion of words "virtue - vice" wi th-
in the last half hour, in speaking
to Mr .
The tendency at the first was to give
"obverse", but it did not come.
There was a blocking on this ac-
count. There was throat strain
occasioned by the repetition of the
word "reverse", especially the last
syllable. I had my eyes open and
noticed the chair and while staring
at it there came into my mind the
idea of a reversible chair. It
was a case where the word stimulus
was woven into the present experi-
ence
.
Visual image of a handsome woman.
Strain sensation trying to say several
words - "man", "woman", "people",
"person". As soon as I was con-
scious of this block I gave it up
and immediately got a visual image
of a little child.
Fleeting visual image of the pearly
gates, etc. Reaction, however,
was articulatory.
Articulatory. Recognized "quitter" as
being one of my words and the reac-
tion as one occurring in my experi-
ment. Paint visual imagery of the
word "quitter",
patriotism Visual image of a girl looking up into
the sky. In this connection I
would probably have reacted "thrill
of emotion". This did not come
and "patriotism" rolled in in arti-
culatory fashion out of the group
of complexes of my own experiment.
Faint visual image of the back of a
theater, etc., v/ith one of the char-
acters on the stage. Then the sti
mulus was thot of as an attribute
of a person and there was a search
for another attribute. Articula-
tor:/.

Observor - B.
"To . Stimulus
95 thief
Tine Reaction Introspection
96 guile
.6 rou'uer
5.0 I
Visual image of a robber, etc. The re-
action was of the word-completion
type - I thot of the phrase "a
thief and a robber".
"I give up". I knew perfectly well that
the stimulus was not "Guild" but th
visual image of Mr Guild came so
strongly that it blocked everything
else. It was the consciousness of
being wrong that created the block.
My efforts to get away from this
block took this direction: "English
department" "rhetoric", etc. Since
the original stimulus still did not
fit I failed to respond.
97 bully 1.0 fellow There was a little feeling of strain try-
ing to gee something to attach the
word to. I might have said "bully
time
",
"bully crowd", etc. As I
was reacting I had several visual
images - the last of a nicely
dressed young chap.
98 revel 1.3 night Visual image of a banquet table surround
ed with knights and ladies. The
reaction was an articulatory com-
pletion of "revelry by night".
99 revenge 1.0 tragedy Thot of a tragedy as being the affect of
revenge. There was first a prepa-
ration to see something like a kill
ing, but there was no visual image-
ry. This reaction occurred in my
experiments. Reaction mainly ar-
ticulatory - some kinesthetic image
ry.
Visual image of "iniquity". Thot of it
as an attribute of mankind and sin
thot of as a synonym. Articulato-
ry.
100 iniquity .9 sin

Observor - C.
Ho. Stimulus
1 arch
2 prude
3 egotism
Time Reaction Introspection
2.0 foot
1.6 old
maid
4.4 conceit
4 single
5 chastity
6 ginger
7 shrew
8 adapt
9 tough
10 morality
1.4 one
1.1 purity
hot
Verbal. I thot of the arch of my foot.
I have had trouble with the arches
of ray feet, fcho I did nob think of
that fact at the time of reaction.
Visual image of a tall and slender, dis-
dainful looking person.
No visual image. Search for a word fi-
nally came to a verbal definition
of it. First there was a feeling
of suspension and sort of diffuse
groping. Not conscious of any mus
cular strain or anything similar to
it.
Verbal, no visual imagery.
Verbal definition.
1.3
1.8
2.8
1.4
8.0
Cutaneous image of slight burning on the
tip of my tongue. No taste of gin
ger.
taming of Verbal.
the shrew
get used Verbal.
to
beef Purely verbal. Memory of a piece of
steak I had recently.
--- (No reaction. ) Search for anything that
would go with morality, but seemed
to know of nothing that went with
it. After the indicated time I
11 rubber 1. 1 show Verbal.
12 coquet 4. 4 Miss Distinct visual image of Miss with
a smile, etc. Inhibited reaction
because I did not wish to say her
name. (Time would have been about
1.4)
13 ki ck 2. football Visual image of a football lying on the
ground.
14 forward 1. 1 go Verbal.
15 truth 2. 3 right Verbal definition.
16 cake 1. 4 sweet Gustatory image, rather indistinct. No
visual imagery.
17 skeptic 2. 5 philosopher Verbal. Thot of that class of philo-
sophers - the Skeptics.
18 extort 1. 7 get Verbal. The word I responded with a
definition, but the reaction was so
easy that there was no search or
particular effort.
19 modest 1. 4 shy Verbal definition.

uu a ervo r > n- L> .
^ T Y*ftl 1 1 11 Q i line Tyi+v»ft.aY\ft.ft -4""i ft.
20 V<^"1 T "** 1 ft. Y** A f) Presbyter-- First there was a confused and entire-
ian ly indefinite search for something
to fit with "religion". Verbal.
21 1m i f q JL • W sharp Visual inage of the bright blade of a
pen-knife, etc.
pp fan n r i p 9
• *
ft *V» ft 77f
23 X i 1 Li J_ w x • u mad Verbal. The idea of insult and the af-
fect it usually has.
24 1
-i. • u yellow Thot of yellow hair, in verbal terms.
No visual imagery.
25 soul 5.0 I No imagery. Mental groping. ("I can't
associate a thing ..." was finally
said and the time taken, tho it was
not meant as a reaction.).
<i D U til 1 7 ft v» ft^rr Vi ft. v*crow uB,i v eru £.jl .
P7 J- • J. nOOScvcl & A T ft. Vi Q ~!v eru cij.
.
28 f*1 1 1 q + far* 5 (No reaction) The meaning of the word
was clear, but no association. Im-
patience at not getting an associa-
tion, with movement of the hands as
a sort of relief from the nervous
tension.
28 2 1 "bo ther Verbal. The first feeling was amuse-
ment at memory of the previous fail-
ure. (Performed later)
29 i 13 i pv 1 ] orange Cutaneous, or possibly gustatory image.
Sense of orange juice in the mouth.
30 Hpn + Viw. C (I vXX 4 8 sadness Absolute bewilderment at first. Final-
ly a purely verbal reaction. Ho
concrete instance in mind, tho re-
cently one has been in my experience.
31 press 1.0 paper Verbal. The "press " stands for the
"daily paper ".
rr ft
3<i "h eau fcv 1 ? rose Verbal. Why I said "rose" instead of
"American beauty" is not clear.
T* p + ri t* 1 fi
-L • U n"l ft ft 1/"ox ct Civ VcIU ctX
.
34 n 7 white Fli tting visual ii.iage
,
bright and lumin-
ous
.
35 f11 tllTP 5 6 I No concrete imagery. A feeling of inde-
finite time, if such a thing is pos-
sible. ("I can't get a reaction
for that, either" was finally said
and the time taken, tho it was not
meant as a reaction.
)
text
.
9 U O O it v e ro ax
•
S7O f success 1.3 prosperity Verbal.
38 abstract 3.8 take away Feeling for some word that fitted. "Take
away" was the first thing that came

Ob server - C.
No
.
Stlmulua Time Reac t j on Introspection
38 It did not exactly suit the feel-
ing.
39 fatalism 9.0 your (No reaction) "Your words are too much
for me". My first impulse was to
get some definite concrete associa-
tion. The meaning wan perfectly
clear. I had the idea that I
could discuss it at length, but no
single word crane. Entirely verbal.
A f\4C ga.u*se ou• *• till XI verbal
.
41 error .7 mistake Verbal definition. Reaction seemed to
be a matter of habit.
42 gargle 2. 6 throat Kinesthetic imagery of the action of
gargling.
A T43 energe ti c 1.2 busy Verbal
44 apathy 4.8 feelingness Verbal reaction - a sort of a defini-
tion.
45 silk 1.0 soft Verbal and partly tactual. The feeling
of foulard silk as you run your
hand over it.
A <£% c s xage -L . U actress Verbal
curse 1 . ^ swear Verbal.
48 duty .3 bound Completeo. the phrase "duty bond" and was
aware of giving the entire phrase.
This is the first time that I have
been aware of repeating the stimulus.
A O valor 1.1 courage Verbal
50 velvet .8 soft Verbal with possibly slight cutaneous
sensation.
01 secure .7 safe Verbal.
CO
D<c giggle rj
. ( laugh Verbal
k i05 inhuman 1 .
4
unkind Verbal.
54 e cs tacy 1 . 1 joy Verbal. These reactions seem to be au-
tomatic with no imagery.
55 lace 1.3 white Visual image of a window full of laces
that I was looking at yesterday.
55 hint 6.2 suggestion There was an attitude and struggle, but
nothing came up clearly.
07 "blush .9 red Verbal
Do wi eked .3 sinful Verbal.
59 consciencel.
3
right Verbal. There was a. sort of a vague
wondering what consciousness really
is.

Observor «- C-
f'JO Stimulus Time Rftfl phi nri T n h v o s Ti p r t i on
60 shoulder .6 Id 1 fid Verbal Cor^nle tion of an idea
61 graft 1.4 Chicago Verbal. I immediately thot of the news-
paper write-ups of Chicago grafting .
62 b ehave .7 v* w x J. Phranp poTirnl e ti on
.
63 sacrifice 3.6 self There was a blank at first, then the
phrase "self sacrifice". Verbal.
64 philosophy .6 of life Phrase completion. The general notion
of somebody's philosophy of life.
65 trifle 4.1 of little Verbal definition.
account
66 be diem 9 noise Just as the stimulus was given there was
a noise in the hall.
67 consent 1.7 ar,se nt Ve rb al
.
courage 1.1 1^ T'flVPT'VW 1 C4 V VA J Verbal definition.
69 cowardice 1.8 afraid Verbal, accompanied by a feeling of a-
musement
.
70 course 1.0 race Inverted phrane completion. Thot of
"race course".
71 hab i t 2.0 fixed Verba.1. I did not think of the phrase
"fixed habit" - it was rather a de-
finition.
7? gamble 1.2 money Verbal. I did not think of any of the
methods of gambling, but only of the
money lost.
73 puri ty 2.0 chas ti tv Verb al
74 drug 1.3 reel Verbal. I did not think of any phrase
and do not know why I should have
gotten "reel". Ho visual imagery.
75 snake 1.7 delirium tremens I would not have given this re-
action if it had not followed the
preceding. Purely verbal.
76 intention 1.0 b uuu Phrase potto! eti on idea inverted
77 caution 1.5 careful Ve rb p 1
78 alimony 1.0 divorce Verbal. Reactions such as this one do
not refer to any particular instance
79 atheism 1.9 disbelief Verbal. The word I wanted was "unbe-
lief".
80 cuckoo .9 clock Phrase completion. .After reacting I got
a visual image of a clock.
81 height 1.0 tall Verbal
82 dej ect 1.3 forlorn Phrase completion idea. "Dejected and
forlorn ".
83 concept 1.0 idea Verbal. Afterward reacting there flash-
ed thru my mind discussions on this
84
topi c.
temperance3.
2
abstinence Verbal definition.

UDservor •
NO
.
Stimulus Time Re a c ti on in ci o spec zi on
GO chide .8 s cola Verb al
.
SO law 1.0 and order Phrase completion.
87 virtue 2.8 good Verbal. The interval was filled with
a struggle and I think I frowned.
D QOO reverse 1.6 turn about Verbal.
Q Q handsome good looking Verbal.
yu temper 1.3 anger Ve rb al
91 heaven 2.2 sky The first tho t was a hazy memory of the
stories I used to hear about hea-
ven. It was always spoken of as
„
cemg in one s.fccy.
92 quit ter 7 . horse (Mistook the stimulus for "critter")
A hazy notion of a down eastern
farmer talking about a critter.
This must have come from something
that I have read. I connected the
name "Silas" with it. ITo visual
imagery. I felt that I had to give
some word reaction and gave "horse"
95 thrill 1.8 ecstacy Verbal. I think the previous reaction
to ecstacy (54) influenced this one.
Q A character 1 .
1
good Verbal.
D P.y o thief 1.0 steal Verbal.
96 guile 5. 5 not frank Verbal, Search around for something.
I frowned distinctly when it did not
come
.
y ( bully 1.2 fine Verbal.
revel 1.8 rej oi ce Verbal.
99 revenge 3.6 vengeance Verbal. This word scarcely fitted but
seemed to be the only one at hand.
100 iniquity 1.1 sin Verbal.

Observer - D
L.
ro. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
1 arch 3.1 there
14
2 prude 3.4. I
3 egotism 6.4 I
4 single 1.0 double
5 chastity 4.0 purity
6 ginger i.l- PePPer
7 shrew
8 adapt
1.0 sugar
1.2 dentist
9 tough 2.1 nut
10 morality 1.5 virtue
11 rubber 2.7 shoe
12 coquet 1.1 girl
13 kick 1.3 kick
'orttard 1.3 backward
"There was a picture of a rounded arch"
(The observor failed to give a re-
sponse, but started to describe the
imagery.)
"I was looking at your lips ..." (Simi-
lar mistake as above) I would
have responded with "prune" if I
had not failed altogether. I did
not think of the meaning of the ten
but saw the experimentor ' el lips and
thus was suggested "prune".
"I got lost." (Similar mistake) The
first thing that came was a visual
then a confused
not giving any
could not get
image of the word,
feeling that I was
response word. I
hold of one.
Visual image of "single" printed and
"double" printed below it.
No imagery. "Purity" given as a. defini-
tion of "chastity". I felt that I
should have responded, sooner.
Idea that ginger was something to season
with and that another seasoning was
pepper.
I did not get the meaning of the stimu-
lus word until after I had reacted.
I was looking at the experimenter's
lips and that gave me my cue. .
It was simple the sound of the word that
led to the reaction. I did not
get the meaning of the word until
afterwards. Visual image of the
words after reacting. "Dentist"
is a common word in my experience.
Word completion reaction. Ho visual
imagery.
The meaning which came into my mind was
"immorality" and then its opposite
"virtue ".
I was trying to think of something made
of ruuber and there came a visual
image of a rubber overshoe.
The idea that a coquet is a girl.
I was not sure whether the stimulus was
"kit" or "kick" and repeated "kick"
as a question. It was not meant
to be a reaction.
First was the tho t that the experimentor
was going to say "formula" as I was
looking at him. When I heard "for-
ward", "backward " came, just why I
cannot say. After reacting I had
t
0bservor-I).
HOi Stimulus Tine Reaction Introspection
14 a visual Image of myself going
backward. A common conception of
myself is one in which I am outside
myself and am regarding myself.
15 truth 4.0 honesty I was confused "by watching the lips of
the experiment or . Possibly "hon-
esty" came because of the connec-
tion that was pointed out in the
seminary yesterday, etc.
16 cake 1.1 bread 'Bread" was not the word I wanted. "Pie 11
was the word. The idea was some-
thing to eat. Visual image of two
layer cake, etc. llo gustatory
image
.
17 skeptic 7.0 I "I could not think of a word". (No reac
tion) The sentence "a man who
does not believe" came, but I could
not think of a single word. I
thought of a discussion that I had
just heard along this line.
18 extort 5.0 tort I was feeling around in my mind for the
stimulus word. All I heard was
"tort " and there was a tendency to
repeat it. I knew that it was not
the stimulus word but did not know
what came before it.
19 modest 4.4 immodest I very nearly repeated the stimulus word
I inhibited this because I wanted
something else. The reason the
stimulus word kept calling for utter
ance was solely because of the fail
ure of another word to come in.
20 religion 4.8 key hole At the time the stimulus was given I wa
practicing giving myself words to
see what words came and the stimu-
lus I had just given myself was 'key'
and the reaction "key hole". The
actual stimulus given, tho entirely
different from my line of thot did
not break it up. I was only con-
scious that a word had been given
and that I had to give a response.
I seemed to understand the stimulus
word and knew at the time that it
was a senseless reaction.
21 knife 1.0 blade Distinct visual image of a knife and its
blade. Word completion idea also
present.
22 fanatic 1.2 man The idea of India came in because of a
discussion just previously engaged
in. I located the fanatical man in
India. No visual imagery.
23 insult 1.4 insane The sound of the word led to the reac-
tion.

No,
24
25
31
32
33
34
35
Ob servo r - P.
Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
28 fluster 3.8 there
flaxen 1.4 flatter Sound reaction. Immediately after re-
action the picture of flaxen hair,
soul 1.6 sole This reaction ma;, have been influenced
by the fact that the other night I
read over a spelling lesson of words
pronounced the same but spelled
differently. Visval image of "sole
just before reacting.
26 bar 1.0 sky I was thinking of the sky when the stimu-
lus word was given. I got the sti
mulus but did not think of its mean-
ing. Of course these reactions
are entirely different from the re-
actions to the same words if met in
actual experience of daily life.
27 president 1.0 McKinley I thot of Taft first, I think. V/hy I
reacted with "McKinley" instead of
"Taft" I do not know. Reaction
probably of the phrase completion
type.
(No reaction) "Tnere was a tendency to
repeat the word . . . ". I forgot to
respond and started to give my in-
trospection. I thot of the word
as meaning "confuse" after I had in-
hibited the tendency to repeat it.
Visual image of a liquid. I saw the
experiment or say the word and this
probably led me to react with the
word that I thot was going to be
said.
(No reaction) "It's gone". I could not
associate anything with "death".
There was a visual image of a hole
in the ground, but it war. not a pic
ture of a grave. I meant by "It's
gone" that I could not get anything
to respond.
"Printing" came very quickly, before T
could say it. Very clear visual
image of a printing press, etc.
Visual image of the word "beauty". I
wanted something that was an illus-
tration. Strain in the throat to
say something before I had anything
to say.
The idea that "retard " means to make go
"slow". No imagery.
Sound reaction. (See 33)
Phrase completion idea and al30 the feel-
ing of the meaning as something that
is going to come.
V/hy I should have thot of "bible" insteac
of "book" is not clear. There may
29 juicy
30 death
.9 juice
8.2 it's
press? 1.9 printing
beauty 2.7 woman
retard
. 6
ghostly 1.2
future 1.2
slow
go slow
life
36 text 1.0 bible

Observor - D
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
36
37 euccens 3.3 life
38 abstract 2.0 abstract
39 fatalism 1.0 fatal
40 gauze
41 error
1.4 globe
. 8 wrong
42 gargle 5.3 I
43 energetic 1.2 energy
44 apathy 1.0 ac
45 silk
46 stage
47 curse
2.8 cloth
6.4 scene
1.1 curve
have been vague visual imagery of
a verse, or phrase, printed from
the Bible.
The idea of the success of life came
and there was a tendency to say
"life". I inhibited this because
I had responded with life before
and I wished a new v/ord. I finally
did use it. (See 35)
The thing I thot of was not the adjec-
tive, but the noun "abstract". Vi-
sual irnage of a certain abstract
office.
Sound reaction. In my mind there is
connected with the word "fatalism"
the idea of death, however, this idea
did not occur to me before I react-
ed. I have a tendency in a good
many of ther,e words to repeat the
stimulus
.
I was looking at the globe just as the
stimulus was given and the "g" sounc
set it off.
Error is something that is wrong. Pro-
bably a vague visual image of the
word "error". Definition reaction.
This tendency to give a definition
of a word is very common.
(Ho reaction) "I stopped it". There
was a gurgling sensation in my
throat. I was not sure whether the
stimulus was "gargle " ^ar "gurgle".
I inhibited the tendency to repeat
one of these words. The word I
finally thot of was "gargoyl ".
Sound reaction.
I started to react before I had a defin-
ite word. It may have been that
the word "activity" was intended.
It was the sound of the stimulus
that set this off.
I very nearly repeated the stimulus. As
I was saying cloth there was a vi-
sual image of cloth.
Visual image of a stage. I was trying
to think of the name of the wings
at the side and could not. The
visual image was very clearly de-
fined.
Sound reaction. If I had been thinking
of "curse" under ordinary circum-
stances I would never have thot of
"curve
"

Observor •- r>.
No
.
Stimulus Time heacticn Introspection
48 duty- 5. 5 ought I very nearly repeated the stimulus.
vrnile inhibiting this I was defin-
itely conscious of throat strain.
The meaning of the stimulus led to
the reaction.
49 valor 1.0 vanity Sound reaction. After reacting the
meaning came as bravery.
50 velvet 1.1 cloth Visual image of clack velvet.
51 secure 1.8 safe Visual image of the word "secure" and a
tendency toward the "s " sound.
"Safe" was given as a synonym.
52 giggle 1.3 gurgle The meaning of the stimulus came after
the reaction. Sound reaction.
53 inhuman 9.0 I (No reaction) "I cannot think of any
other word". I tried to get a
synon.v i for it. No imagery that I
am aware of. The extreme care on
the part of the experimentor in an-
nunciating the word distinctly tbrre\n
me off.
54 testacy 1.2 excess Sound reaction. The word "joy" came im-
mediately afterwards.
55 lace 1.6 late Sound reaction. There were two things
in my mind at the time I said "late".
"late" had no connection with the
neaning of the word, but I had a vi-
sual image of lace.
56 hint 5.0 lint When I first thot of "lint" I tried to
stop it because it was solely a
sound reaction, then I gave way and
reacted with it.
57 blush 1.0 bluff Visual image of a rosy cheek. This im-
age came either before or at the
same time as the reaction.
58 ri eked 1.2 ri cket I had a visual image of a picket fence.
I thot the stimulus was "picket".
I have continually tried to get away
from these automatic reactions but
without success. (At this point
the observor determined, still more
decidedly not to react solely to the
sound of the stimulus.)
59 cons ci en eel .
7
mind I thot of the meaning of the word "con-
sciousness altho I understood the
stimulus. I nearly reacted with
"consciousness". The idea came
that consciousness is the mind.
60 shoulder .8 arm Visual image of the upper arm and shoul-
der.
61 graft 1.7 money Ar ti culatory. I did not think of the
real connection between "graft" and
62
"money" until after reacting.
behave 1.6 good "Good" was not the word. I wanted. I

Observor •- D.
Ho
.
Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
62 wanted the adverb instead of the ad-
jective. I tried to stop it and
get the adverb. Arti culatory.
63 sacrifice 1.0 sacred This came pretty nearly to being an au-
tomatic sound rea.ction. The real
meaning of the stimulus word did noi
come until afterward.
54 philosophyl.O philosopher No imagery.
65 trifle 1.0 little Definition reaction. No imagery.
66 "bedlam 3.1 hord First there was a tendency to repeat the
stimulus. Then the meaning of
"bedlam" as "confusion" and a vague
visual image of a lot of men.
67 consent 4.5 willingness (Stop watch stopped - time estimated)
I did not hear the stop watch and
that fonfuaed ne "Definition tvne
nf TPSPi^irm
68 courage 1.0 "h TP VP X> UX W A X V v-' fc- ' Cx Jb >./ X> C*» V V.- X 7 * XV L X J.
hi on tvTip
69 cowardice .8 To T*a vpUi cxvc "R t*?i vp " wa «^ mo vp r*T n pT v a^^npi a *t.pd wi "fcViJ.J X Cv V v~ V\ C*# O iii'J J. "C L ,L w O '-'J.j Ct O * ; W w X wv*U Vv .x. wax
"couraee " than wi th this word.
70 OUUI DC X . <J * — 1 f ms tpken for "("'oarsf1 '! Visual ir1 —
ap"p of sonethinp" I cannot sav what
that was rough.
71 habit 2.0 we i £*h t (Stimulus mistrilcen for ,rhpav\f ") Visual
image of a particular weight.
72 gamble 2.8 gab 1 e Sound rppftion AfteT thinking of* "xrs...
ble " I tho t o~ "monev".
73 purity Q• An "ti nr^fl t. i p ^rti3Y**H vpa pfi At i*Vip <3£imPW w wJ.iO. O JL \s OUUliU 1 W CX W 01 Ui] « A W UllC O CXiil W
time there was the thot that I had
been given this v/ord before. (See 5)
74 drug 1.1 drop Sound reaction Visual ima^e of the
word "drug".
75 snake .8 snail Sound reaction. Visual image of both
of them.
\
r intention 1.8 purpose Definition reaction.
77 caution 4.9 poison After I blocked the tendency to repeat
the stimulus there came a visual
image of a bottle of poison with
the word "caution" written in red
letters on the label.
78 alimony Q• ** alcohol Sound reaction. I did not think of the
meaning of the word until afterwards
79 atheism 2.8 man I really reacted to "atheist". Defini-
tion reaction - an atheist, is a
man
. .
.
80 cuckoo .8 clo ck Phrase completion reaction, followed by
81
a visual image.
height .7 depth Kinesthetic tendency to move my eyes up-
82
ward.
dej ect 4.8 wrong "Wrong" was not the word I wanted at all.

Observer - D.
Ho. Stimulus Tine Reaction Introspection
82
33
34
concept 1.8
temperance2.
35 chide
36 law
2.6
consent
liquor
children
1.7 lawyer
I tho t more particularly of the ad-
jective "dejected". 7 do not know
why I gave "wrong".
Sound reaction. I did not get the mean
ing of the stimulus until afterward,
Art! culatory.
Sound reaction. I tried to stop it
long enough to think of the mean-
ing, but the meaning did not come
and so I let the word go.
I do not believe that this was altoge-
ther and automatic sound reaction
because I had in mind the meaning
of law and the person connected
with it. No visual imagery.
87 vir tue 4. good I cannot trace any connection.
88 reverse 1. 1 engine Visual image of the throttle on an en-
gine, etc. Image very clear.
39 handsome 1. answer Sound reaction. I tried to inhibit it
but without success
.
90 temper 1. 4 temperance Sound, reaction. The stimulus seems
simply
ger to
to act as
set off a
a sort of a
sound similar
trig-
91 heaven 1.0 God
92 quitter 1.4 man
93 thrill 2.0 feeling
94 character 2.4 good
95 thief 1.0 theft
96 guile
97 bully
93 revel.
1.4 W. H.
2.4
3.0
tough
joy
it. It is not until after this
that I have a clear idea of the
meaning of the stimulus. First is
simply the idea that I have to reae
Arti culatory. The idea was that heaven
is a place where God is. Visual
image of the word "heaven". llo
tendency to repeat the stimulus.
Tendency to repeat the word cr say some-
thing like "quick". Then the mean
ing of the word - a man who quits.
Visual image of someone trembling, i.e.
being thrilled. Very indistinct.
The idea was that character may be either
good or bad. Arti culatory.
Sound reaction. Visual image of a man
crawling into a window. I might
very appropriately have responded
"window ".
The initials of a man whose name is W.H.
Geil. Indistinct visual image of
him.
Visual image of a fellow with a bull
neck,- a typi cal "tough."
I nearly repeated the stimulus. I also
thot of "rebel". I inhibited this
in order to get the meaning of the
word. Arti culatory.

OTDservor - D.
Ho. Stimulus Tine Reaction Introspection
99 revenge 3.7 curse Arti culatory. This must have come
from "Reckless Rudolph" in the
Chicago Record-Herald.
100 iniquity 1.0 sin Arti culatory. Definition reaction.

0"b servo r - E
ITo. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
1 ar ch 1,7 bow of a curve in the shape of
Arti culatory repetition
2 prude 2.0 Oh "Oh,
"arch",
3 egotism 1.2 selfish
4 single 1.1 man
5 chastity 1.8 pure
6 ginger 1.8 salt
One
7 shrew 2.2 wi s e
8 adapt
9 tough
2.4 plant
1.6 beef
10 morality 1.8 man
11 rubber 1.4 thief
12 coquet 2.2 woman
Visual image
a bow.
of
I did not get the T.7ord". (lio reac-
tion) I tried to analize the word
and connect it with some other word
like "prudence". (The observor
is a Japanese student and was not
familiar v/ith the word.)
of my instructors used to speak of
"egotism and selfishness". I had
a visual image of this man, the
class, etc.
Visual image of a man in a big house,
all alone, etc. "We live in a sorl
of double singleness ".
Thot of a play of Shakespere ' s . The
class discussed the characters of
the play and the purity of the he-
roine. Visual image of the page
in the book dealing with this.
Visual image of a bottle of ginger and
also a gustatory image of it, which
tasted salty.
(Stimulus mistaken for "shrewd") Visual
image of Dean Greene with whom I hac
a conversation in which he had used
the word "shrewd", which was the
first time I had heard it, and I
learned of its meaning "wise".
Recently I had a discussion about the
adaptability of plants. First was
a visual image of the class in
which the discussion took place.
I had a kinesthetic image of tough beef
and thot of a former dormitory din-
ing room, in visual terms.
Game visual image as for "egotism" (3)
This instructor said "real manhood
is an excellence of morals".
(Stimulus mistaken for "robber") The
two words "robber and thief" go to-
gether. My teacher of English
used to try and explain the differ-
ence in meaning between these two
words. Visual ima£e of the class
room where the discussion took plac^
etc
.
Visual image of the auditorium stage,
where the play "As you like it" was
presented a year or two ago. Men
took the parts of women and the
"woman" next to me said "How coquet-
ish they act". This was the first

uo server
! Q . r.eac l<i on lntrospec oion
12 time I had heard the word. It
seems that after the stimulus the
first thing that comes to my mind
is my first experience with that
particular English word.
13 V"i r»V 1 football Kinesthetic strain in the leg - this in-
dicated "football". Also visual
image of the yard where I have
kicked a football.
14 forward 1.3 mar ch I do not take drill. When I heard "for-
ward "it seemed incomplete without
adding "march". As soon as I said
"forward march" I had a visual ima^e
of a play in which the words were
used.
15 truth 1.9 God There is a passage in the Bible "I am
the way, the truth, ..." This
passage was underlined in a Bible
that was given me. I had a visual
imcige ux IiIllq p«igc, tiie unucx xxiiJ. ng.
16 cake 1 eat
etc.
Gustatory sensation of sweet and kines-
thetic movement of the mouth. No
visual imagery.
17 skepti c 1.7 Socrates Same visual imagery as for "egotism "( 3 )
.
This instructor explained the So-
phists and that they were skeptical
of the opinions of others. In con-
nection with this situation "Socra-
tes " came
.
18 extort 2.0 face I connected this word to "distort",
which always make a me think of a
c.istorted face. "Distort" came in
articulatory terms and then a visu-
al image of a face.
19 modest 1.4 woman Visual image of a boarding house where
we had a social evening. I was
asked to speak and spoke about Ja-
panese women and said that they weie
timid, etc. A lady present said
"Japanese women must be very modest'.
This was my first acquaintance with
the word.
20 religion 1.3 Buddha I recalled a talk which I gave in a
church last suimer. I spoke about
Buddhism and Christianity. Visual
image of the church, etc.
21 knife 1.0 a "h Q r» Tia utt J. ' vj.BUcti iiiidgtj 01 a, vexy snaxp Jxuixe, euc.
22 fanatic 1.4 man Same visual image as for "egotism" (3).
This instructor said , something a-
bout like this; "Sometimes men of
genius are fanatical". I thot tliat
able men, in one sense, might be

UUoci VOX 4* Hi •
..0 . Stimulus Time nedC oi on inxroapec & x on
rtoTToH f Q n n 1 1 n n 1Cdllcli 1 ciilci U J. tirtX .
23 insult 1.7 person Visual image of a small house where I
used to live. I recalled a dis-
cussion "insult" that occurred
there. The expression "insult a
person" was used.
24 flaxen 1.7 soft (Stimulus mistaken for "flax") I had a
visual image of Japanese flax, which
is very soft.
25 soul 2.8 mind Same visual image as for "egotism ".( 3
)
In the class there pictured there
was once a discussion of the func-
tion of the mind and the soul. The
instructor explained the terminolo-
gy of the words "mind" and "soul "etc
26 bar 1.3 boat Visual image of a bar at a gate, then of
a boat with oars, which are long
like the bar at the gate.
27 president 1.0 James Word completion idea. Arti culatory.
While reacting I had a visual image
of President James, etc.
28 fluster 3.0 stars I repeated the word for I did not know
the meaning. I connected it with
another word of similar sound. This
word was "cluster". Then a visual
image of Professor Stebbins explain-
ing clusters of stars.
29 juicy 2.1 lemon Visual image of a lemon squeezer full of
juice. Also gustatory sensation
of lemon.
30 death 1.4 tot The German word "tot". Visual image of
this word in a reader. At one
time I was called upon to explain
the meaning of "tot" and could not.
31 press 1.4 paper Visual image of a teacher in English who
explained the passage of Franklin's
which is something like this: "Fresh
from pre3 3 ".
32 beauty 3.0 hat Visual image of a lady with a long feath-
er in her hat. This is an adver-
tisement of something and the word
"beauty" is written in the adver-
tisement.
33 retard 1.2 soldier I connected the stimulus with the word
retired, which led to "retired sol-
diers". Visual image of retired
Japanese soldiers.
34 ghos My 4. Kokoro The name of a book by Lafcadio Hearn.
Hearn also wrcte "Ghostly Japan".
The meaning of Kokoro is not connect
35
ed with the reaction.
future 1.3 heaven I tho t of the phrase "future world" and

Observor - E
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35
36
36
39
40
42
43
44
46
47
tey t
37 success
abstract
fatalism
gauze
41 error
gargle
energetic
apathy
45 silk
stage
curse
duty
.9 book
2.9 rich man
1.3 brain
1.2 religion
2.4 a bird
2.8 mathematics I
2.0 throat
1.4 iron
2.1 sympathy
1.0 soft
1.3 theater
ven as the future world. No vi-
sual imagery.
Phrase completion. Visual image of
Frofessor Bagley, etc. explaining
the uses of a text book.
Visual image of the Success magazine, etc
There was an article in this maga-
zine about a man who was successful
in business and who became very
rich. Visual image of the man.
Arti culatory . I think of the process
of abstracting as an activity of
the brain.
I tho fc of the principle of Buddhism,
which might be called predestina-
tion.
I did not know the meaning of the word.
I thot of "gosling n l I would not
have taken this path of associa-
tion if I had known the word,
repeated the stimulus. Visual im-
age of ^ = etc. Also visual image
of the word "error" as it appeared
in a book on statistics.
Sensation of gargling. Then visual im-
age of a bottle of liquid for gar-
gling.
Visual image of Sandow, his muscles
standing out, etc., with iron dumb-
bells.
Visual image of the instructor of ethics
etc. It was in this connection
that I learned this word for the
first time. Sympathy was given as
antonym.
Cutaneous sensation of touching yellow-
ish white Japanese silk. Also vi-
sual imagery.
Arti culatory.
1.6 bird
1.3 a man
I thot of the German word "flicht" which
means something like "curse" and
then I thot of "fltfgel " . The de-
rivation of these words was im-
pressed upon me and I established
a relation between them. Them the
English word ''bird".
Visual image of the same teacher. (See 44
He classified the duties of a per-
son (l) to the state, (2) to his
family, ebc. In this classifica-
tion the Japanese word for "man"
stood out clearly in capitals.

Ob servor - E.
Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
valor 1.7 "brave "Valor" wa3 an unfamiliar word to me un-
til I studied a certain Shakespere
play where the words "bravery" and
"valor" occurred together. Visual
image of the play, etc.
velvet 1.4 soft Cutaneous sensation and visual image of
purple-black velvet, etc.
secure 1.4 bank Yesterday I was looking at a magazine
containing a page dealing with se-
curities, investments, etc. A vi-
sual image of the page and some-
where on i t was the word "bank".
giggle 10.0 I (No reaction) "I had a strange sensa-
tion". The stimulus word suggest-
ed an act like kicking or striking.
Kinesthetic imagery. (Stimulus un-
familiar to the observor).
Inhuman 1.4 brute I analyzed the word , separating the "in"
from the "human " and in doing so re-
cognized the meaning of it. Then
I connected this with "brute".
ecstacy 1.3 a man Visual image of the same teacher (See 44)
There occurred to me the fact that
a certain philosopher said that he
had experienced the state of ecrsta-
cy three times in his life. Then
a visual image of a man in the
clouds, in a halo - my idea of a
virtuous man, etc.
lace 1. 3 horse (Stimulus mistaken for "race") Articu-
latory. T thot of "horse race".
hint 1. hinder Sound reaction. . Tendency to repeat the
stimulus
.
blush 1. cheek Visual image of a man with red cheeks.
wi eked 1. 4 thief Visual image of a thief - a Japanese
picture, etc. I tried to connect
the abstract word with a concrete
word representing the same idea,
consciencel . 3 mind The same picture as before (See 44),
with a classification in Japanese,
etc. Reaction meant as a sort of
a definition.
shoulder 1.4 a short man In Othellc there is a recitation of
Othello's experiences av)d this led
to a visual image of a page of the
book and also of a very short man
whose head is hidden under his
shoulders
.
graft 1.5 Illinois A few days ago I was talking about the
state legislature. One of the peo
pie said "Illinois leads in graft".
behave 1.4 woman Visual image of a Ja.panese book which
was particularly written for young

Observor - E a
Ho. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
62
63 sacrifice 1.8 a nan
64 ph.ilosoph.yl . 4 Kant
65 trifle 1.6 life
66 "bedlam 2.4 chair
67 consent 1.1 father
68 courage 2.0 vigorous
69 cowardice 1.4 river
70 course 2.0 cloud
71 habit 2.7 form
72 gamble 1.8 checkers
73 purity
74 drug
75 snake
.9 virtue
2.3 a root
2.3 coil
women, called, In Japanese, "How
to behave
Visual image of a historic scene - a
Japanese genera.l who sacrificed
himself for the state, etc.
Visual image of the Japanese instructor
who taught elementary philosophy.
He was a great admirer of Kant.
Indefinite auditory sensation of
hearing this man speek about Kant.
I connected "trifle" with "strife",
which again is connected with "life !'
Mere verbal connection due to the
sound in the first association.
Then indefinite remembrance of a
phrase containing both "strife"
and "life".
(Stimulus mistaken for "bedroom") Vi-
sual image of a bedroom, etc. ( "bedj
lam" unfamiliar to the observor)
In Japan when people marry the consent
of the father must be obtained.
First was the idea of marriage and
then of the person who gives consent
Visual image of a strong man, perhaps
Sandow. I connected this with
vi porousness
.
"Kowa" in Japanese means river. Sound
reaction. Visual image of a river
etc
.
Thot of the class in German this morning
in which we read of the charcoal
burner seeing a "course of clouds".
Visual image of Professor Bagley. He
recommended a book on "Habit forma-
tion".
Visual ima.ge of a group of people gam-
bling, as pictured at a moving pic-
ture show. They seemed to be play
ing a sort of checkers.
Arti culatory . No particular meaning
in the reaction.
This again is from the German class this
morning. There appeared the state
ment by Joan of Arc that she knows
roots and herbs as medicine.
Visual image of a snake coiled up, etc.
76 intention 2.2 attention Sound reaction.
77 caution
78 alimony
2.0 an old man In
2.0 fruit
oldapan it is a by word that "an
man is always over cautious".
(Stimulus unfamiliar to the observor)
I thot of "almond." ( "1 "pronounced
)

Observer - E.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
79 atheism 1.9 picture
80 cuckoo 1.3 bird
81 height 2.7 place
82 deject 2.4 food
83
84
85
86
87
88
concept 1.1 parent
temperance3. 7 sanguine
chide 2.9
bedlam 1.5
virtue 2.5
reverse 1.5
childish
89 handsome 1.8 man
90 temper 2.2 angry
91 heaven 1.3 cloud
92 quitter 6.0 truant
I connect "atheism" with the French re-
volution and the cult of reason.
I imageined all orthodox faiths
leaving and the cult of reason tak-
ing their place. I had a vague
visual image of a picture, or figur
representing "reason".
Visual image of a bird and an auditory
image of the sad note of a bird.
I thot of "high place". Phrase comple-
tion. Visual image of a plateau,
etc.
(Stimulus mistaken for "digest") First
was the articulatory repetition of
the stimulus, then I thot of a lec-
ture concerning the digestion of
plants - their means of taking in
food, etc.
(Stimulus mistaken for "consent ") Thot
of the consent of parents when peo-
ple marry. No visual imagery.
(Stimulus mistaken for "temperament")
Articulatory. Thot of a classifi-
cation of temperaments, one of whidj
was "sanguine ".
I did not know the meaning of "chide
"
and the reaction was due to the sim
ilarity of sound.
governmentArti culatory. Some such phrase as "law
and government" seemed to be pre-
sent.
In Japanese there is a phrase "purity
is virtue". I thot of this phrase
Visual image of Professor Bagley, who
spoke of "attention" and "habit"
as being at the ends of a pole. I
thot of the reversed or opposite
positions of "attention" and "habit|
on this pole.
Articulatory. I drew a distinction
betv/een the words "beautiful" and
"handsome", thinking of "beautiful
woman" and "handsome man".
Thot of the phrase "man of temper" and
of being told that this meant a
hot disposi tioned man. Articula-
tory,
Visual image of the sky with clouds
floating and with beams of light,
etc.
Articulatory, First there was hesita-
tion because I was unfarn.il iar with
the word "quitter", tho familiar
purity
pole

Observor - E.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
92
93 thrill 2.0 string
94 character 1.9 dignified
person
95 thief
96 guile
2.1 bad
2.2 guilt
97 bully
98 revel
2.7
3.7
a little
girl
scale
99 revenge 1.3 dagger
100 iniquity 2.7 French re
volution
with "quit". I constructed the
word "quitter" as "one who quits",
before any other associations came.
Then I thot of the school boy who
plays hookey.
I connected "thrill " with the trembling
motions of the strings of pianos.
Distinct visual image of the steel
strings of a piano.
Thot of the phrase ^nan of character"
and then had a clear visual image
of a dignified man, etc.
Articulatory. I tried to distinguish
"thief" from "robber" and to ana-
lyse these characters and the ac-
tivity of each.
I did not know the meaning of "guile" and
reacted due to the similarity of
sound and of spelling. First was
an articulatory repetition of the
stimulus and an attempt to connect
the word with something like "sea-
gull^. This attempt was dropped.
I know of a certain little girl who says
"bully" upon all occasions. Visu-
al image of her.
(Stimulus mistaken for "level") I thot
of a level and reacted with "scale"
because it is something that is in
equilibrium, that is level. Visual
image of a pair of scales with two
pans. The mistake in the stinulus
is probably due to the universal
fact that Japanese find it difficult
to distinguish between "1" and "r".
Visual image of a fierce looking person
with a dagger and ready to thrust.
- I understood the pronunciation of the
stimulus word, but thot of it as
being the same as "inequality". I
heard "inequality" for the first
time in connection with the French
revolution, where the inequality in
wealth was given as the prime cause
for the revolution.

Ob servor - F.
No. St irnulu s Reac tion Introspection
1 ar ch 1.4 done Visual image of an arch, which expanaed
until it became a dome.
2 prude 7.0 (No reaction) I kept wondering whether
I understood the ^ord correctly.
There was a groping around.
3 e fro ti sm 1.9 nan Thot of a certain man, whom I think of
as being egotistical. There was
first a visual image of a man -
this later became this particular
man.
4 s ingle 1 . 1 double I thot of "single" as being applied to
an unmarried man. I seemed to see
the sentence "A single man". Then
I thot of double as being the oppo-
site of single. The visual imagery
was indistinct at first.
5 chas ti ty 1.4 virtue I thot that "chastity" was like "virtue"
and also that "virtue" was on the
list previously worked with. In
this connection I had a visual image
of the laboratory room, etc.
6 ginger 1. 6 cooky Word completion type of reaction. A hazy
visual image.
7 shrew 1.3 taming
, .
.
"Taming of the shrew". Visual image of
a part of the play. No phrase
completion idea.
8 adapt 1.5 adaptation Word completion idea. No visual ima-
gery. Thot of adaptation as ap-
plied in biology.
9 tough. 1.7 knot Thot of a knot such as a tough pine knot.
Hazy visual image of a knot on a
piece of wood.
10 moralitv 3.0 preacher Visual image of a man standing up in a
pulpit talking about morality.
11 rubb er 1.2 ball Visual image of a rubber ball. Possi-
bly partly a word completion reac-
tion.
12 coquet 2.2 girl Visual image of a girl of the type of a
dark haired French maid, etc.
13 ki ck 2.7 ball Visual image of a young man kicking.
The visual idea came considerably
before the word ball..
14 forward 2.2 march Word completion reaction,, . No visual
imagery.
15 truth 3.2 application Thot of the expression that is very
common in scientific writings, "the
application of this truth...".
16 cake 2.6 hole Visual image of an old fashioned cake
with a hole in the center.
17 skepti c 1.2 man Thot of skepticism as being a quality of
man's nature.
18 extort 6.0 Paris Thot of the French revolution when the
noblemen were extorting things from
the peasants. This centered about
1
Faris
.

Ob servo r •- P.
11 0. Stimulus Time Reacti on Introspection
19 1 2 girl Visual image of a sweet sixteen girl.
20 t p 1 i t'ion 1 4 chur ch Simply the idea of connection between
religion and churches. Kazy visu-
al image of a body of people wor-
shipping.
21 kni f a 1 sharp Visual image of a knife. Another word
came just about the same time as
"sharp". This wan "cut".
22 x ni id. Lij. O •J * u boy Corisicierauly Dei ore I reacted I tho c of
an occasion when the vrord was mis-
pronounced by a boy and called
"fanatic". It was the tho t of this
boy that led to the reaction. There
was a strong tendency to say "faun-
tie".
23 insult O Q man Hazy visual image of a nan coming along
the street shoving over to one side
a lady.
24 flaxen 1 6 hair Visual image of a head of flaxen hair.
25 soul 1 6 foot Thot of the "sole of the foot". Phrase
completion reaction.
26 bar 1.9— • standing. . "Standing at the bar". Visual mage
of a row of men standing at the bar
all with one foot up on the rod,
etc. The expression came complete
in itself.
27 Drecident 1 3 UcKi nley I do not know why McKinley came as repre-
senting one of the presidents of th<
United States. Partly of the
phrase completion type of reaction.
28 fluster 1.5 flustrate I thot of one having stage fright being
all in a fluster - being "flus trated
29 i ui cv j*
.
pear Visual image of a pear, etc.
30 death 3.6 man Thot oi death coming to man. Ho visual
imagery.
31 press 1.8 prin ting Visual image of a small printing press.
32 "b eauty 1 . 3 girl Visual image of a pretty girl.
33 re tard l.i-L- * - bed (Stimulus mistaken for "retire") The
• ii I II HI
expression "go to bed" occurred to
me. No visual imagery.
34 ghostly 3.0 spirit Thot of the connection between "ghosts
and spirits". Ho distinct visual
35 fu ture
imagery.
1.2 happiness Phrase completion reaction.
36 text 1.0 book Phrase completion.
success 1.0 future Association of the ideas "future and
success" with probably a little of

Observer - J.
go
.
Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
37 the phrase completion idea.
38 ab s tract 1
.
deed Thot of as synonymous. Also visual im-
age of a certain abstract office.
39 fatal i sn 1. 7 death No visual inagerv. Thot of fa.talists
an.c3 the way in which they look for-
ward to death.
40 gauze 1. 3 wire Phrase completion.
41 error 1. mistake Synonym. Later a visual image. In
all of these reactions I get later
considerable visual imagery.
42 gargle 1. 2 throat Thot of myself as gargling and having
sore throat. Visual with possibly
a little kinesthe ti c imagery.
43 energe ti c 1. 4 strong Visual image of an athlete, showing the
muscles tense.
44 apathy 2. q tired Hazy visual image of a person lying down
a'D'oearijiP' to be all worn out.
45 silk 1. dress Visual image of a black silk dress.
46 stage « 8 fright Phrase completion.
47 curse • Qw swear Simultaneous visual and auditory image
of a man swearing. The man was in
a rage, etc. Altho I could hear
him I do not remember the particu-
lar expressions that he used.
48 duty 5. 5 help Repetition of stimulus to myself. The
idea was that one's duty is to help
I was unaware of this repetition of
•
the stimulus word at the time t did
it, and became aware that I had
done so later.
49 valor 1. bravery Articulatory. Similar ideas.
50 velvet 1. 3 soft Visual image of a small piece of black
velvet, together with the cutane-
ous sensa-tion of softness.
51 secure 1. help Articulatory. The idea seemed to be
that when one is making someone els<
secure they are helping them.
52 giggle 1. 4 girl Souna reaction. Quite meaningless at
the time of reaction.
53 inhuman 1. 4 beastly Synonym. There was the thot of the
French revolution in vague visual
imagery, similar to the previous re
action. (See 18).
54 ecstacy 1. 1 happiness Arti culatory.
55 lace 2, feather This came from the expression "feathers
and fine lace".
56 hint 1. 4 talk Articulatory. There is a connection be
tween these words, but it is hard

Observor -
No • R + n vni line 1 _i it React i or. Introspection
55 to explain. One drops a hint
while talking.
57 blush 1.0 shame At least partly phrase completion -
"blush for shame".
Co wi eked 1.4 Dad Articulatory. Synonym.
59 consci encel .
6
mind Articulatory. From "conscience" I thot
of "consciousness", due to the si-
milarity of sound. This suggested
the v/ord "mind".
D'J shoulder 1.3 blade Phrase completion.
61 graft 1.8 mean Articulatory. The idea of a grafter
being a mean man.
£ Otd behave 1.2 act Articulatory. Similarity in meaning.
63 sacrifice 1.3 altar Indistinct visual image of someone offer-
ring up a sacrifice on an altar.
64 philosophyl.4 psychology Partly articulatory and partly visual.
Thot of a discussion concerning
philosophy and connected this with
Ulle: Uc^/cll will v? XX U U -l ^Jkij LUUlUg^ « vX w
sual image of the place where the
discussion took place and of some
of the men.
DO trifle 1.0 little Articulatory.
66 b edlam 2.1 loose I did not quite get the word, at first.
Thot of the expression "bedlam
broke loose". Articulatory.
67 consent 2.0 hesitate Vague visual image of two fellows talk-
ing and one trying to get the other
to consent to something - the second
fellow hesitated.
CI. Qbo courage 1.2 bravery Arti culatory.
69 cowardi ce 1.4 courage Articulatory. This brought the previ-
ous reaction to mind.
70 course 1.0 fine (Stimulus taken for "coarse") Articu-
latory. Antonym.
71 habit 2.7 mind Articulatory. Thot of habit as applied
to one's mental processes.
72 ga.mble 1.5 spend Articulatory. Thot of one who gambles
as a spendthrift. Very faint vi-
sual imagery of such a place as
Monte Carlo.
to purity 1.3 vice Articulatory. Contrast idea..
74 drug 1.5 s tore Phrase completion. Just about the same
time I thot of a particular situa-
tion that occurred this morning.
snake 1.3 crawl Visual image of a snake crawling.
76 inten tion 1.2 purpose Articulatory. Synonym.

\J kj O C X V w X.
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77 *»All On 1 purpose The connection is vague and the reaction
word came because of its use imme-
diately preceding. The idea seem-
ed to be that when one cautions
another they have some purpose in
mind.
78 ali nionv 1 6 marriage Visual image of notices in the newspapers
of marriage, divorce and alimony.
79 a tb P n' Qrn 8 dogmatism Arti culatory. A whole jumble of ideas
came immediately. Among them the
idea that atheist is most strongly
opposed by the dogma-tic narrow mind-
ed Christian.
80 cm pko
o
V- O —W W 1.— • bill There are two kinds of cuckoos. They
are distinguished by their bills.
Faint visual image of a bird. Later
of a clock
81 height • 8 "black (Stimulus mistaken for "white") Contrast
idea No visual irnafpTV
82 dej ect • 2 poor Fartly phrase completion - "poor and de-
jected", together with the idea of
poverty causing the dejection.
83 concept 1. 6 idea Arti culatory. Similarity of meaning.
84 temperancel
.
7 intemper- Arti culatory. Contrast.
ance
85 chide 1. 2 upbraid Arti culatory.
35 lav 1. 7 medicine Fartly phrase completion - "law and me-
dicine". Faintly auditory, hear-
ing the same phrase.
37 virtue 1. 3 vi ce Arti culatory. Contrast.
83 reverse 1. 1 opposite Arti culatory.
,
89 hands one 1. o pleasant Arti culatory. The idea of handsome-
ness and pleasantness being com-
bined, applied to people.
90 temper 1. 3 mean Fhrase completion, inverted. A "mean
L fttemper ".
91 heaven 1. 1 hell Arti culatory. Idea of contrast. Part-
ly phrase completion - "heaven and
hell ".
no qui tter 1. stop Ar ti culatory. A quitter is one who
stops
.
93 thrill 3. n help. The idea was that when one attempts to
do anything and does accomplish it
he has a thrill of pleasure and
that this is a help to further ac-
complishment
.
94 chara c ter 1
.
3 hab i t Tho t of one's character being but a bun-
dle of habits.
O £ thief 1. 1 s teal Arti culatory. Thot of a thief's ac-
tions.

Cbservor - F,
No,
95
Stimulus
guile
Time Reaction Introspection
simnle
97 bully
93 revel
99 revenge
2,0
1.2
1.3 revelry
1.2
100 iniquity 1.0
Thot of one who is without guile as be-
ing a siinple person,
coward Articulator^. Partly phrase comple-
tion idea. Thot of these two •
qualities as going together.
Word completion. Thot of the battle of
Waterloo and the revelry of the
night before the battle. Faint
visual imagery. (See 18 and 53)
anger Arti culatory. When one takes revenge
he is always angry,
sin Partly phrase completion, inverted -
"sin and iniquity". Very vague
visual -auditory image of a minis-
ter preaching.
*

Observor «- G
Stimulus Time R p a r* fc i on TntrosT^ec ti on
ar oh ^
.
u a r* r* dp "Arc de Triumnh". A visual imafe of it
2 prude 1 . woman Visual image of a ycung Puritan woman.
3 egotism 1 4 E. A. ... Visual image of a man whose initials are
E. A. and who was nicknamed "Ego A.
4 single o*i U matrimony A train of bhots and visual images, very
brief and ephemeral. Thot of a
single man, then a particular mar-
riage license, a house, a yard and
finally the reaction.
5 ciicis u i uy l woman Bo visual imagery. I thot of a conver-
sation in whi ch "virtue "and "woman "
were associated.
6 ginger Fi ginger bread Visual image of "Kuyler's Ginger Root'
but "ginger bread" came first.
Phrase completion reaction.
7 snrew 1. 3 woman Vague memory of colonial manner of treat-
ing the shrew, as pictured in Barn's
History. Ho visual imagery.
8 adapt 2. 4 Darwi n Visual image of my book shelf at home,
with Darwin's book on it.
9 tough T1 . alley Visual iiiiage of a ruffian in an alley.
10 moraj. i Zj J. . o<• woman No visual imagery. No explanation.
11 r a d d e r 1. 3 Panama Visual image of - rubber forest located
in South America, but could not
readily say "South America" so
swi t ched t o "Panama "
.
12 c o cju e u 1 . r\U woman Visual image of a young lady.
13 •iCl CX 1 U horse Visual image of a barn and stall, as i
t
appears upon first entering. Bo
visual image of horse.
14 i o rwaru 4 excelsior Visual image of a boy climbing up a moun-
tain, with a flag, etc.
15 t ru oil J-VJ
.
U Lincoln Visual image of Thaddeu3 Stevens being
carried into Congress to make a
speech, etc. There was no word to
express this. Then I said "Oh shaw"
and started again to find a word.
"Lincoln "was associated with recon-
struction times. The reason why I
started with a visual image of Thad-
deus Stevens is problematical. Pos-
sibly my reading about the Lorimer
case and the lack of truth in Con-
gress led me to think of Congress
and the re3t.
16 cake /I German Visual image of German cake, etc. and
then the cake placed itself in the
hands of a German woman.
-i n1 / skep ti c 1. 9 Brown Visual image of an old man, etc. whose
name is Brown. Before this I had

Observor •- G.
Stimulus Time Rer-.c zi on Intro spec tion
17 the tho t of sucn characters as
Ingersol, etc. and they finally
took the form of this old man.
18 extort 1. 4 Chi cago Visual image of the inside of a house
of prostitution. I believe this
came from reading quite recently
of ex tor iii on by politicians from
this type of people.
19 modes t • 9 woman Visual image of a woman wearing a veil.
20 religion 1. 2 Bode Visual image of Professor Bode. I took
a course in the philosophy of reli-
gion under him.
21 knife • 9 cut No image
.
22 fanatic 1
.
Dervisher Visual image of Sudan, associated with
Kipling ' s "Fu z zy Y/uz zy "
.
23 insult 1. 6 boy Visual image of a man with his hat
knocked off. llo apparent connec-
tion between this picture and "boy J'
24 flaxen 1. 2 farm Visual image of flax farm in Llinnesota.
25 soul 1. 7 religion No imagery. No explanation - there was
a train of tho t that I cannot trace.
26 oar 2. Brown Visual image of a saloon bar, etc. The
'\Brown" in the reaction was Lee
O'Niel Brown.
27 president 1. McKinley Visual image ox LicKmley. T.ne reason I
(hot of T£cKinley instead of Taft in
prcbaoly because I recently, read of
a perion canvassing "The life of
McKinley ".
28 fluster 9 woman Visual image of a woman trying to find
the pocket in her skirt, Sometime
ago I saw a cartoon picturing this.
29 Juicy 1. orange Visual image of an orange grove. Com-
batting this picture was chat of an
orange crushed up and the juice run-
ning out.
death 1. 3 grand Visual image of a person on her death
mo ther bed.
31 prea3 1. orange No visual image. (See 29 for possible
explanation)
32 beauty B woman Visual image of a woman.
33 retard 1. ? stop No image
34 ghostly 1
,
ghost Visual image of a ghost - a white appari-
tion with a hood drawn over its
head, etc.
O 5 future 2. 9 coming Just a feeling of futurity; somet.ung
potential impending; of blank space.
I wanted to repeat the stimulus as
be3t expressing the feeling.

Ob servo r .- G.
S fcimulus Time Reaction Introspection
36 tex t . 6 book Visual image of a green arithmetic.
« f success 1 . magazine Visual image of the Success Magazine.
UC word completion idea.
38 abstract 1 • u book Visual image of an abstract, but I could
not think of the word "doaier
"
which I wanted so T called .it "book.1
% o fatalism 1 r>i—
i
Arabian Visual image of a Mohammedan dressed in
white. I could not think of . .chain
-
medan so took the next term Arabian.
40 gauze 1 . 'J cloth Visual image of gauze cloth.
A 1 Q
. o OOiC I have been correcting proof fcr a book.
No visual imagery.
A O gargle 1 . 1 tnr oat visual image oi a wiroare. jjo icmes cue &
ic imagery.
40 energe tic Q work Visual image of myself mixing concrete.
!Io kinest]ietic imagery.
apa thy 1 r\. fJ disgust No visual image, Sort of a feeling of
pushing something away. No kines-
thetic imagery, rather p. mental, push
45 S 1 11C 7 rustle Vague visual image of a silk skirt. Au-
ditory image of rustling probably
stronger than the visual image.
/ c46 s tage Q. O hand Phrase completion. Visual image of a
stage coach.
4 r cur s e . 7 swear £io imagery unless possioiy very vague
visual image of someone swearing.
duty o bol dier The phrase "honor is duty" ran thru my
head before the term soldier came.
49 valor 1 .1 soldier No imagery.
50 velvet o A
.
'J 301 t Sort of a cutaneous feeling, followed by
a visual i raage.
51 s e cure O. I safe Visun.1 image of the Rock of Gibraltar.
C giggj e 1 • D gigele I started to ask if "giggle" was the sti-
mulus. I was caught thinking about
the force of advertising, particu-
larly the a,dver ti sement using the
Rock of Gioralter in it. (51)
50 i nnum.an TX "Z alio o t Vague visual image of a man beating a
horse. I think I tried to say "hit
before I reacted with "shoot".
04 e cs uacy .8 j oy No imagery. I used to have a friend
who used the expression "Oh joy, oh
ecstacy", tho I did not think of
this fact until after reacting.
55 lace .7 dress Visual image of a lace petticoat.
hint .9 suggestion Thot of a person hinting. No visual
57 blush
imagery.
1 .0 red Visual image of a girl blushing.

Observor •- G.
No. Stimulus Time React! on Introspection
58 wi eked .7 bad No imarerv.
59 conscience!.
9
Sidis Altho I heard the stimulus very well I
confused it with "conscious". The
idea of the subconscious came in my
mind and the book by Sidis which I
had just been reading.
50 shoulder 1.6 coat Visual image of someone shrugging one
shoulder, in which act the coat
stood out distinctly.
51 graft 1.0 orange Visual image of a young orange tree that
had been grafted.
62 "behave 1.1 mind . .
.
'Mind your business." Visual image of a
woman slapping a child.
63 ss crif i ce 1.0 slaughter Visual image of a Greek place of offer-
ing.
64 philosophy .6 Bode No imagery.
55 trifle .9 small No imagery.
55 "bedlam .3 mixture Visual image of an insane asylum. A ra-
ther vague picture.
67 consent 1.2 woman I tho t of statutes governing age of con-
sent. No visual imagery.
68 courage 1.7 red badge Visual image of the book "Red badge of
courage ".
69 fowardi c&O W II v -* J, \^ W 1 4 run Visual image of a Union soldier running
thru the woods.
70 course 1.1 run Visual imap*e of a snail creek
71 hab i t 2.0 smoking No picture. Thot of the difficulty in
breaking a habit.
72 gamble 1.6 'Leary Visual image cf a typical gambler -
'Leary
.
73 purity 1.7 Pur i tan Visual image of a Puritan woman.
74 drug 1.5 opium Visual image of a drug clerk pouring out
drugs, etc.
75 snake .3 grass Visual image of a snake sticking its
head, out of some wiry grass.
76 intention 1.3 marry Visual image of a certain old lady who
used to wonder if I had any serious
intentions in regard to a girl in
her charge.
77 caution 1.4 railroad Visual iriace of a locomotive
78 alimony 1.4 pay up Visual image of a picture in the Record
Herald and an article, "Shall the
rich wives pay alimony?"
79 atheism 2.0 Bode No imagery.
cu cko o .8 cuckoo Visual image of a clock, etc. The i»age
clock was very clear.
31 height 1.9 Waterloo I was just thinking of Waterloo. Ihen

\J tJ fj \Z ± v J i - Ct
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81 I heard "height" I thot of Napoleon
etc.
82 dej ect 1. A'r r e ji e ct No imaeerv.
33 concept 1. ske t ch No inaserv.
84 temperance . p. drink Visual image of an old woman associated
with a glass of beer. My grand-
mother was a temperance worker.
85 chide 1. 7 cri ti cise I mistook the word at first and thot it
was "child". Then I realized that
it was "chide" and thot of chiding
a child. Visual image of the child
85 law 1. 3 law hook Visual image of a book of statutes. It
is not likely there was any of the
phrase completion idea.
87 vir tue 1. 5 wo~nan No iriaserv.
88 reverse • 9 engine Visual image of the reverse lever on an
engine
.
89 handsome • 6 man Phrase completion idea. Visual image
came afterwards.
90 temper 1. 2 angry Visual image of a certain man who gets
angry rather easily.
91 heaven ] 1 gate Visual image of the blue sky. No image
of a gate.
92 quit ter • 7 animal (Stimulus mistaken for "crittur") No
imagery.
93 thrill • 8 feeling Visual image of a theater, etc., with a
thrilling melodramatic scene.
94 character 1. 1 bey Visual image of a young man. Probably
this came because this morning I
had occasion to make some mental
comments on young; men's character.
95 thief • 5 run Vis'jfiT i maxTp of a man Y*unni nr?
96 guile 1. craft Visual image of a snake. "Craft" taken
in the sense of "crafty".
97 bully 1. o Thpodorplii V- W W X N«> Vi si] al imacp of RflfiflATAl t
98 revel 2. 1 reb el I misunderstood the word at the start
and thot of "rebel". When the wore
became clear I thot of a revel
a dance.
99 revenge • 6 anger No irnacerv.
100 iniquity 1. 4 sin Sort of a vague image of the wall3 of
Jerusalem.

• n •
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1
1 B.T ch 7 stone Visual image of a curved arch with a
segment of stone.
O U vA ^ 1 8 tried (Mistook the stimulus for "prove") Faint
visual image of a court room, which
suggested "tried".
3 P iTD hi R 1^ 2 .
2
I Thot of my own egotism. No visual ima-
gery. I thot of myself first as
away from myself and then approach-
ing and becoming one with me.
4 a -j in <tT p 1 6j. . u married Weak visual imagery of a young man and
then a young women, both single, -
then married. Kinesthetic sensa-
tions color the entire experience.
The visual is the core of it and the
kinesthetic is of the nature of a
general feeling in the matter.
When I have a visual image of p. man
moving, connected with it are the
kinesthetic sensations of myself
moving. When, in the image above
the young man reached out toward
the girl with his hand I felt myself
doing the same.
5 chas ti tv 2.0 virgin Visual image of a girl having a very
white face - "white as a lily".
6 /linger 2.3 ade "Ale" was what I meant. Visual image
of a bottle.
7 shrew 1 . 5 false (Mistook the stimulus for "true") Vague
visual image and kinesthetic image
of writing with the hand. The
visual image was an image of script.
It seemed as tho I were writing the
stimulus word.
e adapt 2 6 rays elf Thot of "adapt" as a question - adapt
what? - myself. Ar ti culatory. Af-
ter thinking of this I hesitated
sometime before reacting.
9 t oupOi 1.6 pull After the stimulus there was the sensa-
tion of looking for something -
feeling of mal-adjus tment . Then a
kinesthetic sensation of pulling
something apart and finally a visual
image of the experiment or doing this
10 raorali ty 1.3 true Association untraceable. I have used
these words together & great nany
time 3
.
11
-L. X. rub u e r 1.0 ITSIX aoL O UJUJJ1c IX U 11 X CClC vlUX4«
12 coquet 1.2 £ -L i. J.
13 kick 1.1 mule Visual image of a mule kicking and the
feeling of myself getting out of
the way.

Ob IfifTOF
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14 forward 1 . -i'1 go Kinesthetic feeling of leaning forward,
which means to go.
15 tru tn 1
.
4 righteous Arti culatory. . There was a general
ness feeling about the body suggesting
truth, something like the way one
feels when in church. There is a
certain halo, not visual, about the
word "truth" that suggests another
word with a similar halo.
16 1 . eat Faint visual image, together with the
feeling in the mouth, of eating.
17 •sicep tic 1 . /i man In looking for an association word, by
repeating the stimulus I went thru
such a process as this: skeptic,
skeptical man, man. Arti culatory
.
18 -L . money I had my hand in my pocket on some money.
I seemed to be pulling money out of
somebody's pocket. Kinesthetic,
with slight visual imagery of the
other person.
19 mou.es l o girl Same sort of an association as (8) and
(15). Modest - modest what? -
modest girl. The general feeling
that goes with "modest", which is
the same as that which goes with
"girl ".
20 rej.1 g_ n z.5 bible Arti culatory. I cannot trace the asso-
ciation in any way.
21 •km re • Q cut Visual image of a knife blade cutting a
pencil toward me, my finger being
in the way. Kinesthetic feeling
of pulling the finger away and also
of pulling the knife. "Cut" comer
from thinking of my finger being cut
22 I P-lla Li C ± . ( man Arti culatory. The general feeling of
something to get aviray from. While
I was inclined to get away from the
fanatic I was at the same time try-
ing to observe and describe him.
23 insult 'J hit The reaction word followed a feeling of
bodily adjustment of warding off
some thing. Faint visual image of
a man and the impulse to hit him.
24 T"! f»n -L • 7 headed Visual image of a tow headed girl. Ar-
ti culatory and visual - the arti cu-
latory come3 in in the effort to sa^
something.
25 mil 1J- • o-J body Purely arti culatory. No thinking ne-
cessary to get these words together,
26 "bar 1. 4 beer Visual image of a bar. Kinesthetic
feeling of holding onto the railing
of the bar. 'Seer" comes a3 some-
thing to be expected. Visual image
very definite.

Observor - H.
No. Stimulus Tine Reaction Introspection
27 president 1.4 Taft
28 fluster 1.4 hurry
29 juicy
30 death
31 press
1.7
4.0
mellow
no
1.4 press
32 beauty 1.2 girl
33 retard 1.3 stop
34 ghostly 1.2 ghastly
3 5 future 1.2 time
36 text 9 book
37 success 6.6 I
38 abstract .7 term
39 fatalism 1.8 philosophy
Visual image of Taft Just about as I
said the word. Otherwise my mind
was blank.
General kinesthetic and ner/ous feeling
all over the body giving rise to
the articulatory impulse to say
"hurry".
Kinesthetic feeling in the mouth, etc.
Faint visual image of a muskmelon.
(No reaction) "No reaction to that".
My mind was diverted. I heaid the
word but it had no significance.
I was not sure of the stimulus. There
was simply a large question as to
whar, it was all about. This is
the usual attitude at the beginning
when any stimulus word is given.
I found myself searching for a'beauty."
Paint visual image of a blond girl
Articulatory combined with kinesthetic
feeling. Th«re was the idea of
retarding more and more until there
was a complete stop. I located
this indefinitely in my right arm,
probably because I play the violin.
No visual imagery.
Visual image of a ghost. Articulatory
repetition of che stimulus which
suggested "ghastly". The general
complex appropriate to ghosts con-
tains "ghastly". The visual image
was of a white siieeted person, the
face very vague. The response
was with a sort of a sarcastic ide;
No visual imagery. "Future" brought up
the idea of "future what?" and the
answer "future time". A Phrase com
pletion reaction.
Faint visual image of a book. I felt
myself reaching for it. Phrase
completion reaction,
reaction) "I can't think of any as-
sociation". There was about as
blank a feeling as I have ever had.
Felt like being on the stage and
forgetting my speech.
' v/anted to connect abstract with some-
thing. There seemed the necessity
of completing the idea, - "abstract
term ".
Visual image of the word "fatalism"
printed as tho a chapter heading.
It was a philosophy book.
(No

Observpr - H.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
40 gauze 1.0 thin
41 error 1.7 mistake
42 gargle 1.3 throat
43 energetic 1.1 hasty
44 apathy 1.2 deadness
45 silk
46 stage
47 curse
48 duty
49 valor
1.7 gauze
1.4 actor
, 9 swear
3.9 do it
1.4 bravery
50 velvet 2.2 pillow
51 secure 1.7 fasten
52 giggle .9 girl
53 inhuman 1.4 brute
54 ecstacy 1.4 delight
55 lace .9 tight
I saw thru a white gauze veil and felt
it with my fingers.
For quite a long time the stimulus word
did not seem to arouse anything in
my mind. Finally the attempt was
to tell the significance of it.
The experience wa3 that of gargling.
Kinesthetic with slight visual ima-
gery.
This aroused the general feeling of get-
ting busy. No visual imagery.
Felt myself sitting in the chair, feel-
ing dead. "Apathy" suggested
myself at once.
This was connected with the reaction
for "gauze". (See 40) Visual image
of silk, etc.
Visual image of an actor on the stage,
etc. No kinesthetic feeling.
Articulatory. I tried to get a syno-
nym.
These words were suggested immediately,
but I hesitated to say them. Ar-
ticulatory repetition of the word
made it easy to react as I did.
The very word "duty" implies "do it
Visual image of a knight riding on horse
back, etc. There was the feeling
that goes with valor and bravery.
Faint visual image of a piece of black
velvet and I also had the cutane-
ous sensation of feeling it. Then
I attempted to discover the shape
of the velvet and it became a pil-
low.
"Fast" was the first word that came.
Articulatory and some kinesthetic
feeling of being secured and strain
ing against the bonds.
Faint visual image of a girl giggling.
Kinesthetic sensation of feeling
nervous, which is the sensation I
have when I hear someone giggling.
I said "dog" to myself but this did not
pop out. I tried to complete the
idea "inhu-ian what?". "Dog" did
not fit the situation. Just a
flash of a visual image of a dog.
Feeling of ecstacy. "Delight" comes
up out of this general background.
The words went together "lace tight" and
the idea that of a woman lacing
tight. Faint visual image of a

Observer - H.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
55
56 hint
57 blush 1 7 woman
58 wicked 1.6 boy
59 consciencel.4 pain
60 shoulder 1.0 blade
61 graft 1.0
62 behave 1.4
63 sacrifice 2.3
64 philo sophyl •
6
65 trifle 1.0
66 bedlam 1.1
67 consent 1.0 will
68 courage 1.3 brave
woman pulling her corset strings
tight.
.9 suggestion The echo of the experimentor 's voice
continued for a slight length of
time. No articulatory imagery.
Predicate type of reaction. I exper-
ienced the feeling of uneasiness
which I experience when I see a
person blushing. Faint visual im-
age of a woman with red cheeks.
Predicate type. "Wicked what? - boy.
The same feeling that goes with
"wicked" goes with the object to
which it is attached.
The feeling of "conscience" is something
which pricks, - pain. "Conscience"
suggests some sort of an inner feel
ing and this idea is closely connec
ed with the idea of "pain".
Visual image of a man's shoulder, looking
from behind, with the shoulder blade
very prominent. The visual image-
ry seems to be the medium thru
which I reached "blade",
on These words feel the same. Practically
synonyms
.
Articulatory. The sound of "s " came
and I completed the word from this
beginning. Purely an accidental
association. I have no idea why
the sound of "s " should have come.
Articulatory. "Sacrifice what? - money1!
Felt the tendency to have visual
imagery, but I did not get any.
A 'feood "/ association. I think of philo
sophy as something that moves slow-
ly and time has the same general
significance.
The feeling of "trifle" is the same as
that of "full of play".
A general "feeling" association. 'Bed-
lam" is something that is disagrea-
ble, as is a "big noise". Indis-
tinct visual image of a broom stick
flying out the door of a room.
Possibly a little articulatory imagery.
"Consent" has the same feeling a-
bout it that "will" has. These
wo^ds seem to have the 3ame fringe
and the fringe is the medium of as-
sociation.
General similarity of feeling about the
words.
corrupti
splendid
money
time
play
noise

Observor - H.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
69 cowardice 1.4 run
70 course 1.7 way
71 habit 1.1
72 gamble 1.0
73 purity 1.2
74 drug 1.1
75 snake
78 alimony 1.0
79 atheism .9
SO cuckoo 1.0
garret
play
virginity
man
1.3 bite
76 intention 1.6 do
77 caution 1.5 don't
marriage
God
dove
Kinesthetic association. Paint visual
image of a Greek running away, etc.
I had the general bodily feeling
of turning away from something.
Visual image of a particular race track.
I was more interested in the track
than to reacting and "way" was giv-
en rather absent-mindedly. "Track"
would have been a better word.
(Stimulus mistaken for "attic") Gener-
al bodily feeling that is the same
with both of these words.
Kinesthetic feeling of throwing cards
down upon the table. Slight visu-
al imagery of cards.
General 'mood" feeling. No visual or
articulatory imagery.
(Stimulus mistaken for "drunk") Faint
visual image of a man who was
drunk and the feeling of sympathy
for him.
Paint visual image of a snake and the
feeling of drawing the hand back
to prevent the snake from biting
it. The kinesthetic feeling pre-
dominated.
The feeling of intending to do something
A general forward feeling of the
body. No visual or articulatory
imagery.
Before I said "don't" I said "do" very
faintly in inner speech. (See 76)
It was as if I had been commanded
to caution someone and was saying
to him "don't ...". Kinesthetic
verbal association.
No explanation further than that these
words have the same general tone.
General kinesthetic feeling. I think
of atheism as opposition to God.
Visual image of a white dove. This
image seemed to be responsible for
the reaction word.
81 height 1.0 dream (Stimulus mistaken for "pipe") Phrase
completion "pipe dream", together
with the feeling of enjoying one,
etc.
82 deject 1.7 cast down No imagery apparent. The word "deject"
has a certain atmosphere and when
this atmosphere is experienced ano-
ther word with the same fringe, or
atmosphere, come3 up. Kinesthetic
feeling would seem to be the path
of association.

Observor - H
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
83 concept 1.4 word
84 temperancel.4 beer
85 chide 1.1 child
86 law .8 book
87 virtue .9 girl
88 reverse 1.3 back
89 handsome .9 good
90 temper 1.2 mad
91 heaven 1.0 God
92 quitter 5.4 quit
93 thrill .8 delight
First a definite attempt to apperceive
the stimulus word. After getting
it "word" came out of the same
general complex.
Whenever I think of temperance I think
of what it opposes, there is this
idea with "temperance" of opposing
something. Kinesthetic feeling
of opposition.
I first thot the stimulus word was "child
and then I realized that it was
"chide". These words happened to
be associated in this way first
and then realizing that they were
related I reacted with "child".
Visual image of a particular type of
lav/ book that I have seen many
times lately. The visual image
was the basis of the association -
I named the object that I saw.
I thot of the last time that I got a
word of this sort (See 19). I did
not know but that I had been given
the word before it so closely fitted
in with the atmosphere of some word
that was given.
Paint visual image of a lever and the
kinesthetic image of pulling it
back. The kinesthetic feeling of
pulling was very prominent.
No visual imagery. Here "good" is an
exclamation,- as tho seeing some-
thing handsome and saying "good",
i.e. "I approve of it".
Visual image of a certain young lady
(called up by the preceding stimu-
lus word). She was wandering thru
my mind before the stimulus word
was given and with the stimulus I
saw her turn her back and walk away
No visual imagery. The idea of "heaven
is always associated with that of
"God ".
The association paths were blocked and
I kept saying "quitter, quitter,
quit...". In saying this it struck
me as ridiculous and I started to
laugh, thus breaking up the atten-
tion to the process of reacting.
Bodily feeling down my spine of a thrill
I think of "thrill" as composed of
such sensations as would be aroused
by listening to a very fine piece

Observor - H.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
93
94 character .7 bad
95 thief
96 guile
.8 robber
1.8 fearless
97 bully .7 good
98 revel .8 delight
99 revenge 1.5 fight
100 iniquity .7 bad
of music. "Delight" comes as a
description of my feeling. (See 54)
A little articulatory imagery. "Char-
acter" and "bad" have a feeling
that is allied,- something common
about them. In speaking of char-
acter I have a tendency to think
of bad character instead of good
character.
Faint visual image of a brigand with a
handkerchief around his head and
the feeling of alarm, as if "robber'
were an exclamation.
(Stimulus mistaken for "guide ") Some trou-
ble in getting the stimulus . Feeling
of moving blindly into things.
•Sully" and "good" mean exactly the
same thing to me.
"Delight" did not seem quite right to
say. There was the general feel-
ing of exhilaration. (See 93 and
54)
Very faint visual image of a bucaneer
with a sivord in his hand. The
basis of association was rather
that "revenge " means "a fight ".
Kinesthetic feeling of looking for
somebody to oppose.
The feeling of repulsion which goes
with both of these words. (See 94)

ud sei vor •- 1 .
140 . Stimulus Time i\edcxi on mxrospecuion
1 arch 1.5 architecture Visual image of a particular arch -
,
"The Marble Arch". My study of
ar cj-i ^e c oure cieciis idi^eiy ,vi uii
arches
.
o
« pr ucie i . u girl I took the word in the French sense.
3 ego tism 1.7 altruism Given as an opposite. I started to re-
act vri tkgjjJjjjKench word. French
is a language/from childhood.
*i single Q
.
o double Contras t
.
5 ain o a !•Ciicis g i «y -L . purity Synonym. The word chastity brought a
visual image- of the Illini - I thot
of the articles concerning condi-
tions in South America.
6 ginger . U I (No reaction) "I had it". This referred
to the word "sport" which escaped.
In England there is a sporting ex-
pression "to give ginger", which
means to drive a horse hard. I
thot of the last Ascott races.
7 S3 III KW 1 . < woman Thot of the "taming of the shrew". Vi-
sual image of the second act of the
play.
3 1 . *± admi t The electrical terms "adaptance ", "ac-
ceptance", "admittance", are all
connected.
9 tough 1.0 strong This again is from engineering experience
- tough iron is generally very
strong. Visual image of a testing
machine
.
J. u morai_i cy 1.0 immorality Contrast.
11 ruu u er 1 P1 . <> thi ef (Stimulus mistaken for "robber '•) x>e-
fini tion.
12 /\ r% 1 1 A 4"CO !]Uc U woman Visual image of a hor3e. I had a horse
called "Koketka".
13 Al G & 1 . u stop Visual image of a football. The idea
wo<s of the opponents in soccer foot-
ball stopping the ball.
14 j. U i Wai U. l P advance Visual image of Hansen's ship "Fram",
whi eh me ans "f orward " . I visited
this ship. On a tablet on the deck
the name is written in four languag-
es, the one for French being "Avant
",
which word I thot of.
15 ti J uZl i . u falshcod These words generally go together - op-
positea
15 cake 1.9 bu tter Clear visual image of a white "taw cake;'
With a piece of butter on it, - an
English dish, - "muffins".
17 skeptic 1.7 "believer The idea v/as "unbeliever" and by con-
trast 'believer".

UDservor «• I
.
HO . Stimulus Time r.eac zi on V~\ • "\1 *ys /"\ /»> ^iiibi ospection
18 extort 2.8 drag out The first idea was "blackmail", but I
could not catch the word. The ide;
was represented by the French
"chantage r ".
J. J modes t 1. 5 prouu uppo s i we
.
20 religion 1.2 unbeliever Opposite. Visual image of the Unity
Club
.
21 knife 1.1 fork Visual image of the Y. M. C. A. res-
tauraiit, and particularly the cor-
ner table where I ate today.
fana tic 1.1 believer Arti culatory. Uo particular image.
23 insult 1.4 offence The idea came from having heard recent-
ly the talk of Ex-governor Glenn,
who spoke about the insult to the
white population. He seemed to
pronounce the stimulus as tho it
were "insu-u-u-1 1 ."
24 flaxen 1.6 white Clear visual image of a girl whom I know,
with white hair - an albino, etc.
25 soul 3.0 Fielding
'
s Visual image of the book "The soul of
book a people". Very generally when I
think of a book I see it. Similar-
ly when I think of a quotation I car
see it situated on its particular
part of tlie page.
26 bar 1 .
3
open The idea was to lift the bar in order to
pass . In England, if riding on
horse back in the country, one car-
ries a hook and uses it to open the
bars. Visual image of a hedge
with such a gate.
president 1.4 Taft Arti culatory.
28 fluster 3 . I (?:Io reaction) "I don't know what that
means unless it means to 'rattle'"
I don't know why it seemed to have
that meaning, but it did.
29 jui cy <c , U power In the electrical laboratory the current
is called "juice".
30 deatn 1 . birth The title of a piece of Russian poetry
is "Death is birth". No visual
imagery.
31 press <s . print Clear visual image of a printing house,
etc.
32 b eau ty rose The American beauty rose. Visual image
of a hotel in London where "Ameri-
can beauties " are sold. .
33 retard 1.4 retain Partly due to the sound and also partly
due to the similarity of meaning -
thinking of the French "retenir".
34 ghostly 5.7 ceme tery Visual image at once of a cemetery by

T
* 1 .
do . ^ H Till] '1 *5 1 J.J.XC rteac ui on 111 Ul OBpo oJ.Oii
34 moonlight, but the word did not
come. It called up the remembrance
of going to the cemetery upon moon-
light nights.
O o J. • -L pas t ino o o x xiUoAin s Jrciy « i-.uiu <.uuuxc •
36 hex k text book Visual image of a book with "Text book"
printed on it. I could not think
what the subject of the book was.
37 en pfflQQ failure Visual image of the "Success" magazine,
etc. Articulatory reaction.
GO 1 7 VloUdl l.'idgc OX a ±cgci.J. UU U L^JilC 11 It .
39 fatal i srn 1 5 pessimism "Pessimism and fatalism" is the title of
an article by a Russian, etc.
40 4 I (No reaction) "I do not know what that
means". This word did not bring
up anything, it was entirely mean-
ingless
.
41 a V* Y* Oen o
r
1 AX . D source Visual image of an engineering report.
At the end of the report is a place
for "Sources of error".
42 gargxe n wx . o manganese This is used for a gargle. Visual image
of a bottle, etc.
43 energe tic 1.4 strong Visual image of the picture of a man,
that appeared on the cover of "Sys-
tem", two or three months ago.
apathy 2.0 L C C JL X lif^j
45 x • o artificial Visual image of a factory which makes
silk artificial silk.
A AH O CJ "4" o n»Qa Ucigc X . « theater Visual image of the Auditorium.
47 LUX bles3 I had in mind Kipling's poem where a man
wishes to curse another, but is a-
fraid to do so, so he says "God
bless him", but in such a tone as
to be really a curse, etc.
48 n + irU.U. \jj x . u obligation Articulatory.
49 valor 1.4 power
.
Articulatory.
50 velvet 1.1 silk Visual image of the Liberty Store, Lon-
don,
secure 2.2 tie up Visual image of a boat.
52 CM o 9 ~\ P « laugh Arti culatory.
1 cruel Synonym.
54 e oatacv 2.8 religion First came the word "church" and then a
visual image, etc.
55 lace 5.0 I (llo reaction) "I do not know what it is
called in English - "fichut" it is

vj U o C 1 v w X _ T— X •
XlU • Stimulus Time - * vl U O jJ v U uX UI1
55. called in French. Visual image .
of a particular lady wearing a lace
fichut, etc.
55 hint 1.3 qVi nn ITA mini i mfirrp of* ;? moii Tini nti nc
57 blush 1.1 T P d At* hi nil a t- n y*v
58 wicked 1.0 bad Rvnonvrn ^ rti puT atorv
consci encel .
4
liiu XiCjr
60 shoulder 1.5 arm I thot of a lecture explaining the ac-
tion of the shoulder, etc.
61 graft 1.0 Art i oul atorv
62 behave 3.0 comportez Started to react with the French and then
vous hesitated, which lengthened the re-
action time.
63 sacrifice 1.8 God Visual image of a picture in Kipling's
book, of Puck's Hill - a picture of
a sacrifice, etc.
64 philosophy .8 science The two parts of knowledge - "philosophy
and science".
65 trifle 1.0 littlenes s Used this word with the idea of little-
ness of character. Thot of the
capacity to pay attention to trifles
66 bedlam 1.9 madhood " Hadness " intended. First was the idea
of madness and then of Wister's no-
vel "The Virginian".
,
One of the
characters is called "Bedlam".
67 consent .9 J. V7 -L IXO ^ T.nci pal 1 v t" Vj ^ a why* rl prp r*l ohp fnn*p't*ViPT*
68 courage 1.4 fight Courage can only be shown by a fight.
m Visual image of a French medal
"Pour le courage ".
69 cowardice 2.5 fight At first I did not get the meaning of
the word and had to think some time
before getting its mea,ning. Idea
and imagery the same as above. (68)
70 course 1.0 running Visual image of the Illinois field and
the running tfcack.
71 habit 1.1 custom Sinvolv the loerioal oonnec;tion
ltd gamble 1.3 play Visual image of a certain man with whom
I have been speaking today. He has
just signed a long contract in re-
gard to a fellowship and I asked
him if the contract implied that he
agree not to drink, not to gamble,
etc. The word "play" came probably
for two reasons - the idea of play-
ing cards, and also from the French
word "jouer".

Observor
No, Stimulus Time
73 purity 1.9
74 drug 1.2
75 snake 3.2
76 intention 1.7
77 caution 1.5
78 alimony 1.3
79 atheism 1.7
80 cuckoo 1.3 a bird
85 chide
86 law 1.6
87 virtue 7.0
88 reverse 1.1
89 handsome 1.1
- I.
Reaction Introspection
absoluteness The Buddhist formula is that in order
to obtain absolute being one has to
preserve purity of mind, of body,
etc.
drug store Visual image of a particular drug store
serpent Visual image of a serpent. I had six
of them as pets.
hurry The basis for this I think is Carnegie's
saying "Decide and then go fast".
precaution Visual image of a box of quinine. "Pre-
caution" came from thinking about
a situation, represented by this
box.
wife Visual image of a division of a sheet of
the newspaper, with a picture on it
etc.
godlessness A translation.
81 height 1.3
82 deject 2.4
83 concept 1.9
84 temperancel. 8 dry
Auditory image of the sound of a cuckoo.
Faint visual image of a garden. In
my country we have cuckoos in the
gardens and for the most part we
hear them without seeing them,
elevation Visual image of the class room in hydrau
lies, the blackboard, etc. We deal
with heights and elevations in hy-
draulics.
throw out (Stimulus was mistaken for "reject") I
thot of the novel "The Irish rebels
which is about the ejection of the
Irish peasants,
opposition What I wished to say, but did not was
"antithesis". "Opposition" dis-
placed it. Concept involves syn-
thesis and antithesis.
Visual image of a situation which occur
r
ed yesterday where wet and dry can-
didates for mayor were discussed.
Another image was of the Bedford
temperance hotel in London.
Visual image of the word "chide" spelled
out in print. At the very first I
thot of "child" and then corrected
myself.
law school Visual image of the la\7 building, etc.
Carnegie's I thot of the Carnegie medal for braver
medal The Latin "virtus" meant bravery,
return Visual image of an electric double throw
switch.
beautiful Visual image of an English hansom cab.
I then thot that such a reaction
1.5 abuse

UOSci VOX T- 1
.
... . uXJuUxuS i us c Xitrc-.C L<1 UX1 XII bX UajJcU UX UI1
89 would be unintelligible in this
country and so reacted with "beau-
tiful ".
90 temper 1.3 steel Visual image of tempering steel. I
have done a good deal of this late-
ly.
57X heaven 1.4 aUOVc VXSUdX XlHagc OX tXXCJ oxiy .
92 a u i 1 1 e r 1.0 man Visual image of the Saturday Evening
Post. Lately a story in it con-
tained a character who repeatedly
said "I hate a quitter".
93 T V} Mi 1 1uiir 1 lx 1 7X. f bird Recalled the thrilling song of the night-
ingale. Visual image of how the
sounds would be represented in notes.
94 x
.
\J man Phrase completion. Buffon' s expression
"Le charact^re, c'est l'homme".
will CI X » X UL'UcI iiX l> J. GUXd h Q X y .
96 guile 1.7 beguile I understood "guile" to mean "mislead".
I thot of ;iguile 11 being stronger
than 'beguile". Both seemed to be
connected with the loss of time.
Q7if 1 uuxxy X
.
f aOUocvcXl/ S3 OvVIl C-r^pX. U b i OXX .
98 revel 1.7 rebellion I heard the word correctly, but thot of
the Mexican rebels. Visual image
of the Mexicans and also of the
newspaper headlines.
QQ it- / oxigc X . *i V CIIUC b &cl xxxu u du ou b my bx dv cxb x. xi x. tcxxy •
100 inj. qui by X • faithless - Thot of a fragment from the Psalms,
ness which is something like this: "Who
is worthy of the presence of God
and to whom are accessible the
heights of Mount Sinai? To the man
who has no iniquity in his heart
and no faithlessness to his brothers

Ob servor
NO Stimulus Time neap t i on I ntrosTDeotion
1 arch 1.2 ball A visual image of the round shape of an
arch, which suggested ,rball".
2 prude 9. 6 TJL (No reaction) "I don't know what to say"
I did not catch the word at first
and was trying to think of the mean-
ing for some time, and felt uneasy
when I did not get it. Then vague-
ly such words as "crude", etc. came
into my mind, then I declared "I
don't know what to say".
3 egotism . 7 self pos- No visual imagery. Tendency to repeat
session the stimulus. The connection be-
tween "egotism" and "self posses-
sion" was a sort of a logical con-
nection since egotistical people
seem to be self possessed.
4 single . 7 hard I do not know how I came to react with
this word. It may have been hear-
ing the stop watch click as tho
hitting something hard. No visual
imagery.
5 chasti ty Q• ^ hardness There seems to be no connection between
these
.
6 ginger 1.7 bitter Visual image of ginger, then a gustatory
j
sensation of ginger, which gave a
bitter taste.
7 shrew .8 hard Visual image of the picture "Taming of
the shrew". No connection between
this and "hard".
P adapt 1.4 accommodate Thot of someone adapting himself to
certain circumstances. There was
some tendency to repeat the stimu-
lus
.
9 tcugh . 6 hard Kinesthetic sensation of chewing a tough
beef steak. It was hard work.
10 raorali ty 1 . 3 purity The idea of morality suggested purity.
Tendency to repeat the stimulus.
11 rubber 1 .
1
tough Kinesthetic sensation of pulling a rub-
ber, which was hard to do. This
led to "tough". "Tough" was a
quality of the rubber. Vague vi-
sual image of hitting a rubber with
a stick and the stick bounding back.
12 coquet 1 .
5
flirt Visual image of a coquet. The associa-
tion seemed very simple.
12 •k.i ck 1 . d hit Vague visual image of someone being
kicked a.nd a.lso being hit.
14 fc rward 1 . 4 agriculturist (Mistook the stimulus for "farmer")
Visual image of a farmer, etc.
15 truth .6 hard Seemed to think of a synonym for truth,
but before I could say it "hard"
came out.
J. D cake .7 pie Visual image of a cake and then of a ta-
ble with both cake and pie on it.

Observe r - J.
No. Q t *i mil 1 lie Time Reaction Introspection
17 sxep ci c A4
.
f doubter I inhibited "hard". I thot of a syno-
nym for skeptic.
18 extort 1 O hurt Visual image of someone trying to make
a child say something. The person
was hurting the child because he
would no t say it.
19 1 . o "bluff I again inhibited "hard". I do not
know how I got "bluff. Vague vi-
sual image of a modest person.
20 rex l gi on 1 . o*^ sin Visual image of a church. This faded
rapidly and then I thot of what re-
ligicn was for, which sugge3tea "sin!
21 Jul lie "11 . rj fork Visual image of the same dinner table
as mentioned before (See 16) with
a knife and fork, etc. on it.
22 i ana ti
c
1 .
1 X •heretic Visual image of a fanatical person of
tne time of the middle ages. This
same person seemed to be a heretic.
23 i nsul t nX • 7i blame Visual image of the word "insult" written
cut. A second visual image of
someone insulting another person,
L. T _ ~i X"^T
and the second person was to olame
for it.
24 X X rlA. tJ 1
1
X • p white Visual image of a light haired girl.
There was a tencency to say "red",
but it did not come.
O K
»» 3UU1 X • u body I have just been studying in philosophy
the relation between the soul and
the oody. Faint visual image of
the two words heading a paragraph.
2c 1 . otC growl (Stimulus mistaken for ,rbark") Visual
image of a dog and I also heard him
bark.
oo p re 5 1 o er.i TX . Q general Vague visual image of someone who was
the president of the United States.
The fact of the president being
commander in chief of the army led
to "general". I thot of Grant.
28 fluster 1. blur Visual image of l t snowing, making a
blur on the window pane.
29 juicy • ao white Visual image of a juicy white peach.
30 U ct Oil "1X • Q alive Faint visual image of a dead person.
OX U — " o o 1x . P push Visual image of a man having something
between two boards and pressing
down
.
hpnii h
v
1 3 clean Visual image of things perfectly clean
and white. There was a tendency
to say white.
retard 1 , 3 pusn I imagined myself in a push ball contest
trying to keep someone from getting
past me. Visual and kinestlieti c
,
II
mostly visual.

T
~ v .
Stimulus Time ti. ea c \j l o n inurospec iii on
34 ghostly 1 .
4
white Visual image of someone dressed up in a
white sheet, etc.
35 future .9 near I bhot of the "uture and that the pre-
sent time, or time near at hand,
was the opposite of future time.
tex t o• » k 1 loiitti image ox <% &6Jv u uooa.
37 success . 9 failure Visual image of a particular man who has
been successful in business.
38 abstract MM. 7 concre te The two words have always been associat-
ed in my mind. Faint visual image
of one word written after the other.
39 fatalism 1 .
3
beau ty I thot of some man being killed. I
could see i t as tho it were in a
dungeon.. I probably thot of the
word "beauty" because of the phrase
"curses on thy fatal beauty". I
did not think of this phrase defi-
nitely before reacting.
40 gauze 1.3 white Visual image of the gauze used in band-
aging and the doctor unrolling some.
It was white. There was a tenden-
cy to say "thin".
• — error 1 .
42 gargle 1.8 gurgle Visual image of myself gargling and I
could feel it bubbling up in my
throat
.
43 energe ti c 1 . o "brave Visual image of a soldier of mediaeval
times
.
44 apathy 1 . 6 contempt Thot of something that wan disgusting.
The word "apathy" has that meaning
for me. The reaction seemed to be
synonymous with the stimulus.
45 mm 4 1 TSllK
.
f satin Visual i?nage of a. piece of silk. The
words "silk" and "satin" are asso-
ciated in my mind.
46 stage 1.2 vaudeville visual image of the Orpheum, particu-
larly the stage.
47 curse 1 . 1 swear Synonyms. No imagery.
duty 1.1 plain The phrase "plain duty" occurred to me.
49 valor n. 7 bravery Visual image of a soldier of the early
times, etc. He wa3 defending a
pass. A story about the Greeks
came to my mind. (See, 43)
50 velvet n
. r soft Visual image of velvet and then I felt
it. Cutaneous image of it.
51 secure .3 safe Visual image of a house that was locked
up and of myself being inside of it
and thus being safe.
52 giggle .7 lough Visual image of a little girl, etc. gig-
gling. Uo auditory imagery.

uoservor - T- «J
.
a . Tine n.eac ci on in urospec t/i 'ju
53 7 safe There were a number of words that came
into my mind. One was "barbarous ."
Thot of a condition where there was
no inhumanity and that such condi-
tions would be safe. (See 51)
54 p r* h a fv 1 1 joy Very indistinct visual image of a bunch
of people in a. grove having lots
of fun.
55 19. Cft 1. 7 rent (Mistook the stimulus for "lease")
Vague visual image of a house and
the idea, of renting it.
56 hint 2. A suggestion Inhibited the word "plain". Tried to
think of a synonym.
R7 "blush • Qo red Visual image of a person blushing.
JO wi eked • 9 sin Synonym.
59 conscience
.
9 hurt Thot of the phrase "his conscience hurt
him".
60 shoulder 1. 3 blade Thot of the phrase "shoulder blade".
Faint visual imagery of a bone.
graf t 2. money I thot of the obieot of fraft
6-? b ehave 2. o sin Visual image of a young man running a-
round hitting people and not doing
just as he should.
63 sacrif i ce 1. 3 pain Visual image of an animal being sacri-
ficed on the alter and the animal
showed that he waa suffering pain.
64 philosophy4. fool I thot of a course in philosophy, but
there was nothing that came to my
mind to say. Then I thot of the
opposite of philosophers.
65 trifle 1. 3 page Visual image of a page in the court of
a queen. A mediaeval picture a-
gain. The page was not very con-
scientious a.uout his duty.
66 "bedlam 1. 3 confusion Visual image of a lot of people running
around, etc.
consent 1. 3 give Thot of the phrase "give consent".
68 courage 1
.
9 bravery Very vague visual i agery. 'Bravery"
thot of as a synonym.
69 cowardi ce 1. 3 bravery "Bravery", the opposite of "cowardice ,"
came very easily. (See 63)
70 course 1. rough (Stimulus taken as "coarse") Visual im-
age of a coarse piece of cloth and
71
it felt rough between my fingers.
hah i t 1. 1 content Visual image of a man sitting beside his
fireside and he was contented.
72 gamble 1. 7 drink Visual image of a. gambler leaning up a-
gainst a bar in a saloon.
73 puri ty 1. chas ti ty Synonym.

Observor - J.
SO. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
74 drus 1 .
4
7 5 snake 1,1
76 intention 2.1
77 ca.ution 1.9 pain
78 alimony 1.4
79 atheism 2.0
30 cuckoo .3
31 height 2.1
82 deject 1.2 turn down I
swing (Stimulus mistaken for "drunk 1 ') Visual
image of a drunkard walking down
the street and swinging from side
to side.
crawl Visual image of a snake crawling along
the grass. Little organic feeling
of repulsion,
intend A tendency to repeat the stimulus. Thot
that a person who has an intention
intends to do something.
Visual image of a man who, having been
cautioned not to pick up something,
did it and it hurt him.
marry Went back from alimony to divorce and
then to marriage.
God Thot of the opposite of atheism.
bird Visual image of a clock and a cuckoo bird
coming out, etc.
stiff (Stimulus taken as "white") Kinesthe-
tic sensation of having a stiff
white shirt on, etc.
seemed to hear "reject". After I had
S3 concept 1.9 idea
34 temperancel . 5 drink
85 chide 1.9 bid
35 law 1.0
87 virtue .9
83 reverse 1.4
39 handsome 1 .
7
90 temper 2.0
91 heaven . 9
92 quitter 3.5
order
reacted I knew the stimulus had been
"dej ect ". Vis., im. of a man turned dovn
The two words "concept" and "idea" seemed
to go together.
The idea of temperance and its opposite.
The idea that came was that of uidding
a man to be good. Vague visual im
age of a child which someone was
chas tising.
The phrase "law and order" cane.
bravery Visual image of a knight and thot of the
knightly virtues,
apply The idea was that of applying the reverse
to an engine. Visual image of a
reverse lever and also slight kines
the tic imagery,
beautiful Visual image of a handsome man.
abstain (Stimulus mistaken for temperate) The
idea of temperate was that of some
one abstaining.
earth Visual image of both the earth ana sky.
abstainer The idea was that of a man in the foot-
ball field who was a quitter, but I
could not think of any word that
would suit him. Finally thot of
abstaining from getting into the
game. Immediately following was

Ob servo r - .7.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
92
93 thrill 1.1 please
94 character 1.3 play
the idea of "yellow".
95 thief
96 guile
97 bully
98 revel
1.0 robber
2.0 song
.9 brave
1.4 debauch
99 revenge 2.5 contrast
100 iniquity 1.0 sin
Visual image of a show and a thrilling
pleasant scene.
The idea of a show was still in my mind.
I thot of a character play. No
visual imagery.
Visual image of a man climbing a porch,
etc.
Stimulus mistaken for "Guild") I thot
of Professor Guild and the song he
has written, Visual image of both
Professor Guild and the cover of
"Illinois Loyalty".
Visual image of an Indian brave bullying
some victim that he had.
Visual image of a scene of revelry, etc.
The idea of a man taking revenge and of
a man who would not do so. Then
the idea of contrast between them.
Synonym.

Observer •- K.
11
.
S timulus Tirne Heacti on Introspec ti on
1 arch. 1. 4 curve Visual image of a stone arch, etc.
2 pruae -11
.
probl em (Stimulus mistaken for "problem") Vi-
sual Image of a problem on the
blackboard.
3 ego tism 1. 3 man Auditory image of someone speaking of
another person as being egotisti-
cal. Also visual image of a nan.
4 Single 1 horse Visual image of a single horse hitched
to a rig. I also had an auditory
image of the horse travelling.
5 Clld oil hj O . dictionary At first I did not quite understand
the word. I had a visual image of
myself looking i t up in a diction-
ary, probably also slight kinesthet-
ic image of looking it up.
6 ginger • "bread Fhra3e completion idea. Visual image
of ginger bread - this came before
reaction.
7 snr evf / taming of Visual image of an advertisement of "The
the shrew taming of the shrew".
8 adapt 1 . 1 mathematics Faint visual image of the word "mathe-
matics". The idea was that of be-
ing "adapt" ("a.pt" probably in mind)
at mathematics.
9 tough 1 . A meat Visual and kinesthetic imagery of tough
meat. Possible a little of the
phrase completion idea.
10 morali ty 1 . AJ church Visual image of a church.
11 rubb er 1 tree Phrase completion idea and visual image
of a tree.
,
12 coouet 1 . a'J girl Visual image.
1
i3 •ki Ck 1 . 'J rope (Stimulus mistaken for "kink') Visual im-
age of a rope with a kink in it.
14 i rwa.ru • Q man I said "man", tho I was thinking of a
young boy - a forward fellow. Vi-
sual imagery.
15 trut/i KJ girl Visual Image of a girl. This may be
the result of a conversation the
other day concerning the truthful-
ness of some girls.
16 cake 4 girl (Mistook the stimulus for "Kate") Visu-
al image of a girl in general, then
it became a particular pretty girl
whose name is "Kate".
17 aVpri h •! n 1. 1 man Visual and auditory image of a man in
general. I did not hear any par-
ticular words, but just the idea
of hearing him speak.
18 extort 1. 2 punishment Visual image representing the extor-
tion of evidence by inflicting
punishment.

*J *J O C; x V w I 1 V• -TV
.
R h i mil In !O wli.lUJ.UtJ Time Tnt vriQ'np^'M n v\x ii \j x j •-> yj c o ox <j.i
19 rodent i— • man This should have been rather "mankind",
than "man". Vague visual imagery,
etc
.
20 t* pl i ci on • 7 church Visual image of the interior of a church.
(See 10)
21 Vn i fpJVI i 1 1 t 7 cut Visual image of cutting my finger with
a knife and then the organic sensa-
tion of drawing back.
22 fanati
c
- - - - V-V w J* w 1
.
3 man Visual image of a man lecturing. He
seemed to be a fanatic lecturing on
some hobby. All except the visu-
al image is very indistinct.
23 insult 1 4 man Visual image of a person insulting ano-
ther in a quarrel. The actions
of the insulted person were promin-
ent .
24 flaxen 1. 7 wool Visual image of flax. The word "wool"
was not the one I wanted. I want-
ed something to represent this vi-
sual image of flax. "Wool" came
because of its being in shreds,
something like flax.
25 3 OUl 2. 6 philosophy Visual image of a class room in philoso-
phy and a discussion, etc.
26 bar 1. o fence Visual image of a fence with a bar across
etc.
27 president 2. 6 United First a visual image of Washington, the
States White House
,
etc. The name "Unit-
ed States" seemed to represent this
entire group.
23 fluster 1 4 person Visual image of a person talking and be-
ing embarrassed.
29 i u 1 cv
«J
«- • 8 orange Visual image of an orange and then the
kinesthetic sensation of eating it.
Also olfactory sensation and possi-
bly faint cutaneous sensation.
30 death • 9 person Visual image of a funeral. First it
was a funeral in general and later
a specific one.
31 press 1. 7 newspaper Visual image of seeing a newspaper being
printed. There was a tendency as
I was reacting to say "nev/spaper
agen t ".
32 beauty 9 girl Visual image of a pretty girl.
33 retard 6 bed (Stimulus mistaken for "retire") Visu-
al image of seeing myself going to
bed - I being away from myself.
34 ghostly 1. 2 death Visual image of a ghost - a figure com-
pletely shrouded in white and hav-
ing a very dark face. I could not
see thru it, except the head. The
face wao like a black skull.

UDS trJTVOr • IV.
a . oilmux u t- 1 XillC rseac ui on iilL'I ObpcC it lUll
35 "Ft ] fii ] t* person Ho visual imagery. I thot of something
coming in the future. This idea
was in connection v/ith human beings.
36 t PX t Q• w book First a visual image and then phrase
completion idea.
i 7
«j r •J i lv l C kJ >J man viaudx linage 01 d uuijinco.) nicLxi
.
38 n"W c + v» n p + J. • w law Thot of abstracting a crise. Ho visual
imagery.
39 fatalism 2.4 philosophy Visual image, seeing myself rea,ding
about fatalism. The "ism" as much
as anything else led to the reac-
tion.
-iW 1 cloth Visual image of physician's gauze.
ft J. Ci 1 UI 1 P
-L. • *i arithmetic Visual image of an error in a problem.
42 fT O T* .'jO O q throat Tines the tic feeling of gargling. Also
visual image of myself gargling.
43 • o man Visual image of a man working hard at
manual labor.
44 cl cl UJiJ/ P 7 dictionary Visual image that took me back to the
word "chastity" (5). Same imagery
as in that case. First I had a
visual image of myself as I was
when the word "chastity" was given.
'i O MIA • «j cloth Visual image of silk cloth.
46 Q + cs rr^ theater Visual image of the stage of a theater.
There was a conflict between "opera'
and "theater".
47 nil o man I do not know how this reaction came
about. No visual imagery.
48 duty 2.8 army Visual image of a soldier performing
sentinel duty.
49 V cli U j. gallant Visual image of the knights of olden
times and their gallantry and valor.
Vpl VP +V C J_ 1 C w a cloth Visual imagery.
cl S (T L U X C padlock Visual image of a shed with a padlock on
the door.
52 7 girl Visual image of a girl laughing hysteri-
cally.
53 i n Vi 1 3 th fl n 1 2 animal There was a sort of an opposite feeling.
Visual image of an animal, and then
I thot of something just the oppo-
site.
54 e c s "t& cy 1.0 person Visual image of a boy who was joyous
about something.
5* lace 1.2 cloth Visual image of a piece of lace, etc.
56 hint 1.7 exam Visual image of a professor giving a lit*
tie talk before the examination
questions were given. I thot of

Observor
No. Stimulus Time
56
57 blush .8
58 wicked .8
59 conscience .8
- K.
Reaction Introspection
him as giving a hint.
Visual image of a girl blrshing.
VisuaJ. image of a villain in a play.
girl
man
man
60 shoulder 1.9 gun
61 graft 1.2
62 behave .7
63 sacrifice .9
54 philosophyl. book
£5 trifle 1.9
66 bedlam 1.5
I thot of a man a3 having a conscience.
Arti culatory. Later a visual im-
age of a man
.
Visual image of a soldier carrying a
gun over his shoulder. I thot of
"gun" some time before I said it.
There was a conflict between "gun"
and "soldier" which caused the he-
si ta tion.
corporation Arti cvlatory. Then visual image of
a, trustees room and meeting,
boy Visual image of a mother telling her
little boy to behave,
person Visual image of a person sacrificing
some pleasure fcr the happiness of
someone else. The indication of
sacrifice is hardly visual - rath-
er an idea.
Visual image of ? philosophy book.
mere
matter
humdrum
67 consent 1.0 person
68 courage .7 person
69 cowardi ce 1.2 same
70 course .9 cloth
71 hab i t 1.2 person
72 gamble 1.0 man
73 purity 1.0 maiden
74 drug .7 drug
s tore
75 snake 1.3 snake
Arti culatory.
Auditory image of a noise and then a vi
sual image of a great commotion.
This seemed to be continual and of
a humdrum monotony.
Visual image of a person receiving the
consent of someone else to do some
thing. I was at a distance and
knew that he was getting the con-
sent of the other person.
Visual image of a person in general.
This person became a soldier.
(•Same " was given to indicate "person")
Visual image of a retired soldier.
Visual image of burlap.
Arti culatory.
Visual image of a gambling den, with
people, etc.
Arti culatory. Connected this with a
book or story.
Visual image of a drug store, etc.
Phrase completion idea probably
shortened the time.
Visual image of a snake.

Observor
l.'c . Stimulus Time Reacti on Introspecti on
76 intention 7 man Articulatory. The idea of a man hav-
ing the intention of doing some-
thing.
77 caution • 9 person First wns the idea nf a person in gener-
al and immediately following it was
the visual image of a mother cautior
ing her child.
78 alimony 2. drug "Alimony" brought the word "sal ammoniac"
and then I thot of a drug store in
visual terms. I was fully aware
that the stimulus was "alimony".
79 atheism 1. 2 atheist Sound reaction. I did not think of the
meaning until after reaction.
£0 cuckoo 7 bird Visual image of a bird, followed by an
auditory image.
31 height 1. mountain Visual image a high mountain peak.
82 de i ect • 8 person
•XT
Visual image of a gloomy oerson.
83 con cept 1. 1 man Visual image of a fellow in a psychology
cla.ss discussing concepts with the
professor. The idea of this fel-
low led to the reaction.
84 temperancel
.
3 man Visual iria.ge of a. man lecturing on tem-
perance
.
85 chicle 1. 9 boy Visual image of a mother chiding her
boy.
86 law 1. law build - Visual image of the law ouildmg.
ing
87 virtue 8 p*i rl Art i culatory
.
88 reverse 1. automobile Visual image of going backwards in an
automobile. Also kinesthetic im-
agery of throwing the levers.
;
89 handsome 1. girl Visual image of a girl. "Man " would
seem to be a more appropriate reac-
tion.
90 temper 1. man Visual image of a man in a rage.
91 heaven • 6 sky Visual image of the sky. There was
connected with it the idea of vast-
ness and great height.
92 qur.tter 1. 3 boy Articulatory at first. Then a visual
image of a bunch of young fellows
calling another a quitter.
93 thrill 1. 4 man Kinesthetic feeling of a thrill running
thru me. Articulatory.
94 character 1. 1 per yon I tho t of a person having character.
The phrase "personal character"
came. Phrase completion, inverted.
r e9 5 thief • 6 man I thot first of men in general as being
thieves. Then a visual image of
a man in the act of robbing. Arti-
culatory reaction.

Observor - X.
No. Stimulus Time Reaction Introspection
96 guile 3.4 gild Sound reaction. ITo imagery or meaning.
At first confused and bhot of lots
of things, all of them conflicting.
97 bully • 7 boy Visual image of a bully.
98 revel 1. revelation Word completion reaction.
99 revenge 1. man I had the idea of man taking revenge .
Ar ticulatory.
100 Iniquity 3. 9 .bible First a confusion. I thct of various
connections, particularly of where
and in what connection I had heard
the word. Each of the conflicting
ideas seemed separate and I finally
decided on one of them - "bible".

uDservor T
InO
.
J. XaIIvT heac ui on in urospe c ui on
1 arch 1.7 mas onry visual image ox an ax cn oi maborixy.
2 prude 1.9 problem (Mistook the stimulus for "prove").
Thot of a problem in arithmetic.
•2
o egotism 2 4 T1 visual linage oi a capiuai i .
1 2 man i ec uppo siue.
5 WiCVO UX OJr x , o obedience Visual image of a monk taking the oath
of "poverty, chastity and obedience."
Phrase completion idea.
6 1.9 ginger Visual image of a cake of ginger bread.
bread
7 shrew 1.7 Shakespere Visual image of the title "Taming of
the shrew", etc.
8 a.da.T)t> 1.6 adaptability Word completion. The meaning of the
stimulus word was clear.
9 totiffh 2.4 meat Visual image of a tough piece of meat.
In kinesthetic imagery I tried to
cut it and felt disappointed at not
being able to.
10 morali tv 2.0 church Reaction arti culatory. Visual image of
a church. I repeated the stimulus.
In many of these the stimulus is
repeated before association.
11 rubb erA W W W J* 9• boot Visual image of a pair of boots I used
to possess.
coquet 1.0 girl Visual image of a coquet, in genera!.
13 ki ck 8 horse Visual image of a horse,- the horse was
not kicking.
1 A1<* •4. w A TT CV 1 \A o• s march Phrase completion.
15 2 5 veracity Arti culatory. There was a little Hesi-
tation at first and a search for a
word.
16 1 2 knife Visual image of a cake on a plate with
a knife beside it.
17 slceD't i n 1 7 Hindoos I was going to say "hypocrite ". Visual
image of an old bent over man with
a cane. Sound association between
"hypocrite" and "Hindoos".
18 extort 1.2 extortionist Visual image of a contortionist, etc.
I got mixed up on the words in re-
acting.
19 modest 4.2 modest Thot of an exemplary young maiden, etc.
in visual imagery. The word I
was going to react with was "prude."
20 religion 1.3 church Arti culatory. Visual image of a church
probably not until after the reac-
tion.
21 knife 1.3 cut Visual image of a cut in my finger.
22 fanatic 1.9 religion Arti culatory. The ideawas that there

Oil Q A T*V n T*w u o C 1 V Ul _ T
i.i u • Stimulus Time Tri'tTns'nfiP'tionX 14 V X v IJ 1 J VJ V> U14
22 are nanv religious fanatios.CiX V_- 1 . 1 ( X 1 1 Y X V> X X. f- } X v U X \.x/x A V-*» WX Ww «
23 insult 1.7 q 1 ajr)o x> CUll Ar*t i oul atorv Svnonvrn *«VX UX vU JL Q» W W X Y 9 v .i V X 1W 1 A^Jr lit *
24 i jLcixen -L . U Vlfl i THex X X Vi flu al imaffp o "F a "flaxen Tiai red £?irl.
25 bOUl 1 7X . f bpftTt Art i r*iil atorvill Ul UU JL CX UVV1 V *
26 V\ Q *r%u al Tennyson I have on the wall in my room a little
piece of poetry by Tennyson "Cross-
ing the Bar".
27 prcs luenx x , O Roosevelt Visual image of Roosevelt, on horseback,
etc.
28 woman Visual image of a woman in a fluster.
I was not real sure of the stimu-
lus word at first and then thot
that I would try to associate some-
thing anyway, taking the word as
flus ter.
29 juicy 1.5 orange Visual image of an orange. My mouth
watered slightly.
30 death 1.0 grave Visual image of an open grave, with peo-
ple gathered around, etc.
31 J^X CD b X . X paper Visual imap"e of a orintinf "Dress, etc.
32 u call t»j< 1 7X . f TVia Athpti nan hpaiitv i q tVip Iri ri(i T "fcVifiixlilw x YIi AC X 4. fx*X ks w fXUA V> jr X O wIlC JXXiiVA X UiiU w
33 re i>cii u bed
of,
(Stimulus mistaken for "retire") Visual
image of my bed. At first there
was a little hesitancy because I
was not sure of the stimulus.
34 rrVl r*\ C! "t" 1 irgilOS Ui » 1 3X • o Poe I have been reading his tales. Articu-
latory.
35 X U l« Ul C 1 9X • fortune Visual image of a Gipsy woman in a tent,
teller etc. Visual image of the sign in
front which said "She reads your
future ".
36 x • u preacher Visual image of a preacher in a pulpit
preaching from the text.
37 success 1.9 Tna <7a 7. i rip Vi final imapp nf "hVif» Rur>r>pss maca7.1 np
38 abstract 1.2 s tatement Associated the words "abstract state-
ment". Articulatory.
39 fatalism 1.5 M ohamrned1*1w i llillv^ NX Arfci r*n 1 aim t*v**i v x ix x, cx w \J x
.
40 gauze 1.1 undprwear A T'h i f»i 1 1 n tnrvxvX vl ^fUXu vUl
.
41 w X X \J X 1 6 mi stake Arti culatorv**X w X ^X X. V-l* O V/X V
.
42 gargle 1.3 medicine Visual image of a bottle of medicine,
etc.
43 energetic 1.5 business- Articulatory. Faint visual image of a
1
like man.

Observor X- il .
No
.
ooinuius i line Reacti on Introspection
44 apathy 1.9 si ckness Articulatory. Very doubtful of the
meaning of the v;ord.
45 store Visual image of a certain store with
silk on the shelves.
46 o -f ri ryaSXagc t;iea tei visual image oi une waxicer.
47 cm o c man Visual image of a man cursing a dog -
a remembrance of a particular in-
stance.
48 JL • O joy Articulatory. The idea was that what
is one's duty should be their joy.
AO valor 1.4 u ravery at 1. 1 cuia uory
.
50 velvet 1.3 store Visual image of some velvet cloaks in a
.
particular store.
o± secure 1.2 safe inot. oi tine pnrase saie ana souna. ,
giggle 1.0 laugh v
l
sucax linage oi a gx rx gx ggxxng
•
D<3 1 9 brute visual image oi a man ueatmg a norse.
o*t J. . «-» joy Ar ui cuia uory.
55 X . w skirt Visual image of a girl with a white
dress and lace around the bottom.
56 hunch Articulatory. Hesitation in reaction
on account of the slang nature of
the reaction word.
57 blush 1.4 apple Visual image of an apple with a blush
on its cheek.
DO wicked 1.7 sinful Articulatory.
.
p.G consciencel. 7 soul atzi cuxa&ory
»
60 shoulder 3.0 right Tho t of the expression "right shoulder
arms". Visual image of the cadets.
Phrase completion, inverted.
61 graft 2.1 stockholder Faint visual image of a bloated stock-
holder - a grafter.
62 behave 1.7 school Visual image of a teacher reprimanding
boy a young boy, etc.
|
DO sacrifice 1.8 crucifixion Visual image of Christ on the cross.
64 philosophy2.4 Bode Visual image of Professor Bode instruct-
ing one of his classes.
65 trifle 1.7 trifling "Trifle" was thot of as a noun and "trif«
ling " as a verb
.
bedlam 1.6 confusion Articulatory.
67 consent 1.6 proposal Visual image of a picture that appeared
in Life, etc.
68 courage 2.1 bravery Visual image of an army officer, etc.

ud se rvo
r
T
Stimulus Time Weficxi on T v» r\ c y* a f\ 4" "l r\v\inti ospectiun
69 cowardi ce 3.3 sneak Visual image of a man sneaking away in
the dark from something that he
had done.
70 course 2.6 Literature Phrase completion. I am taking the
and Arts Literature and Arts course.
71 habi t 1.3 smoking Visual image of a particular man, who is
addicted to the cigaret habit,
smoking.
gamble 1 . <> cards Articulatory.
73 purity 3. / statue Visual image of the statue of Justice,
situated in my home town and which
I passed on the way to school,
oiiodioiaea ana noj.uing up uie
scales. I have always had the
conception of perfect justice, pu-
rity, etc. belonging to this statue.
74 drug ±» f store Visual image of a drug store, etc.- a
particular drug store.
75 snake 1.1 woods Visual image of a snake crawling around
in the leaves. Also a slight
shuddering feeling of getting away
as fast as possible.
1 o in ten ti on <- . good Phrase completion, inverted.
77 caution 2.5 automobile Visual image of a man whom I saw last
Sunday driving an automobile very
cautiously - the first one I have
ever seen.
7ftf o alimony X. 3 divorce Articulatory.
79 atheism <5« 7 pantheism Articulatory. Likely the "ism" found
in both words led to the result.
80 cuckoo 1.3 bird Visual image of a particular cuckoo clock
with the bird coming out, etc. The
image came after the reaction word.
ft!
• ox height 2.4 steep Visual image of a particular hill, etc.
deject 1.2 reject Sound reaction.
concept 1.4 conception Word completion.
84 temperancel.
5
W.C.T.U. Visual image of the fountain in front
of the Flat Iron building, given
by the W. C. T. U.
85 chide 1.8 scorn Articulatory. Thot of a person chiding
another and that it was done in a
scornful way.
OD law 1.4 order Completion of the phrase "law and order".
87 virtue 1.8 praise Thot of the passage in the Bible "If
there be any virtue, if there be
any praise . .
.
M
.

Observor - L.
No. Stimulus m *Time Reaction Introspection
88 reverse 1.2 engine Visual image of an engineer throwing on
the reverse lever.
89 handsome 2.1 cab (Stimulus mistaken for "hansom") Visu-
al image of a hansom cab
,
90 temper 1 • 8 temperance Word completion.
91 heaven 1.1 hell Thot of "Heaven or hell".
92 quitter 2.2 cow \oXimuius mistaken ior critter j une
often hears an old man speak of a
cow as a critter •
93 tiiri 11 o. U cm ii oounu. reaC on
•
94 cnaracter O 1<c . o du 1 1a ing visual image 01 a wan representing
cnaracter, m wmcn were stones
representing truth, honesty, etc.
The idea of this wall led to "build
95 1 . u robber Visual image of a robber, etc.
96 gui le play (Stimulus mistaken for "Guild") I thot
of Professor Guild - the man who
coaches plays.
97 bully i . «-> boy Visual image of a certain boy - a bully-
whom I knew as a youngster.
98 1 • o reveille Word completion. Faint visual image of
a trumpeter.
99 revenge 2.0 avenge Sound reaction.
100 iniquity 1.4 evil Arti culatory.

Observor - A.
(Consecutive or si-
multaneous ideas
S'JUMARY.
:T;"pe of situation recalled
"7c. •Ti^e : : •
D 1 .8-56 : £.0
2: 2 ,2:57 ..4
3: 2 ,0=58 :1.0
4: 1 ,2^59 =1,2
5: ,6'60
6: 1 (,4*61 1.2
7: X
,
,0 :62 a.
8
8= J. ,0 :63 2,0
9* : X ,2 :64 1.8
JLU" 1X ,4 :65
'
•1.3
XX' X ,0^66 • XL.
2
X<S' X ,0 :67
lO' X ,4 :68
' 1.6—• •
X4' X
,
4^9 1.6
la X .s^o :2,0
XO' X ,4*71 :2.0
t r>
'
X .0 :72 :2,0
18. 1,.8:73 :
.8
19' 1; 4>74 •1.3
20. 1,.0^75 1.1
21. 1, 0>76 1.6
22' 2, 2:77
J
•1.2
23 1,.4:78 '•2.0
24 1 .6>79 &,4
25' 1 ( 4^0 1 1.4
26' 2,.0:81 1.4
27
• 2,.0&2 1.2
28' 2,>0&3 £.0
29 • 1, 2iB4 &
30- :lj»8 '85 1 4
31 '2,
.2^6 : 1.0
32 : 1 .2^7 1.6
33 :l,»8'88 : 1.2
34 1,.1^9 1.4* • *
35'
: 3,
•
6 '-90 : 2,2
36 :l<.2^1 : 1.2
37 :1. 1.6
38 :2, 0^93 : 1.2
39 :1,.0^4 : :
.8•
40 : 1 (,3§5 : 1.2
41 : 1,.3^6 1.2
42 ; li 2§7 12
43 ill 098 : 2,2
44 :r,,099 : 2,0
45 ; li l-LOO' J» \-/ 1.8
46 ; 1. 4-
47 :i,
.2i0 • i 2
48 •li i 4
49 • 1< O50 i 8
50 :i, 2?Q
51 :i, 2:
52 :i (,6: » •
53- *1<,0:
54 :i, 6 =
55 •1* 2:
Parti cular
: Vis ual ; C-i.:
2 .
11
16
27
32
48
64
66
69
81
87
95
97
General
Accoranpanying
imagery
A\ \6. • l-q,, CI. : 2d; IVn
4 ; . 5 . 1
:
4 : • : 2
:
Gu^Ar,
:
1
12 : , 7 : 3 10: 3 : . 3 Ou:ll:" 6
36 : 8 : 6 : 11: 5 : 23 Au :,12 T
42 : 9 : 17 : 12:8 ; 31 44:16
45 : 10 : 23 ' 19 : 9
:
42: G : 17:
47 : 13 : 31. 22 :10: 59: 50 :30:
78 : 14 : 33. 29 ;11 ~6""Cu;34T 15 : 52. 32 :13 : :41:
' 18 : 59 35 :14 ; ;^~"£:44:
19 : 62 36 :15
:
47:
! 20 : 65 ! 42:16: 1 52:
21
:
74 45 :18, 59:
22 : 80'.55 :19 • 1 70:
24 : 92 :56 :20 :80:
25 : 96 62: 21: :96:
26 : 98 :63
:
22 L97
:
28 38 '65 24 100:
29 rr:67 : 25 in
30 .68126
' 34 !7i: 27
35 :74: 28
36 :75:29
' 40 :76 30
' 43 :78 32 :Vi
: 44 :83 53
' 46 :86 54 :7F
' 50 ' :92: 35 :77
• 51 :94:'36 : 79
! 54 '-98: 39 :81
'< 55 :99: 40 :82
: 53 138 Jil :83
: 49 :"3T33 :84
: 41 : 44 :85
: 39 : 46 : 86 2d
: 56 49 :88 jVi.
: 57 l 50 :89 48
: 58 : 51 : 90 : 69
Via. 60 : 53 : 91 87'Wr 6i • 54 : 93 . 3"
89 : 63 : 55 : 94
= 90 : 67 : 56 : 95
91 : 68 57 : 99
-93 : 70 58100
-94 : 71 60TT5
: 99 : 72 61:
loo : 73 . 63:
> 75 64:
' 76 66:
: 77 . 67
: 79 68:
: 82 70:
: 83 71:
: 84 ' 72:
' 85 73;
: 86 : 75:

Observor - A. SU*JLIAHY.
Sound : Word, : Identi-
:
Contrast
:
CO- exist: Fredi- : Judg- : buoor-
& syn.
:
phrase : by : ence ; cat© ; men c oi
.
dina—
change :& idea :
conp. i
quan zy xi on
42 A t4 11 T A14 2 • 1 30 QO
45 : 29 : 18 38 37 ! 5 1 A «34 1
52 36 : 22 , "ST2 4o 7 44 Oft
85 71 26 57 : 9 rj D « 3y
4 : 74 : 31 62 12 98 : it o48
: 75 : 32 . 64 13 5 : 53
: 76 : 33 67 : 16 58
86 : 40 : 68 17 70
: 94 : 43
: 49
: 84
: 93
19
24
"5
1 T i 50
51
56
65
77 .
81
82
88
1 92 !
97
21
—
• 89
11
: 25
: 27
;
4131
: 54
55
: 60
: 61 :
: 63
: 69 :
i 72
: 73
79 :
80
83
: 87
89
90
: 91
95
: 96
: 100
36
Coordi- .Supra- : Egocen- ligo.pr?- sudj so ; 00j ect Causal-
;
Failure
nation : ordina-
:
: t i o n
tri c : dicate rela-
tion
. rela-
•
; *-
.1 o n
ity :
6 3 • 21
10 23
28 : 47
35 : 59t 4
i
i

Observor - B.
Consecutive or si-
multaneous ideas
sui.ni sari
Type of situation recalled
Parti cular
^6If Tire : : rVijs ciajj Oil- VU ual tiler \ % • 23.
,
CQL: 2d: l?n
1 1 .2.56 3 o :
1 A '1.0'
: 3 . ; 2 . 6 . 11 1
5 :
7 : 1 :11 :
13 '
"Gu.: Ar.:
, 4
O '
<S - 12 : A4 XX • 8 : p : Cul": 4 '1 A
o < ft
' 18 : QO XO ' 7 : q : 3 :A A ' Au,
:
1 A 1 p
4 > 1 A '1.0 22 : 1 A10 9 :14 : 5 :50 ' 6 • r>a
'
/0 '
5 : AA
1 9* A1X • *"OX
O O '2.2 < 31 : o t<c3 'X D < 17 :15 : 6 : Cu. :73 •
6 : 32 ! cO X • 20 :17 : 8 ! 5 50 • r> c '(O '
7 : 1.0 - 37 : or;<c r 1 OJ.? 38 :20 *11 : 'Cu. ;
8 : ^ <vAt O A ' 42 : oo <cX 48 '-22 :12 ! 'A' '2 1 <
9 T 1 "V A/1 1 A •X . • 43 : til Oil ' 68 :23 :13 :
10 : 1 1 'A ^ O A ' 44 OD <c 78 £5 £4 :
11 : 1 1 *AAJ- • X.OD 1.3 51 : t Oft 79 fe6 :1 5 :
12 ' • *'0 I 1.3 • 58 ; 41 on«;y 80 S7 ^6 :
13 • COO t A3*0 • 59 : 4 O oo 61 :33 :i'8 :
14 : 1 1 *AQ 1.2 : 61 : *i 1 Os < 85 •35 :
15 : x
.
x. ru .8 : 71 OO >I A ' 87 :36 20 :
16 : 1 7*71X • i.ii 1.7 82 : o o 4 99 38 :21
17 1.0 : 83 • •*> A /1 O*±v 16**'39 :22
18 . » • f O 1.0 : 84 - ro 41 :24
19 X • v. f *i : .8 86 • f 1 42 25
20 ' .9 : 88 >A O DO 47 :26
21 ! • O . f o 2.0 . 96 04 52 :28
22 1 1 *77 1.7 : 21 >Ov) 65 :29
23 1.0 . •22 i> O 66 : 30
O A24 : .9 • 'R7 68 - 31
25 oi , V < 'AD>OU 78 :32
26 9 9"fl1 : .9 : 'AO>(jej 79 : 35
27 X • *i JOG 1.0 OO '80 39 •
28 X • V «oo 1.3 •81 :40
29 7*Q A :i.3. '/?7 '82 . 42
30 Q'ft ^ :i.O C V • :83 :45
31 1 fVftAX • v<00 a.o :84 : 46 . Vl
32 1 Q7> X . O- O / a.c 7**/ O 85 : 47 OO
33 • o.oo :2.1 > / 4 87 : 46 . o4
34 ft" AQ : .8 '7 r;• / J 88 49 . CD OA
35 :1.6 ftO.OP 91 50 O I Vi..
36 . x • y.ai : .8 90 :92 51 Q Q. OO >M
3 / :1.0 m• 91 :93 52 • on, yu :37
38 • i n • q t :1.1 94 94 5? . yx 43
39 : 3.4:94 :1.9 y / 95 .54 oo. y<c :44
40 :1.2:95 : .6 yo .96 :5t : yo : 58
**X :1.1:96 :5.0 ' T A AxOO .97 56 . y4 : 59
42 :1.0:97 :1.0 41 •98 :57 : 95 : 61
43 :1.0:98 :1.3 ;99
.
60 : 96 : 7
44 : .8:99 :1.0 .100 62 : 9«
45 :1. 0:100 : .9 44 •63 : 98
46 : .8:1$ : .9' : 67 100
47 : .8:2Q, :1.0 : 69 : 70
48 : .9:3Q :1.3 :71
49 : .9: * r-j o
. r <C
50 :1.2:iQ-lst :73
51 .5: quartile. . 74
52 :1.3: etc; : 75
53 . v .7: : 76
54 :1.0: . r> rj t
55 :1.0: ' 62 i
General
Accompanying
Imagery

Observor - B, STL.HAEY.
Sound : Word, : Identi-
:
Contrast
:
CO-exio&Predi- : Judg- : Sobor-
Cm, aJ ii , , tV*
1 t*d q p Cli Li V • P PetA *ment of: dina-
A* i rips 1 quality: tion
65 : 4 8 30 : 23 ! 1 : 33 : 20
96 : 9
;
92 : 38 J OK !do • 31 : 18
2 26 « 93 87 J OO ' c
'
O ' 45 : 17
27 "1 /N/N100 T
j
o* 1 i n IJ.U • 72 : 39
29 :
36
—
2—4 '
O r '
JLJL
Aft *
85 :T : 705
41 4Z ID
46
'
DO T Q !J.V
74 " Oft
!
80
;
c n
7
OO
: 86 : 75 : 32
91 78 40 •
95 : 79 43
98 83 ; 44 !
it
;
IT
;
47 :
48 <
49 :
50 :
51 :
52 :
: 53 <
54 :
! 55 '•
57 :
58
60
61
! 62
66 !
: 69
73 ;
76
: 82 :
84 :
88 :
Pred .
90
~^
97 :
38
43 :
Coordi- Supra- Egocen-
,
Ego . prs- Sub j ecri; j e ct Causal-
,
Failure
nation : ordina-
tion
trie ; dicafce rela-
tion
rein -
t i o n
ity :
-1 r-1
5
77 !
i f
- 99
;
-
56
86
71 ' 12
81 22
94 59
"5" T
•
>
i
*
» «
>
t <
i
i
•
>

0"bservor - C.
Consecutive or si
ciultaneoua ideas
1
2
3
4
5
c
7
8
9T
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
43
49
50
51
52
53^
54
55
2.0
1.6
4.4
1.4
1.1
1.3
1.8
2.8
1.4
8.0
1.1
4.4
2.0
1.1
2.3
1.4
2.5
1.7
1.4
4.0
1.0
1.6
1.0
5,0
1.7
1.1
2.1
1.1
4.8
1.0
1.2
1.6
1.7
5.6
.9
1.3
3.8
9,0
.9
.7
2.6
1.2
4.8
1.0
1.0
1.2
.8
1.1
.8
.7
.7
1.4
1.1
1.3
SU1HIARY.
Type of situation recalled
Parti cular
: Visual.
:
Other . Visual
DO. D p > JL<< < q . . 2
1 <
Q RR Pft<co Xo
DO' O
»
^
' 15"
» <c vJ v.)
o y> T-L <
"ZO qi . 34
60 »
^
OX *±
62 7
63 O i e.> o
C A
•
o
65 • /Irr
,
1
i
X ' 0t3ier
Ob' 9 • 64
A7 1X
,
7 65
68 TX | , X 67
oy TX i oo 68
70> X r,» t*' • 69
r»-ii
7^
o
^ i >
' 70
( ti JL p • 71
to O<&
,
»
u< 72
H A/4 ! T'
i
%
>
«-* : 73
H R ' 1JL i 7i r ; 74
7
A
( O 1A i 75
i ( 1JL R - 76
7 ft 1JL n< 77
n q
,
T Q 78
ftA q
• 79
ox ' JL
t
n
• 80
QOoc, ' X i • 81
Q rtOO" '. T' X (» U : 82
Q Ao4 p : 83
ft ; 84
OO ' X |
' D P.
' o5
O 1 , p ft OO
O DCO X | > o . ft.71 O I
oy q ' 89
yu TX (> «3 : 90
y± O> <^ • 92
y«c n :94
Q 1vo X p : 95
O Ay4 ' X i X • 96
95 '1 » 97
96 : 5, R : 98
97 : 1 P1 £J 99
98 1 ,8 100
99 3 ,6 90
1001 ,1
1 ;o
: 1 .3
: 2,,0
General
Ac comnpanying
imagery

Observer - C,
md : word, : I den ci- : Contrast
typnrase
& idea
c o::ip
.
CO-exio&Predi-
ence : cate
1 6
11 9
34 ' 13
42 : 16
46 : 21
57 : 29
74 : 32
7ft
i o
91 : 5oT : 55
: 72
: 87
: 94
: 13
Judg-
ment of
quality
dina-
tion
14
26
27
36
48
60
62
63
64
70
76
80
82
86
IF
Svpra-
ordina-
cipn
17
t
3
4
5
8
12
15
18
19
22
24
28
31
33
37
38
40
41
43
44
47
49
51
52
53
54
56
58
65
66
68
69
71
73
77
identity
51
83
84
85
88
89
90
93
96
97
98
99
100
ocen-
ri c
iCgo . pre-
dicate
Sue j ec;
rela-
tioii
95
14
' j j ect
rein -
tion
20
61
92
~3
Causal'
ity
23
30
75
Failure
10
25
35
39T

Ooservor
Cons ecu tive
nultaneous
- D.
or si-
ideas
Type of situation recalled
l: 3.1:
2 3,4
6.4
1.0
4.0
1.1
1.0
8 1.2
*9 2.1
3
4
5
6
: 10: 1, , 5
: 11: 2 ,7
: 12: 1,,1
: 13: 1 ,0
: 14: D
,
3
: 15: 4,,0
: 16: 1 ,1
: 17 7',
: 18 5,
: 19 •4,,4
. 20 4 .8
: 21 1, ,
: 22 1
(,2
: 23 1,,4
: 24 1 ,4
: 25 1,,6
: 26 1,
: 27 1,
: 28 3,,8
• 29 >9
: 30 q\ 2
• 31 1,,9
: 32 ' 2,,7
: 33 ,6
: 34 • 1,,2
: 35 1,,2
: 36 • 1,
: 37 • 3,, 3
: 38 : 2,
: 39 • i ( ,
: 40 1, 4
: 41 ,8
'•42 : 5] 3
: 43 • 6,,2
: 44 : 1,,0
: 45 : 2, 8
: 46 ' 6,,4
: 47 1, 1
: 48 5,,5
: 49 1, G
: 50 : 1,,1
: 51 : 1,
;52 : 1,,3
^53^*9,
: 54 ; 1,,2
: 55 : 1, 6
Particular
Vi s v.pQ C tlier
General
56-
57 :
58 :
59 :
60 :
61'
62*
63 :
64'
65'
66'
67*
68"
69*
70:
7i;
72:
73;
74;
75:
76!
77;
78;
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86'
87:
as:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
5,o*
l.o;
1.2-
1.7;
.s:
1.7:
1.6:
1.0:
1.0:
1.0:
3.1:
4.5:
1.0:
.s:
1.5:
2,0:
2.8:
.9:
1.1:
.8 :
1.8:
4.9:
.9:
2.8:
.8:
.7:
4.8:
1.8!
2.0:
2.6:
1.7.:
4.0:
l.i:
l.O:
1.4:
1.0:
1.4!
2.0:
2.4:
1.0:
1.4:
2.4:
3.0:
3.7:
1001.0.
IQt liO.
3a
1 ,45
2,8:
22
99
Vis ual 1 0tl;er Yx. \
• 1 ; 2 : ,2 : 1 ;
3 : 5 : 6 s 3 :
4
'
6 : 7 11 :
11 : 7 ' 8 -16 :
16 • 8 : 9 SI :
21 • 9 •10 :25 :
' 25 ; -10 12 =29 :
29 ' 12 13 so ;
30 13 14 51 :
31
'
14 15 -32 :
32 ' 15 •17 '36 :
41 ' • 17 18 -38 :
45 • 18 19 "41 :
46
'
19 "20 45 :
• 20 Si *46 :
: 23 52 =50 =
: 24 £3 :51 :
57 : 26 =24 :55 •
: 27 =26 57 :
60 : 28 £7 58 :
66 : 33 :28 60 :
70 : 34 529 :66 :
74 : 35 v32 70 :
75 : 36 :34 71 :
77 : 3 r> :35 74 :
: 39 £6 75 !
: 40 :39 77 •
' 93 : 42 40 '88 :
' 95 : 43 :42 91 :
97 : 4^ :43 •93 :
3o~ : 47 :44 95 :
: 48 :47 96
'
: 49 :S8 97 :
: 52 :49 37;
: 53 :51
Other : 54 :52
83 ' 56 :54
: 84 : 59 :55 Ar
,
:
85 : 61 :56
: 62 :57 •84 :
87 63 :58 :85 :
89 : 64 :59 :S6 :
90 : 65 :61 89 :
92 : 67 :62 :90 :
' 94 : 68 :63 '91 :
Qft : 69 :64 :92 :
inr : 72 :72 : 94 :
: 73 :73 : 95 :
: 76 :74 :96 :
' 78 =75 '98 :
' 79 :77 99 :
: 80 ;78 100*
" 81 :79
' 82 :80
:82 '
Accoranpanying
Imagery
Cl. : 2d :Fn
81: Gu.i£-
Ox
:An:
37:
50
5SC
3
5
33
53
65
67
68
76
87T
26.
I VI,

Observor - D.
STJ.
Sound : Word, : Identi-
:
Contrast
:
CO-exis&Fredi- : Judg- : Sooor-
<_ syn. : phrase : ty : ence : cate ; ment of: dina-
change : & idea :
cor.ip. :
quality: tion
2 : 5 : 4 : 61 11 : 82 : 12
7 : 21 : 10 : 14 : 66 ; 22 : 46
8 : 27 : 15 : 69 : 77 :: 32 : 91
18 : 31 : 33 81 : O A > O (
1 14
19 l 35 : 41 : T 99 : 62 :
23 ! 45 : 48 : 5 ! 94 :
24 * 50 : 51 : 98 ;
25 : 80 : 59 : : :
29 • 65 —
—
34 ~9~ 67 : 8
38 68 :
39 : 70
40 71
43 : 76
44 87 :
47 : 92 :
49 : 93
52 : 97
54 : 100
55 : IT" :
56
57
58 :
63 <
64
72 -
73
74
75
78
83 •
85
86
89
3T~ 90
- 95 .
Coordi- Supra- : Sgocen- Ego . iDre-
_____
Sub j s (.' ", . uo : ect 1 Causal
-
Failure
nation : ordiiia-
;
! bion
tri c di cabe rela-
tion
: ra1& -
: "bion
: ity
:
: 36 : : 88 : 1
16
;
79 : : 3
60 : 13
:
: 17
: 20
26
: 28
: 30
: 42
: 53
: 10

_ ObseryorConsecutive
nultaneous
Vdi -Tine
- E.
.
or si
Jm X
^
7:
0:
'» 3 1x
<
2:
: 4. 1 i:
: 1,X 1>8 :
6 1X < 8 ;
• 7 2 2:
• S 2 4 :
* 9" 1X ( 6-
: in 1X
|
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X -L 1X ( 4 :
: 12 : 2 2:
: 13-X w 1X 1 n :
: 14. 1X i
: 15' 1X
1
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•
-
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\
• 17X ' 1x
<
7 :
: 18x 2 :
• 1 9 X 4 :
- TX 1
5*
• 21 X \ :» V
• 22 1X 1 4 :, "X
' 23 1X \ 7 :1 f
• 24 1X 1 7 :
• 25 p 8 :
• ?6 X 1 <J
• P7<C f ! 1X
,
D"
• 2ft<c 3 n*
p T •
, X
• 3n TX 1 A'
• 31 1X \ 4*
: <zp 3 n'
• 33 ! 1X 2 :
• 34 4 0'
* 35' 1X < 3-
• 36 9 :
: 37'' 2
,
,
9'
• 3S 1X 1 3 :
' 39 1X ( 2 :
* 40 2..4*
• 41 p 8*
• 40 ' 2 0'
• 43 X < 4 :
* 44 p 1 :1 x
* 45 1X
4
* 46 1X 3*
* 47 X 1 6'
' 48 1X 3'
' 49 1X 4 7'
' 5D
(
X { 4.'
:
51
,
1,.4;
'.52
,1 .0:
753^n,,4"
: 54
.
i« 3
" 55 1 .3"
SUiniARY.
TjT>e of situation recalled
ideas : Particular General Imagery
jua,l
:
Ctlier Vis;ual Other : aj\ -A/i.-i-a. COL: 2d:
: 56 1;,7 3 - 4 1 . 2 : 1: 1: 9: Gu.:Ar,
:
• 57 . 1 3 - 5 : 34 : . 6 : 14 , 2: 3:13: Ouu:io:
! 58 1 (,4 : 7 J 61 : 18 : 16 3: 5:16: Au:i9:
• 59 1 ,3 8 : 70 : 21 : 35 . 4: 4 :42
:
6: 22:
*• 60 1, 4 : 9 : 74 : 24 : 38 11: 6:52: Gu;48:
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